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PRICE TEN

Augutt Bride-Elect

Music Students

CouncH Again

Honored

To Have Picnic
Occurs Thursday

Asks Speed Check

AtWaukazoo

On DS-31 Bypass

Initrumental music students who
have been attending the summer
session will be entertained at a
picnic at Kollen Park Friday beginning at 5 p.m. More than 125
students of grade school and junior high age have practiced and
Succumbs at Hospital
participated in the summer proWithin a Couple Hours; gram which will come to a close
with this concert-picnic.
Favored Uncle’s Car
Featuring the event will be a
Death struck like a bolt of light- concert by the Grade School Orning Thursday afternoon and snuf- chestra and Band combined, specfed out the life of a fun-loving ial numbers by the string students
thre«-year-old boy in back of a of Carleton Kelch and by a cornet
duet trained by Raymond Roth.
Waukazoo aummer home#
Victim of the tragic accident Arthur Hills will direct the orchestwas David Preston, son of Mr. ra. Kelch, Roth and Hills were inand Mrs. Frank Preston of 1909 structorsduring the six-week ses-

at

A surprisebridal shower in honor
of Miss Norma Kragt was given
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Clarence Boeve of 392 West
18th St. Miss Kragt will become the
bride of Comic Van Loo this month.

Games were played and

Kragt, Miss Sheryl Kragt, Mrs.
Helen Van Loo and Miss Joan
Kragt. The guest of honor was presented with a corsage and gifts.

Deaf

Ear to Earlier Bid

Holland City

Among

CENTS

WiB

Winning Bidders

Have Three More

h

Voting Precincts

Sale of

Bonds

dupli-

cate prizes were won by Mrs. Nick

Move Comet After
Ziegler Turns

Local Bank

Shower

A

The News Has Been

Constructive Booster for

Refreshments were served by the
City Council Wednesday night hostess, assisted by Mrs. Roger
drafted another resolutionrequest- Kragt, Mrs. Ed Altena and Mrs.
ing a speed study on the US-31 Nelson Kragt.
Invited guests were the Mesbypass after a letter was read
dames Nick Kragt, Ben Kragt,
from Charles M. Ziegler, 'state Melvin Kragt. Ted Kragt, George
highway commissioner,indicating Tinholt, Charles De Jonge, Fred
that no action would be taken on Bosnia, Allan Reimink, Phillip

First National

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth

Bank

And Two Other Firms

Wards WiH Be SpUt;

Lowest

Each Exceeds 1,400

of

Seven Bids

Holland will soon have three
more voting precincts, according to

City Council Wednesday night
approved the sale of 3500.000 in
hospital bonds in a joint low bid
entered by Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Bacon, Whipple and
Co., and First National Bank of

action taken by City Council

Wed-

nesday night.
Because registrationis over 1,400 in the fourth, fifth and sixth
wards, each of these three ward*
will be split into two precincts.
The changes were recommended
by the electioncommission, headed by City Clerk Clarence Greven-

Holland.

sion.
North Kimball Ave., Chicago.
Haan, Raymond Tiethof, Matt
The low bid has an interest rate
Parents of the young musicians controls on the highway.
The boy was in the back yard
Kemme. Everett Vartden Brink,
2'j
percent from 1956 through
Ziegler'sletter, addressedto
of a home owned by his great are invited to bring along their
Helen Van Loo and the Misses
goed, after reviewing requirement*
picnic
suppers.
Soft
drinks
and
ice
1965
and 21 percent from 1966
State
Senator
Clyde
H.
Geerlings,
uncle, Constantine “Gus” Speros of
Joan and Sheryl Kragt.
of new state election laws. The
Chicago and Waukazoo. Gus was cream will be furnished free for was in answer to communications
through 1975, plus an 587 premium.
provision states that when registin the house and had just called
This bid lists a total interest cost
tralion in any precinct using votDavid’s mother to tend her four- “Lme^with'priz^for students sm in June in ™™cti°" ''ith *
to
the
city
over
this
period
of
double fatality at the 16th St. intering machines exceeds 1,400, such
month-old daughter, who was cry- will precede the concert.The conto
5133.020.29or a rate of 2.302716
precinct shall be divided or recert
is
scheduled
for
5:45
p.m.
and
section.
Senator
Geerlings,
_£
i
t
y
ing. David meanwhiledashed out of
percent.
arranged. This work shall be done
the house and, as he often liked the picnic at about 6 p.m.
Council and the sheriff'sdepartIt was the lowest of seven bids
by ordinance.
to do, went over and patted his
entered, which accordingto one
ment all figured in the communiPlans call for dividing the
great uncle's bright yellow car.
of the bankers present was quite
cations.
fourth ward In. the middle of 20th
The car was parked in front of the
Ziegler’s letter was accompanied
.. complimentto the city of Holland
TRY SOMETHING NEW— Girard Villien of Paris, France, St., and the firth and sixth wards
garage and about two to three feet
Dr. C.J. Stauffacher. who has in view of the present market in
by a large amount of data on enin the middle of 22nd St Voter*
from another car. David was be(standing, left) chats with Heidy and Maraerth Schaeck of
gineering facts and details on ac- been representing the Holland Lep- bonds. Other bids, all of them enin the north halves will be in the
tween the two cars when a “stub’'
Switzerlandabout the comparatireforms of snow skiing and
cidents which, had occurred on the rosy Federation at Inhambane, tered on joint bid by three or four
first precinctand in the south haltree crashed onto the garage and First
to
participants,ranged from 2!< to 3
highway. Ziegler wrote that the
water skiing. All three snow ski in their native lands and this
ves in the second precinct
Portuguese East Africa, for 31
bounced between the two cars. The
percent.
highway was properly designed
The fourth ward currently list*
is the first tjme any of them have tried to water ski. Nancy
years,
has
recovered
sufficiently
impact caught the little boy on
Earlier on Wednesday, ground
and constructed,and said the ac1,520 registered voters, and the
Jackson
of
Dallas,
Tex.,
who
brought
the
girls
to
Lakeshore,
is
the head and sent him sprawling
companying material definitely from his recent serious illness to wa« broken for the new hospital adsplit at 20th St. would put 715
seated on the
(Sentinelphoto)
under one of the cars.
shows that the accdients were all resume his work in the mission, dition whch is expected to cost
voters in precinct No. 1 and 805
The great uncle and his mother
preventable being due to the revoters in precinct No. 2.
accordingto word in a letter to approximately51,200.000. financed
rushed him to Holland Hospital Macatawa Bay Yacht Club's juni- sponsibility of one or more drivers
by the city bond issue, federal
ir
The fifth ward currently has
a
colleague
in
Chicago
several
or
sailing
team
can
win
the
diswhere he died at 6:55 without reof vehicles involved in the crashes
funds, and continbu lions from ad1,556 registered voters, and the
trict eliminationsof the Sears Cup
gaining consciousness.
joining townships.
Mayor Robert Visscher felt that weeks ago.
split at 22nd St. would put 805
Dr. William Rottschaefer. medi- by finishingfirst in the final race Ziegler had sidestepped Council's Dr. Stauffacher was so seriously Council also adopted a special
in the first precinct and 751 in the
cal examiner, ruled death was this afternoon at Macatawa.
specific request for a study on ill last spring that it was feared resolution preparatoryto issuing
second precinct.
The
MBYC
International
110
he
would
not
recover.
Public
praycaused by a skull fracture.
speed, and it was on his suggestion
bonds for the 1955 paving program
The sixth ward currently has
The stub tree was about 20 feet tean. of Paul Harms, Gretchen that Council voted to draft another ers were offered for him at local and for the paving of Fairbanks
1,016 .registered voters, and the
high and had stood at the site Boyd and Jim Field sailed to a first resolution for such a study and meetings.The letter which he Ave. earned over from the 1954
split would put 768 in the first prenear the driveway for a number in the sixth race of the three-day the possibility of posting speed lim- wrote May 31 to Miss Lulu Ervin pavmg program.The work of printcinct and 848 in the second preHolland
seems
to be the mecca
of years. It had been cut off and event Wednesday afternoon and cut its on the sectionbetween M-21 and of Chicago, secretary in charge of ing the paving special assessment
cinct.
foi foreign visitors this summer.
Muskegon’s
lead
to
one
point.
just the 20-foot high trunk was
the southern approach to the city. the office of the American Leprosy bonds was awarded to Northern
The recommendation made no
During
the past week alone there
Eleven teams from three states
left standing. It will probably nevIn other business, Councilman Mission (Midwest branch), said he Bank Note Co. for low bid of 3185 were guests from England,Switt
mention of new voting places,
er be known just what caused the are sailing for th# distirct cham- John Van Eerden requestedthat had undergone two major opera- plus 512.50 per interest rate change.
but the new Jefferson school and
zerland and France visiting friends
heavy tree trunk to topple when it pionship, the first step toward com- the Planning Commission make an tions for gastric duedenolosmy. Council okayed the city attorney's
the South Side Christianwere menhere
and
just
resorting.
did. There was relativelyno wind peting in the national junior sail- immediatestudy on east -west The first one did not prove suc- recommendation that the firm of
tioned as two possibilities.
Girard Villiers, son of Georges Clinic
velocityat the time. Some believe ing championshipsat Booth Bay routes for truck traffic in the city. cessful and he lost 60 pounds in Berry, Stevens and Moorman of
Clerk Grevengoed said that the
Villiers,
president
of
the
French
recent storms may have loosened Harbor, Maine, late in August.
Council approved the purchase of a short time. "But now I am feel- Detroit be retained to provide the
acquisitionof five additional votEach team sails six and sits out a hydraulic underbody scraper ing well and just a littleweak. I approving opinion on the bond National Associationof Manufactthe trunk from its base.
Second round make-up clinics ing machines for Holland city
There were several persons in two of the eight races.
with pump including the hydraulic attend to my work again but am issue for the 1955 paving program urers. of Paris, France, spent the
for
Holland youngsters who didn’t through the county will take care
weekend as the house guest of
Muskegon bounced back into a reverse from Root Spring Scraper taking it a little easier." He had plus FairbanksAve.
the vicinity at the time, includof the voting machine requirebeen in a semi-conscious condition City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, get Salk anti-polio inoculations ear- ments.
ing neighbors, friends and other commanding lead in the seventh Co. at a total cost of 31,645.
race this morning with a second
Approval also was given the eity for 10 days.
presented a report from City Man- Jr. The Slighs were guests of the lier. will be held Friday, according
children.
The local changes are based on
The missionary-doctorwrote that ager Herb Holt indicatingthat the elder Villiers two years ago when to Dr. Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa section 661 of the election code
The victim was born June 9. 1952. place finish and had 43i points manager's recommendationfor
for
first
place.
they
were
in
Paris.
combined bid for cabinets, stove, that the leper camp is doing nice- 1955 paving program has been comSurvivors include the parents,
which has been revised as follows:
Villiersis enrolled in the Har- County Health Department direcand great uncle, a sister. Chris- Macatawa was in second with refrigerator,sink and exhaust fan ly. There are about 250 lepers and pleted and recommended that in“In each precinct using voting
tor.
34t
ponits
and
needed
a
first
place
vard
Graduate
School
of
Business
for the Civic Center youth room for a number of untainted children.
asmuch as a letter was received
tine, four months; a grandmother,
machines,there shall be at least
The clinic* will be in the Health one voting machine for each 600
The new msisionaries who have from the Michigan Colprovia Co. and will leave New 'York on Aug.
Mrs. Bernice Preston of Chicago which gives 9J points,this after- 5966 entered by Beckman’ s
and another grandmother, Mrs. noon to tie Muskegon, which does voungstown Kitchens and Essen- been assignedto the Inhambane certifyingthat all bills for labor 29 for the Harvard orientationper- Department office at 297 Central registered electors at all general
burg Electric Co. This covers all post, Dr. and Mrs. Walter Mikul- and material for the project have iod. During the summer he is work- Ave. from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 November elections and at the
Helen Speros of Chicago and Wau- not race in the final event.
Normal
procedure
in
case
of
a
to 2 p.m. Zeeland youngster* will primary immediately preceding
costs except plumbing and wiring. ascbeck, arrived in May, but when been paid, the final payment for ing in New York for Coty.
kazoo.
The Prestons have been at the tie is to count up the number of Council also approved purchase of they were presented to government 511,950.83be made. Council con- After a term in the French Army also be eligiblefor the shots at such elections.At all oJheiLPriwhere he served in Morocco and the afternoonsession.
Speros home for a week. Mr. Pres- first places taken by each tqam a popcorn-machine from- KiisjwUrfficials,they were Informedthey curred.
marie* and ’elections, the number
A petition for paving 27th Sf.- Indochina,Villiers attended law All childrenwho were inoculated of voting machines shall be at the
ton arrived in Holland from Chica- and determine the championin that Kist Korn Machine Co. at a cart did ,not have sufficientqualificaof 3796.50, the cost to be charged tions to practice medicine and between Central and College Aves. school for three years. He says with Salk vaccine during the first discretion of the local election comgo about midnight Thursday after way.
But both Muskegon and Macata- to the Civic Center capital outlay must have at least two more was referred to the city manager that the Harvard school of bus- round shots in April are eligible, mission. When the registrationin
hearing about the tragedy.
iness is well-known in France.
ns well as those getting ‘booster’ each precinct using voting machwa have two firsts.And moving on account.
years of study in Portugal.Dr. for report.
During his stay here, the young shots. Booster shots are given to ines exceeds 1,400, such precinct
down each club has one second and
Council voted to place on the Stauffacher had planned to come
Permission was granted William
one third.
fall tax roll the delinquent light, to the United States,but does not Mokma for moving a double gar- (24 years oldi Frenchmen had those youngsters who got vaccine or predicts shall be divided or reBut Macatawa has a fourth and power and water bills totaling know how the situationwill work age from the rear of 42 East Ninth a taste of the casual social life. in the 1954 field trials.
arranged.’’
He went to dinner with a group
out. He hasn’t had a furlough in St. to 24 West 16th St.
Holland City had the lowest parMuskegon does not. Therefore, if 584.76.
Macatawa can tie Muskegon in
A communicationfrom the Mich- more than nine years.
Clerk Grevengoed presented a of young friends Saturday night, tcipation average in the county
points, the judges will probably igan MunicipalLeague regarding
During the past year, the Holland letter from Col. Arthur C. Nauman attended a performance of the thus far, with only 400 children
Cited for
•nembershipin the Good Roads federationraised 57.558, all of of the Corps of Engineers acknow- Lowell Showboat Friday night and getting shots out of 1,100 eligible. Rules Listed (or
award MBYC the district title.
The county percentage had been
In the fifth race Wednesday af- Federation was ordered filed. Hol- which is administeredby Dr. ledging receipt of council'saction tried his hand at water skiing.
Marine Reserve Capt. James Q. ternoon. Macatawa finished sixth land's dues which would be inde- Stauffacher. The federation is an on deepening and widening the He is delightedwith the informality nmning considerably higher, with
Van Ry of 12 East 53rd Place, behind MilwaukeeSouth Shore, Chi- pendent of League assessments interdenominal organization of turning basin and extension of the here and looks forward to return- as high as 80 percent gettingshots
Fishing
Tulsa, Okla., has been presented a cago Columbia, Chicago Corin- would be 57.50 a year.
church women in the local area. federal pro ject channel into Black ing to Holland again while he is in some areas. Zeeland reported
about 50 percent in Monday's clinGold Star in lieu of a second Dis- thian, St. Joseph and Muskegon. Council passed a resolution, Mrs. Peter Slenk is president of river at Holland harbor. Assur- in the United States.
Available fishing sites were lined
tinguished Flying Cross for heroance was given that the project
At the dock at lakeshore Cab- ic.
Trailing Macatawa in the sixth which was part of a resolution the federation.
with youngstersthis week pracism in acion in Korea, according race were South Shore, Chicago passed June 8 on wage adjustwill receive careful consideration ins he met the two young ladies
ticing up for the big Fishing Rodeo
to word received here by his par- SheridanShore, Racine, Wis. and ments, amending wages for BPW
in the preparation of budget esti- from Switzerland. Heidy and Marslated for Kollen Park Saturday.
mates.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Van Ry Muskegon.
employes as follows: seven cents
gerth Schaeck of An St. Gallen,
More than 300 are expected to show
of 38 West 22nd St.
Council granted permission to Switzerland, who were vacationSi. Joseph won this morning's per hour for employes receiving Fords,
up for the third running of the
The award was made by Maj. race followed by Muskegon, Sheri- 51.51 to 31.80 per hour; and eight
Holland charter No. 14, Disabled ing at the resort with a friend,
annual event.
C.E, Bowers, commander of the dan Shore and Corinthian. The cents per hour for employes reAmerican Veterans, to sell forget- Nancy Jackson of Dallas. Tex.
Members of the co-sponsoring
First Truck Co., Marine Corps re- fourth place result may change due ceiving above 31.81 per hour.
me-nots far a 24-hour period startThe four visitors found much to Costs Millions
City
City RecreationDepartment and
serve unit in Tulsa.
The oath of office for Mrs.
ing Friday, Aug. 26 at 5 p.m.
talk about. The Swiss girls also
to a protestby Racine against CorHolland Fish and Game Club toMargaret W. Steffens as member
The citation accompanying the inthian.
A public hearing was scheduled tried their luck on the water skis
- The federal day announced rules and regulaVern Vandewater homered in Aug. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in connection and all agreed it is quite similar
award told how Capt. Van Ry M. R, Bissell,race chairman, ot the Library board for a term
government will spend more than tions for the, event.
serving as pilot of a Marine Attack said that dispute would be decided ending June 30, 1960, was filed. the first inning for the Vets Wed- with an application from Jacob to snow skiing which they all do
a million dollars to train Michinesday
night
in
City
Softball
play,
Registrationswill be made beSquadron plane, led a flight on early this afternoon.
Bierema for a variance in remodel- proficiently.
gan National Guardsmen this
settingthe pace for the VFW in a ing a building at 190 East Eighth
a close air support mission against Closely behind Macatawa in the
On a three- month vacation in month, Maj. Gen. George C. tween 1 and 2 p.m. Saturday at
3-1 win over Holland Moose.
Kollen Park before the start of
enemy troops and mortars. “By standings was St. Joseph with
St. to continue its use as a store the Midwest, Canada, and a return
Moose stubbornly tied up the on the first floor and a residence through Colorado, the sisters have Moran, state adjdtant general, the Rodeo. Participants must be
his exemplary leadership and 32&. Tied for fourth were Racine Holland
announced today.
game in the first frame after Don on the second floor.
under 17 years old on Saturday,
bombing accuracy, he ifas largely and South Shore with 32‘i.
been here in the United States
A total of 31,650,702has been and if under 10, must be accomHulst
was
safe
on
an
error,
went
responsible for the success of a
Approval waes given a request for seven months. They are emexpended or set aside for the panied by an adult 18 years or
to second and third on wild pitches, from the Board of Public Works
mission that destroyeda major
ployed in Texas by a wealthy
in
and scored on Walt Hudzik's on the purchase of 2-318 percent Italianwho met them in Switzer- training of approximately12,000 older.
hostile strongpointan reduced pres- Five-Day-Old Child
officers and men at Camp Graysingle.
Tackle and bait used is restricted
sure on friendly ground forces,"
U.S. treasury notes maturing June land. He invited them to come
Diek at Spring Lake
ling, Alpena Air Guard base and to single hook and pole not over
KALAMAZOO (Special)—It took But in the fourth the Vets came 15. 1958, for a face value of 5300,- here
the citationread.
to work for him. They inHe also was presented with GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The a 5-4 margin by the girls to give back with another run to again 000 laong with a resolutionplac- tend to lour as much of this coun- Camp Claybanks in Michigan and 16 feet long, and no artificial baits
Holland
a
16-15
inter-city
tennis take the lead. Key to the run were
certificatesfor the Gold Star in five-day-oldson of Mr. and Mrs.
ing these bonds in the Federal try as they can, working their way at Fort Knox. Ky. and Camps or plugs are allowed. Each conHaven and Williams. Wis.
testantwill furnish his own equiplieu of a 7th thiough 11th Air Arthur Huls, Jr., of 22’*, West Sav- victory over Kalamazoo Wednes were singles by Jay Hoffman and Reserve Bank Chicago for safe- as they go.
day.
More than one million dollars ment and bait.
Lum
Veltman.
keeping.
Medal for heroism in Korea.
idge, Spring Lake, died WednesThe
Schaeck
sisters and Miss will be paid to guardsmen in the
Twenty-one players participated An insurance tally was added in
All winners must hook and land
(’apt. Van Ry, who was born in day evening at Municipal HospThe meeting lasted an hour and Jackson, who has resorted here
form of pay and allowances. Ipus their own prize winning fish withHolland, at present is employed as ital. The baby had not been named. in the under 15 competition, 15 the fifth frame, mainly on singles 25 minutes. Mayor Robert Visscher before,are eloquent in their praisby Bob Schutt and Jini Slagh. presided and City Attorney James es of Holland and Macatawa. They state expense checks totaling out physical assistance,except for
assistant buyer of men's clothing Besides the parents he is sur- boys and 6 girls.
3330,000.
Nine-year-oldKen Harbin of Hol- Schutt scored on an infield error.
use of a landing net when the fish
at Brown - Dunklin department vived by two sisters,Nikki and
E. Twonsend gave the invocation. will return again “it we have the
In addition to federal pay and is played out and ready to land.
land
lost
to
Kurt
Spaulding,
also
store in Tulsa.
Diane at home; the grandparents, 9, of Kalamazoo, 7-5, in an extra Case Velderman gave up only CouncilmanRaymond Holvverda opportunity." The English visitor, allowances, each enlisted guardsFacilitieswill be available for
two hits to the Moose batters-rthe and Bernice Bishop were absent. farold Thomas, who w as here last
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Huls, Sr., of match.
man will receive a 52 per day weighing, measuring and recordfirst inning single and a third innSpring
Lake
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Graweek
agreed
with
them.
Coanty Road Employes
expense payment from the state ing the catches. All fish entered
Wherf the buys singles and
ham of Montague, a greatgrand- doubles matches were tallied it ing safety by Stu Baker. Matt
of Michigan for ihe 15-day train- must be witnessed by a committee
Numikoski
absorbed
the
loss
with
Have All-Day Picnic
Connie Norlin Wins
mother Mrs. Silas Dykstra of Grand
ing period.
was all tied up at 11-all.
Funeral
Set
Saturday
official and taken to the judges
seven hits.
Haven.
The remainder of the federal stand while still alive.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Em- Gravesideservices will be held But the girls won all three Barber Fords had a good night Over SO Contestants
For Mrs. Emilie Jeske
expenditure will be used for purAll fishing must be done from
ployes of the Ottawa Road Com- Friday at 2 p.m. at Lake Forest doubles matches after losing for at the plate as they pounded out
chase of supplies and services.
of
six
singles
tests
to
give
HolMiss
Connie
Norlin,
baton
twirler
the
shore. Docks or boats may
mission met at the Yellow Jacket Cemetery with the Rev. J. E.
10 hits in a 7-3 win over Bareman’s
GRAND HAVEN (Special) from Holland, won first prize in a
not be us^d.
picnic grounds on M-50 Friday for Munson of the Grand Haven Meth- land a one-point edge.
Service in the nightcap.
Mrs.
Emilie Jeske, 81. South WalBoys winning singles matches
Grand Rapids televisionstation’s
Each constestantwill be responan all-day get together.
D. Overbeek singled to lead off
odist church officiating. Arrangelace St. Grand Haven, died at Muni- Coast Guard Festival
talent show Wednesday. She was
sible for the cleanliness of the
The 132 employesparticipatedin ments are being made by Barbier were
for Fords in the first inning. Junior
Ted Fik, Jim De Vries, Bob Hop’i single and a couple of Bare- one of four members who survived cipal HospitalWednesday night. Get* Underway Tonight
fishing area at the close of the
a program of sports which began Funeral Home.
Teall,
Terry Pott, Tom Buursma, man errors accounted for three 10 weekly programs in which 50 She had been in ill helath for the
contest. State game and fish laws
at 9 a.m. Dinner was served at
past year. She was born Emilie
GRAND HAVEN, Mich.
Bernard Evink, Ken Harbin. Har- nins.
amateurscompeted.
must be observed.
noon.
Knuth
in Germany on Feb. 19, 1874 A banquet for visiting Coast Guard
bin beat John Hilliard, 6-0, before
Her prize consists of a comMn. Maria M. Brady
No prize will be given for the
Ford pounded out another score
and married August Jeske on April officers from Chicago,Cleveland
his Iqss in the extra match.
plete wardrobe and an all-expense
greatest number of fish caught
in
the
third
frame
on
singles
py
1. 1892 moved to Grand Haven in and Washington tonight will kick
Rattlesnake Killed
Diet in Grand Haven
Holland boys won four out of
trip to New York for an audition
Wading or disturbing or scaring
Howie Schutt, Warren Plaggemars
1912. Mr. Jeske died in 1937 and a off the three-day annual Coast
seven doubles, matches.
by
a
national network.
of fish is also prohibited.
and
Bob
Hop,
During Hike in Hills
GRAND HAVEN (Spceiql)
Girls getting singles victories
Miss Norlin is a majorette with daughter, Mrs. Robert Adams, Guard festival.
All problems, not covered specBarcman got another run in the
A hike through the hills near Port Mrs. Maria M. Brady, 87, of 1300
died in 1939.
A parade, athletic events for ifically by the rules are left to
were Judy De Zeeuw and Barb fifth without getting a hit.
the Holland High School band durSheldon this morning turned out Colfax St., Grand Haven died WedMrs.
Jeske
was
a
member
of Coast Guardsmen, a KiwanisKuite.
ing the school year and teaches
the discretionof the judges.
But a three-run rally in the fifth
tc be a real adventure for a Mon- nesday afternoon at Municipal HosSt. John’s Lutheran Church and ac- Rotary dinner and street dancing
Participatngin the doubles
baton twirling during the summer
gave Fords a safe margin. Plagtello Park man and three young- pital followinga months illness.She
tive in Ladies Aid and Mission Cir- will be features of the weekend
sweep over Kazoo were the teams
months. She is the daughter of Mr.
s’ers when they encountered a rat- was born Maria Logan on Nov. 18,
gemar*. Wayne Hop, Bob Hop and
Jim Weller Honored
festivities.
of Sharon and Judy De Zeeuw,
and Mrs. Carroll Norlin of 346 East cles.
Silv. Disselkoensingled and Jay
tlesnake which the man promptly 1863, in Lowell, and has lived in
She is survived by three daugh- Both Gov. G. Mennen Williams
Fifth st
Stevie Goodes and Vickie Ziel and
killed with a club.
Ferricks doubled. Total: three
this area since 1882. She married
ters, Amanda at home, Mrs. and Lt. Gov. Philip Hart will On Fifth Birthday
Barb Kuite and Marilyn Teali.
runs.
Jimmy Weller, who celebrated
Dewey L. Ferman, who was hik- William Brady on April 2, 1889. He
Eugene Denning and Mrs. Emil participatein the parade Saturday
his fifth birthday Monday, was
ing with his son, Paul, and two died Jan. 19, 1930. She was a memThat ended scoring for the night That's Not Tunny!
Van Cura of Gand Haven; four afternoon.
honored at a party given at his
neighbor children, Stanley and Har- ber of the MethodistChurch and Committee to Meet
as Bob Ebels chalked up a fourGRAND HAVEN (Special- Two sons, Otto, August, William bnd
old Dorgelo, came across the snake active in Sunday School work.
home, 230 West 12th St., by his
The nominating committee of hit win. Lou Borgman was tagged Spring Lake young men will be Robert, all of Grand Haven; 18
mother, Mrs. Robert Weller.
in undeveloped property a good
Surviving are two sons, Lafayette the Chamber of Commerce will for 10 hits in losing.
arraigned before Justice Fred grandchildren and 37 great grand- Dentist’s Body Found
half-milefrom Pigeon Lake' and far with whom she made her home, meet Monday noon in the Warm
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-’Hie Theme of the party was "Davy
Workman Friday on charges- of children.
from the summer cottages.
and William of Grand Haven; one Friend Tavern to select 12 candi- Mr. and Mr*. Herman Brewer littering the highway. The pair,
The body was removed from Van body of Dr. Harold F. Glocheski, Crockett.’’ Games were played and
Ferman.saidthe snake measured daughter, Mrs. Grover Myers of De- dates for four directors serving of route 4, and their granddaugh- Robert Ruiter, 18, and Gene Swift- Zantwick Funeral Home to the 49-year-old Grand Rapids dentist prizes won by Tommy Bonnette
31 inches long. It had eight rat- troit; two grandchildren and three three-year terms in an election-by- ters, Ruth Ann and Bonnie Brede- ney, 18, both of route 1 .Spring home this afternoon where it will who was missing since Sunday, and Bobby Van Der Kolk.
tles.
Invited guests were Mike Bowie,
great grandchildren.
mail with deadline Sept 13. Serv- way, returned Wednesday night to Lake, were arrested by state po- remain until Saturaday noon, when July 24, when his empty speedAll hikers were wearing shoes
The body reposes at the Kam- ing on > the nominatingcommittee their home after spendinga few lice after they threw a dummy it will be taken to SL John’s boat was found idling in Lake Mike Mayhoffer, Johnny Good,
and jeans; not shorts. Ferman said meraad Funeral Home where ser- are C. Neal Steketee,chairman, days in Northern Michigan. While stuffed with newspapers onto old Church. Sen-ices will be held at Michigan, was found Saturday David Naberhuis, Mark Bonnette,
he insisted on that attire when the vices will be held Saturday at Municipal Judge Cornelius Vander there they visited the Locks at US-31 in Ferrysburg, causing cars 2 pjn. with the Rev. Harold Ibben morning seven miles north of Tommy Bonnette, Bobby Van Der
hike was planned. Ferman is on 2:30 p.m. Burial will be in Robinson Meulen, James Borr. George Sault Sie. Marie and other places to slam on brakes and veer into officiating. Burial will be at Lake Grand Haven. It was removed to Kolk, Bobby Pointer and the guest
vacation this week.
of honor.
Township Cemetery.
iHeeringa and A.G. SalL
the other lane.
Forest Cemetery.
Alt Mortuary in Grand Rapids.
ot interest.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Newhouse-Boeve Rites Performed
August Promises

Many

NEWS.

THURSDAY, AUGUST

A, 1955

Honor
Lucille Van Domelen
Parties

More Heat After

Raphael Squeaks

Miss Lucille Van Domelen, who

Edward
of St Louis,

John Helbing,Jr.,

District Office

Mo., on Aug. 20, has been feted
at

Temperature Hit 90

Formed

16 Days During Month

for

many

parties during the past

month and

GOP

is being extensivelyen-

tertaineduntil the day of the wed-

;

Like

we

start.

.

.

GRAND HAVEN
seriously, when

a rope

holding

Tuesday afternoon while the trio was painting
a 60-foot screen of a drive-in

home run by Herb Maatman,

to whip Holland Moose, 3-2. But

come from

-

scaffolding broke

three runs, including a third inn-

they had to

(Special)

Three young men were injured, one

.

Tuesday night Raphael scattered
ing

t

Theater Scaffold

said, If Raphael had

gotten a better league

From

Three FaB

Past Moose, 3-2

will become the bride of

July Sets Record

if

Betrothed

theater under constructionon M-104

behind to

ding.

east of Spring Lake.
do it.
Beginning on June 22 when a
Moose led most of the early innDaniel Vladika of Coopersville
August steamed into Holland
dinner party was given at Maca- ings after Don Hulst doubled in
was
treated in MunicipalHospital
Monday and brought July’s record
tawa Bay Yacht Club for Miss the initial frame and scored on
for
serious
neck injuriesand then
heat wave right along with it.
Van Domelen and her fiance by similar blast by Bill Zych.
By 11 a.m. Monday it already
transferred to Blodgett Hospital in
Miss Alice Hohmann, the parties Raphael’s Maatman was again
Grand Rapids. At present he is
continued with a luncheonat the the key to the scoring column as
was’ 90 degrees.
Sorry to say, there s no relief In
paralysedfrom the neck down.
home of Mrs. Paul McLean and he singled, went to third on an
Grand Rapids.
sight, either, as the weather burDave Aurlck of Nunica received
Mrs. Margaret Lashua at the Mc- error, and scored on a wild pitch.
Purpose of the central organ- Lean home at Castle Park on June
eaus across the Midwest predicted
a sprainedback and is in fair
But Moose came right back, hittcondition in Municipal Hospital.
ization is to organize every town- 27.
more of the same.
ing Jason Ebels’ fast one for
But if it’s any consolation,you
On July 21 Mrs. Kenneth Peirce solid single off the bat of Les
Gerald Witherell,Jr., of 1007 Penship. ward and precinct in the 5th
Miss Phyllis Jean Kruithof
just survived one of the hottest
and Mrs’. Chester Van Tongeren Dooreneweerd.A single by Matt
noyer, Grand Haven, was released
district and to promote good canmonths in a long, long while^
after treatment in Municipal Hospentertainedat a luncheon and mis- Nunykoski and an outfield error
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gary
Kruithof
of
didates. honest and efficientgov- cellaneousshower. Mrs. Egbert
Weather Observer Charles Stekeital for rope burns. The three men
scored Doomeweerd.
525 State St., announce the entee says the 16 days on which
ernment and assist all citizensin H. Gold. Mrs. Henry Maentz, Mrs.
Maatman’s homer tied things up gagement of their daughter, Phyl- were taken to the hospitalby amthe thermometer showed 90 or
a better understanding of all levels Willis A. Diekema and Mrs. Carl in the third, and both squads settled
bulance.
lis Jean, to John A. Wolbert, son
above during July must be some
of government.
C. Andreasen gave a luncheon and down for some scoreless innings.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Wolbert of
sort of a record.
Ottawa county officersare Carl miscellaneous shower on July 27
In the bottom of the last frame
route 2, Hamilton.
As if the 16 days weren t
Andreasen of Holland,chair- at Waukazoo.
Numikoski hit Bill Vryhof with a
Miss Kruithof is a student at
enough. Steketee’scharts showed
man; Mrs. John Lilley of Spring
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Baker pitched ball. Vryhof went to second
Cause’
Hackley Hospital School of Nursing
that on five other days, the tempLake, vice chairman; Fred Den will entertain at a family dinner on an infield out and scored on
in
Muskegon
and
Mr.
Wolbert
is
erature pushed up to 89. And the
Herder of Grand Haven, secretary; on Aug. 4. Attending will be the a single— by Maatman.
average maximum temperature
O W. Lowry of Holland, treasurer bridc-clectand her parents and Ebels started for the winners, serving with the armed forces at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aber- lu
Suit
was 90 right on the head.
and finance chairman;George Van Peter Van Domelen. Sr.. Charl^E giving way in the fourth to Norm
deen,
Md.
Hottest temperature reached
Koevering of Zeeland and Mrs. Van Domelen, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Boeve. Numikoski took the loss,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -After
was 95, which was recorded on
Lilley. members of the state cen- liam Baker. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. giving up only five hits.
deliberating li hours, a Circuit
July 21. 26 and 27.
tral committee.
John D. Lamb, and Susan and LinVandenberg Buick, already hum/west reading was 55 on July
Court jury late Tuesday afternoon
Holland members on the exec- da of Fairlawn, N.J. Miss Louise bled by everyone in the City
brought In a verdict of no cause
utive committee are James E. Van Domelen of Whittier, Calif.; League, took it on the chin from
24.
The 90-degree , average maxiTownsend. Ruth Keppel, Clyde H. Mrs. Reuben A. Anderson. Lan- Siam’s Mobilgas of the "B" League
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wicrda of for action in the companion cases
mum is extremelyhigh and beat
in which Elmo Smith of Holland
Geerlings, Mrs. Arthur Yost. Ken- sing, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Visscher. Recreationloop in the nightcap,
Phoenix,Ariz., have been guests and his father, Cecil E., sought
last year’s 81.9 figure by almost
neth E. Scripsma, Riemer Van Kalamazoo and Mr. and Mrs. Fred 3-1.
Mr. ond Mrs. Dale R. Newhouse
10 degrees. Only recent year that
(Vander Hoop photo)
Stam’s hit startingpitcher Norm in ,hc home o( ,he l«tter's brother, judgmcnt, ,otaling,75,000 againn
Til and Alvin H. Dyk. Zeeland Brieve of Dowagiac.
came close was 1952 when July
Arrangements of yellow and low roses, and white carnations members are George Van PeurA tea is being planned for Miss Japinga for a pair of doubles in the Harvey Johnson’s and also in Harvey and Harry Van Dam
averaged 85.6.
white gladioli against a background tipped with green. A light green sem. Nick Cook and Don Vos. Van Domelen by Mrs. Charles R. the opening frame. Essenberg got the home of the Richard Brower Holland.
July of 1955 deviated from the of palms and candelabra formed floor length gown was worn by the Grand Haven members are H.
The trial lasted two days. Elmo
Sligh. Jr.. Miss PatriciaSligh one •*. lead off. with Morrie Min- family.
normal average temperature of a setting for the marriage of Miss bridesmaidwho carried a corsage James Wierenga. Robert Kammer- and Mrs. Kenneth Campbell at th- nema followingup. Minnema later Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slotman and Smith, who is almost totally parapast years by a plus-6.6 degrees. Rosalie Boeve and Dale R. New- of yellow roses and white car- aad. Mrs. Howard Duckworth.AnMr. and Mrs. Harvey Slotman left lyzed as the result of injuries reSligh home on Sahirday. Mr. and scored on an infield error.
With all of the heat, last week’s house solemnized Friday. July nations tipped with yellow. Her na Van Horssen. Howard W. Faht, Mrs. O. W. Lowry will give a dinThe lower loop lads scored again the early part of the week for ceived in the accident March 23,
one-shot rainstormfar outdistan- 22. in Ebenezer Reformed Church. headpiece consisted of matching riera|(j Vanderbeek and David R.
ner for the wedding party on Aug. in the third. Ron Bulthuis was safe Kentucky,where they expected to 1952, appearedin court in a wheel
ced other recent years for the The double ring ceremony was per- flowers.
Pushaw.
on an error and went all the way visit a relativeat Fort Knox and chair. He was 18 years old at the
17.
greatest precipitationin 24 hours. formed by candlelight by the Rev.
The junior bridesmaid's gown and
Township members are William
Brunch and a swimming party on John Van Iwaarden’s double. later to tour the Smoky Moun- time of the crash in which he
Steketee computed a rainfall of Donald Brandt.
flowers were identicalto the ma- Kennedy. Allendale; Glenn Geerwas a passenger in a car of HarVandenberg got a lone run in tains.
are planned for Aug. 18 at Wau2.88 inches for Wednesday night
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dykstra vey Van Dam, technicallyowned
lings. Blendon; Marvin L. Smith, kazoo with Mrs. Stuart Boyd, Mrs. the fourth on Jerry Skagg’s single
The bride is the daughter of Mr. tr onnf honor’s.
and early Thursday morning. and Mrs. Clarence Boeve of route A reception for 125 guests was Chester; Ry Vander Laan. Frankleft last week Thursday on a three by his father, Harry, and driven
E. David Boyd and Mrs. Herman and a pair of Stam errors.
Last July, the greatest rainfall 5 and the groom's parents are Mr. held in the Van Raalte room at lin W. Wallin and Henry ZwagerP. Harms as hostesses. On the
Van Iwaarden was the winning week tour to Middland Park New by Eddie Lanham. The crash ocfor a 24-hour period was 1.32 in- and Mrs. Robert Newhouse. 277 the Hub Restaurant in Zeeland. man. Georgetown;ClarenceReensame day a dinner party has been pitcher on four hits, Japinga and Jersey, their former residence.The curred on M-21 near 72nd Ave. in
ches.
Assisting were Mr. and Mrs. Hen- ters. Harris Niewsma and RobEast 12th St.
planned by Mr. and Mrs. Jay H. Bob Fortney combined for the los- former is assistingwith pastoral Zeeland township,
Both Saturday and Sunday were
Bridal attendantswere Mrs. Don- ry H. Boeve, uncle and aunt o( ert N. Ba reham. Grand Haven; Pet*er.
ers allowing five hits, Japinga get- work at the local Reformed church One case was brought by Elmo
hot and humid and people flocked ald Kragt. matron of honor; Miss the bride, master and mistress of Walter Vander Haar and John
for the summer
Smith by his guardian, Pearl
Mrs. Peter Van Domelen, Jr., ting the loss.
to the beaches for relief again. Delores Mulder, bridesmaid,and ceremonies;Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Hulst, Holland; C. C. Wood, WilBernard Smit suffered a stroke Smith, against Harry Van Dam
mother
of
the
bride-elec',will
The temperaturereached 94 Sat- Miss Carol Steggerda, niece of the Steggerda at the punch bowl; Mr. liam Winstrom and George De
last week Tuesday and his left seeking $50,000 judgment for ingive a luncheon for the bridesurday and 91 Sunday.
juries. The companion suit was
bride, junior bridesmaid. Assisting and Mrs. Earl Boeve and Mr. and Vries. Park; James W. Scott and maids on Aug. 19.
side is partially disabled.
Almost 44,000 selected Holland the groom as best man was Harold Mrs. Alvin Van Rhee in the gift Wesscl Shears. Polkton; C. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bartels and brought by Elmo’s father, Cecil
Dr. and Mrs. Edward J. Helb
State Park on Friday, Saturday Franken and seating the guests room and Jo Ann Van Rhee. niece Se|byt Sheldon; Mrs. Elfrieda Pytson, Michael of Findlay, Ohio E. Smith, against Harry and Harand Sunday as total attendance were William Strong and Lloyd of the bride, in charge of the |linsketRobinson;James W. Bus- ing of St. Louis will entertain at
Admitted to Holland Hospital were guests in the home of the vey Van Dam seeking $25,000 judgthe rehearsal dinner at Macatawa
for the season hit 888,606.Friday's
Tuesday were Robert De Ruiter, former’sparents, Mr. and Mrs. ment for hospital and doctor bills
I -ard, Charles K. Bugielski, Mrs.
Boeve. brother of the bride. Candle guest
Bay Yacht Club on Aug. 19.
recording was 12,124; Saturday, bearers were Spencer Lee Boeve,
For the occasion the bride's j E Holmes. George W. Pardee,
route 4; Mrs. George C. Wedel, John Bartels.
and for expenses in the future.
16,167; Sunday, 15,600.
Elmo received many fracturesin
1104 Lynden Rd.; Lorie Martin,
Chuckle Kimber, five year old
brother of the bride, and John mother wore a light blue lace dress j Almon \v. McCall. Spring Lake;
Park Manager Clare Broad said Steggerda.the bride’s nephew.
and the groom's mother a light , Rert Walcott. Wright; Henry H. ^othprs Entertained
Holland; Shirley Meiste, 14 East son 6f Mr. and Mrs. Harley Kim- the crash including severanceof
the park was jammed all week
21st St.; George Johnson. 466 West ber underwent surgery for. a the spinal cord, rendering him toLittle 22-month-old Beth Marie blue nylon dress. Both had white Geerlings, Zeeland,
By 4-H Cooking Clab
and that swimmers were out late- Boeve. sister of the bride, dressed accessories and wore white
21st St.; Sandra Boersma, 303 tumor removal at Cnldren's Divi tally helpless due to paralysisfrom
often until midnight or after.
in yellow, carried a pink basket
sion at Butterworth Hospital In the neck down.
Members
of
the Summer 4-H West 14th St.
Because the park’s facilities are with rose petals. She wore a flow- ^OrRan’rnusicwas played by Mrs. Day-Old Baby Dies
DischargedTuesday were Mrs. Grand Rapids last week and is reCooking club at Waverly School
taxed to the limit. Broad asked ered headpiece. Gary Van Rhee. Earle Tellman during the recepGravesidesen ices were held at
George Oetman. route 6; Peter ported to be recovering satisfacteveryone’scontinued cooperation nephew of the bride, as ringbearer tion. Mr. Oosting sang "Bless This 2 p.m. Friday at Pilgrim Home entertained their mothers Tuesday Roos, 4 West Eighth St.; Mrs.
orily.
evening at a dinner at Kollen
when they use the equipment.
carried the rings on a white pillow House" and Rev. Brandt spoke Cemetery lor Duane Allen Hop. Park. The meal was prepared by Clayton Ter Haar and baby. 1345
The Rev. N. Van Heukelom
The park issued 378 camping trimmed with lace.
briefly. Entertainment was fur- infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Jay
members as part of requirements Bayview Ct.; Denise Riede, 112 used as sermon topics the past
permits last week with Saturday’s
Traditional wedding music was nished by Mr. and Mrs. Len Eilan- 1 Hop. route 5. The baby was born in the summer cooking program. Dunton Ave.;' Mrs. Ceacile Scott, Sunday "The Orign of Sin’’ and
' !..!.»
«
~ following
r»
109 setting an aU-time record for
July 27 and
died the
played by Mrs. Alfred Brown. Clar- der.
Leaders are Mrs. William Fockler 329 De Lano, Allegan;Mimi H. "Eervantsof God.’’ At the mornWillis 8. Boss
a single day. Total permits issued
day.
Surviving
besides
the
parents
For an eastern wedding trip, the
ence Oosting sang ''Together" and
Garcsche.Lake Shore Rd.. Doug- ing sendee a Women’s Double
and Mrs. Ed Zuidema.
4-11 Club Agent
this year are 2,501, way ahead of
the
maternal
grandparents
are
bride
changed
to
a
light
blue
prin‘T Love You Truly" and while the
Attending were Mrs. Fockler and las; Victor Van Omen, route 1. Trio sang a selectionand in the
The health regulations In conlast year. Both tent and trailer
pouple knelt,. Rev. Brandt sang cess style dress with white access- Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Zoet, route Wanda. Mrs. Zuidema and Sharon. Hamilton;Eileen Schwarz, 231 evening.Mrs. Floyd Kaper was
nection
with the Fairs are set up
are
still
available,
howspaces
ories aftd a white and pink cor- 5. and the paternal grandparents. Mrs. L. Plaggemars, Nancy and West 23rd St.
vocal soloist. Miss Muriel ElzThe Wedding Prayer."
by the State of Michigan. Any
ever.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lubert
Hop
of
route
sage.
The
couple
are
at
home
at
Escorted down the aisle by her
Mary Ann. Mrs. F. Rozema and Hospital births include a son, inga was at the organ console for member having a dairy animal
All across the state, cities were
father, the bride was lovely in 2179 Le Tarte St.. Muskegon, 2. Arrangements were made by Barbara, Mrs. F. Borgman and Philip Jon. bom Tuesday to Mr. "Moments of Music” preceding
a year or over and not having
chalking up heat records for July.
a gown of double nylon tulle and where the groom is associatedwith Langeland Funeral Homo.
Patty Ann, Mrs. G. pe Jonge and and Mrs. Charles Wingard. 479V4 the service.
been vaccinated between the ages
• In Detroit. 17 days sf 90-plus
---rosepoint lace over taffeta. Fash- the Meyer Music House. Both Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dampen of 4 to 8 months, must show health
Garry, Mrs. L. De Vries. Rochelle, South Washington Ave.; a son
days cracked a 21-year-old rec- ion features were -a full bell skirt and Mrs. Newhouse are graduates Qj-riQpe Licenses
Lambert us. Llwewllyn and Doug- bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. entertained the Rev. and Mrs. papers showing a blood test by
ord by a mile. Previous mark was
Donald Houseman and childrenfor an accredited veterinarian.This is
and snug bodice of hand clipped of Holland High
Ottawa Countv
las, Mrs L. Fought and Margaret. Phillip Berens. route 2, Dorr;
seven in July, 1934.
The groom s parents entertained
rosepoint lace with scoop neckline
Dale Moes. 24. Holland, and Becky Daniels. Patty Weller, Jim- son, Daniel Gene, born Tuesday a few days and last week Tuesday a reminderto members who have
Previous record for August in
and long pointed sleeves.Her fin- at Bosch’s Restaurantin Zeeland Catherine Vander Kooi, 21, West my Weller, Janie Rietveld and to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Van Dus- the Lampens’ spend the day with
not sent in their card yet.
Detroit was 14 days in 1947.
the Houseman family at Gun Lake
gertip veil was held in place by followingthe wedding rehearsal on
sen, 410 West 21st St.
and Mrs. H. Roach.
You must have papers to exOlive.
The heat wave also touched off
where they have vacationed in a
a rhinestone and pearl cap. She Thursday evening.
hibit at the Fairs this year. No
a controversialquestion which the
The groom's only brother, Pfc.
cottage for a couple of weeks. The
carried a white Bible with a cascattle are to be unloaded until papDetroit City Council is scheduled
latter family left last Wednesday
cade corsage of white carnations, Donald Newhouse who is stationed
ers have been shown.
to take up today— how short
on
their
return
trip
to
Gallup,
New
pink roses and streamers.
in the Hawaiian Islands, telephonThe Dairy judging team will be
should shorts be.
The matron of honor wore a
Council President Louis Mari- yellow floor length gown. Her bou- ed his congratualtions just prior
«P**«*‘ *«*i"
in missionarywork aLongam1 **»*
this week. Plans are to judge all
ani cbntends it’s a "disgrace” the
quet and headpiecefeatured yel- to the wedding day.
Indians.
breeds once more before district
way some women — and men too
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rankens eliminations.
stroll around the city’s downtown
have returned from a trip to
A Republican office with John P.
Milanowski pf Grand Rapids as
executive secretary has been established for the 5th district of
Michigan (Kent and Ottawa counties) at 1661 Monroe Ave., N.W.,

No Relief Predicted
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Wednesday Shower

area in abbreviated shorts.

He

said an ordinance should
Honors Newlywed
be dratted to put shorts of both
sexes at knee length. The council
Mrs. Kenneth J. Walters was
meets in air conditionedchambers.
honored
a' a bridal shower last
Michigan cities reporting high In City Net
99-plus readings Sunday included
Wednesdayevening at the home
Battle Creek and Flint 97; TravNo. 1 seeded Doug Windemuller of Mrs. John A. Walters of Graaferse City and Saginaw, 96; Degot to the finals in the under 12 schap Rd.
troit and Jackson, 95.
Games were played and duplicate
singles division of the City Recreation Tennis Tournament, but he prizes awarded. Refreshemnts were
Child, 7, Injured
fell there to Gary Teall. 6-2. 6-1. served by the hostess.
In Three-Car Crash
Invited guests included the Mcslatest results released on the
dames Tom Elzinga. Bert Walters,
big
tourney
showed
two
other
A Holland youngster received
Winnie Walters. John De Young,
minor injuriesTuesday afternoon singles champions determined- Neil Sandy. Donald Walters. Alwhen a car in which she was a jack Hulst in under 15 and Ken bert Walters. Peter Hoving, Herpassenger was involved in a three- Harbin in under 10.
bert Nordoe. Gerben Walters, AlHulst bea‘ Dennis Kuite in the
car bumper-to-bumper
collission on
den Walters. Preston Brandsen,
Gordon St. near Beechwood finals, 6-3, 6-1. while Harbin clip- Norman Walters. Edwin Sandy.
ped Brian Marcus. 6-2, 6-2, after Austin Walters, Charles Van HouSchool.
Diana Van Huis, 7. of 980 Col- entering the finals on a default. ten, Clarence Walters. Audley
To get into the under 12 finals Boeve, the Misses Ruth Ann Walumbia Ave., was treated for head
lacerations by a local physician Teall heat Terry Pott, 6-3, 6-3, ters, Marilyn Walters. Marianne
while Windemuller had an easier
and released.
Teu.sinkand Patty Saqdy, the hostShe was riding in a car driven time over Tom 'Buursma,6-1, 6-1. ess and the guest of honor.
Still to be decided is the boys
by Doris Van Huis. 31, of 980
Mr. and Mrs Walters were mar
Columbia Ave., which was sand- over 15 title and it will be either ried on July 1.
Hank
Visscher
or
Bill
Japinga.
wiched in between cars driven by
Albert Blackburn, 18, Fennvllle, Japinga upset Rog Plagenhoef
and Arloa Sprik, 23, of 308% West in one of the best matches of the Aged Holland Resident
tournament,0-6, 8-6. 6-4. Before
17th St.
Succumbs in Zeeland
Blackburnwas given a ticket for that Japinga needed three sets to
failure to keep an assured clear get by Jim Vander Pool, 7-5, 4-6,
Mrs. Henry Bos, 96. formerly o(
distance ahead. Ottawa County 6-4.
Visscher beat Les Overway, 7-5. 113 West IGth St., died Wednesday
deputies estimateddamage to
morning at Park View ConvalesBlackburn's '54 model car at $500, 6-1. to enter the finals.
Girls
under
18
competition is cent Home in Zeeland.
to the Van Huis ’52 model car at
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
$150 and to Sprik’s '50 model car still in process.
Lena
Boer; one son. Mark BarTournament Director Dave Morat $75.
an warned contestantsin the dolph, both of Holland; one daughmen's division that started Mon- ler-in-law,Mrs. Dena Bos of HolMrs, Agnes Staal
day to play their matches or he land; 22 grandchildrenand 39

Play
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would be forced to default•ome.

Dies at Age of 70

ZEELAND

-

(Special)

Miss Funeral Services Set

Staal, 70, of route 2, Zeeland, died

at Pine Rest Sanatarium Friday For

Gordon Glenn Burt

great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held

Funeral services for Gordon
Glenn Burt, 27, who was found
dead Monday night, will be held
to omit
Friday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra Funeral Home with the Very Rev.
William C. Warner officiating.
liam Staal, of Holland.
Miss Van Sloten Plans
Burial will be In Pilgrim Home
Cemetery.
To Wed W. J. Klaasen
Two Cart Collide
Friends may call at Dykstra's
Two cars received minor dam- Thursday from 4 to 6 and 7 to 9 Mr. and Mrs. William Van Sloten
of Grandville have announced the
age when they collided Tuesday p.m.
afternoon on US-31 near Stanton
Survivors include the wife, two engagement of their daughter,
Ave. Involved were Jose Navajar, daughters, his parents, one sister CharlotteJane, to Willis Jay Klaasen. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
25, Chicago Heights, 111., and Jerry and a grandmother.
John Klaesen of Overisel.
DePover, 18, Moline, 111. Ottawa
The couple has not set a date
County deputies said neitherof the
A pompano is a fish of delicate
for the wedding.
motorists was injured.
flavor.
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flowers.

1

jn

^ ^ ^

her.

1/ike Michigan.

Mr. and Mrs. H.D.

Strabbing
Thursday evening, Aug. 4th is
and their house guests, Mr. and
the time and day of the beef tour.
Mrs. Grad Sshrotenboer and dauThe tour will start at the Timghters. Jean and Kay, of Long
farm, located on US-16, beBeach, C^aliomia spent three days
ncaw _ _ j qq+u ct** ah Kaa?
last week on a motor trp to Or- 1 »w«" 96,h “nd 88,h S*5' A“ beet
members are urged to be present
chard Beach Park at Manatee
at this meeting as It will be the

|

r^Ur^T/'th^T^lmeran

p
iiiiiin

PI

DONNELLY, president of

the

Hos-

pital board, turned over the first spadeful

ground breaking ceremonies

of

Wednesday

for the addition to Holland Hospital. Left
right are shown HospitalDirector Fred

to

Burd,

Dick Nieusma of Park township, Ted Hoeksema

St^op
-

of Fillmore township,Mayor Robert Visscher,
Dr. H. W. Tenpas of the hospital medical staff,
ClarenceL. Jqlving who headed finance drives
outside the city, Donnelly, William J. Brouwer
of the hospital board, and John H. Scholten of
(Sentinel photo)
Laketown township.

is

|

one before the Fair ^pa will
___ be given
given on showmanship, feeding, finishing, and other points of

sr.r.ed of,

___

with a membership of

*
Ground

The

,

By

dirt at

they will
wm take part
an auto accident a few weeks ago
Dairy Judging, Vegetable Judging,
and have returned to their own
Public Speaking. Food Preparation,
home for further recuperation and
and Clothing.The winners of last
Myron Kollen family of Dewill also be there. The contest Introit have been visitors in the
home of Mrs. Kollen’s sister, the volves all counties in Michigan and
Jamea Koopa family. One of their I?'
____
...oni, turn to State Show, held last week
o( Septem_
daughtersspent the past week at|
the Camp Geneva Conference on

fourteen
boys, at a meeting held in the
Scout Cabin. Parents were present
for this meeting to become acquainted with the activities of the
group. Any boy between the age of
8-11 will be welcomed into membership.
Mrs. A. J. H. Klomparens, a
former resident of Hamilton,has
transferred her church membership from the local Reformed
Church to Maplewood Church In
Holland.

interest.

Ground Observer Corps
Meeting Set Thursday
There will be an important organization meeting of the Ground
Observers Corps Thursday,Aug. 4,
at 7:30 p.m. at the observation post

at the corner of 28th St. and

Washington Ave.
therapy room in the new addition,
Everyone willing to give a little
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. T.ampen
time to this worth-while project Is
as well as many other Credits. He
attended a family picnic supper at
concludedwith a special note of
urged to attend.
the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
praise for Hospital Director Fred
There will be a short meeting to
Edward H. Tanis of Zeeland last
Burd who coordinated the work,
brief volunteers on procedurees
Frday evening.
Donnelly turned over the first
and a tentative schedulewill be
The Women’s Church League of
spade of dirt, followed by Mayor
drawn
up.
the Reformed Church planned to
Visscher who turned over the
entertainthe King’s Daughters
second spadeful.Others participatgroup at a basket picnic supper Rotor-Stator-Etts
ing were Dick Nieusma of Park
held in Kollen’s Park this week
township, John Tien and William
Hold Buffet Sapper
Tuesday evening.
De Haan of Fillmoretownship,
Twenty-four
William J. Brouwer. John H. Van
Rotor-Stator-EttsClub of General
Dyke. Clarence Jalving,Director Driver Falls Asleep
Burd and Dr. H. W. Tenpas of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Electric Co. attended a buffet suphospital staff.
Gilford Hackey, Jr., 1341 Bristol per held at the c o m p a n y last
Coffee was served on the hos- St., Grand Rapids, was released Thursday evening.
Going away gifts were presented
pital lawn with Miss Rena Boven from the hospital Saturday af
and Miss Kathryn Groenevelt ter being treated for cuts and to Delene Bourn an and Barbara
bruises suffered when a car he Grotenhuis and a wedding gift to
pouring.
To finance the hospitaladdition, was driving went out of control on Sylvia Rutgers.
Game winners were Doris Leedy
Holland city last fall voted a $500,- US-16 near Marne. Hackey appar000 bond issue, and surrounding ently fell asleep at the wheel and and Marlene Koning, and committownships carried on drives to missed a curve. The crash was at tee members were G. Kenwright,
raise approximately $175,000. More 3:30 a.m. No charges were made Delene Bourn an, G. Hansen, Betty

Broken

For Hospital Addition

Saturday at 2 p.m. at Vcr Lee
Funeral Homo. Burial will be in
About 100 persons of Holland
Pilgrim Home Cemetery. The body
is at the funeral home where rel- area gathered on the hillside of

evening.

Survivors include four sisters,
Mrs. Elizabeth Nykamp, Mrs. Anna Lookerse, Mrs. Lucy Boss, of
Zeeland, and Mrs. Cora Kuis, of
Grand Rapids; one brother, Wil-

it

F.

W*

1

Wichita, Kansas where they visitMonday and Tuesday, Aug. 8 and
ed their son A-lc Alvin Rankens
9, Ottawa County 4-H members will
who is in raining at the Air Base
go to district eliminationsat MichMr. and Mrs. Earl Poll are re

More Win Crowns

JOHN

News

one that needs the cooperation
and not
a project that can be done by an
individualor a grobp. Pointing to
groundbreaking
the splendid cooperation between
ies for the new 51,200,000addition Holland city and the surrounding
townships, he said the hospital
to serve the community.
The brief ceremonies featured addition was the first of many
short talks by John Fenton community projects he hopes will
Donnelly, president of the hospital eventuallybe under way.
Donnelly brieflysketched the
board, and Mayor Robert Visscher.
The Rev. Marvin J. Vanderwerp, history of the project and gave
president of the Holland Minister- credit to many individuals and
ial Association, gave the invoca- groups which worked untiringlyto
tion, and the Rev. John M. West- make the addition a realty. He
dorp of St. Francis de - Sales mentioned the generous gifts of
Church blessed the project.
Brandsen, Janet Rozeboom
Mayor Visscher hailed the occa- the Kresge foundation and Mrs. P. than 40 percent of the total cost by sheriff's department officials
Marylyn Hansen.
who
investigated.
sion as a new era for the commun- T. Chcff which assure a deep will be financed by federal grants.

—

ity,

3f the entire community

membenofthe
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Ottaica County loffman Attacks

Marilyn Teall

Highway Survey

Real Estate
Crew

in

in

Funds

Transfers
Llewellyn Michmerhuizen k wt.

Win Net Crowns

Cliecls Traffic
(Special) -Whether
or not future highway construction
win bypaSs the city of Allegan was
being decided last week by a 17man traffrc survey crew from the
state highway department.
The study, conducted in Allegan

NWK

Holland.

John V. Hulat t wf. to Zeeland
Lumber k Supply Co. Lot 14 Sylvan
Acres, Twp. Holland.
Ben Velthoute k wf. to John
Franzburg Pt. Lots 2,3 Blk A City

divisions of the City Recreation
tennis tournament.

Both had little trouble in their
matches with Marilyn rolling
over Marcia Bos, 6-0, 6-0, for the
girls under 10 title and Barb clubbing Linnay De Leeuw, 6-0, 6-1,
finals

Wednesday, is similar to many
others being made in small towns
throughout the state this summer.
The crew in Allegan, directed by
Milton Lamb, of Lansing, is one
of four operating in the state,
manned largely by college students
supervised by experienced highway

of Holland.

William Huitenga k wf. to Joe
Jr. i wf. Lot 38 Huizenga's Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
Albert Gritter k wf. to George

Kramer

for the under 12 crown.

T). J.

DcPree

department men.

De Free Elected

Marilyn then climbed into a
class above and teamed up with
Barb ,to win the under 12 doubles
championshipwith a 6-1, 6-1 victory over Linnay De Leeuw and
Mary Vander Veen.
In boys under 15 singles No. 1
seeded Jack Hulst has entered the
finals with a 6-2, 6-0 victory over

President

D

Funeral Services
Scheduled

Monday

ForA.W.Tahaney

Pair Sentenced

man

of the Community Chest drive
and a member of the Chest board.
IL* solved ac Commodore of the
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club in 1944
and was a member of the Const
Guard Temporary Reserve during
World War II. He was chairman
of a war bond sale in 1945 and a

On Larceny Charge

De Zeeuw.

member

Way

of the local OPA.

Tahaney established(he

GOING TO EXTREMES

—

It may be a tough way to make a
workers in a foundry and those in a freezer say it's
really not so bad. Above, Jake Kraai and Joe Kolean handle
2,800-degree molten iron. Below, Wilbur Kleis, Fran Francomb,
Rich Francomb and Leland Balsley stack ice cream at 15 below
living, but

heavily loaded redi-mix concrete truck was partially buried
early Friday when the ground sud-

denly gave way underneathit as
it was being backed up.
The Brewer City Coal Co.. Inc.,
truck dropped into a 10-foot hole

*ero.

(Sentinel photos)

Consoli-

May

1949

and was owner and manager

until

dated DistributingCo. in

A

Benton Haf.

Overlong,the St. Joseph-Benton

Harrington’s Second Add. Mtcata
wa Park Grove.
Joseph A. Bladey k wf. to Ray
mond P. Sleziak k wf. Loti 27
28. 29 Munroe Park Add. City of
Grand Haven.
Laclaire Peterson k wf. to Burke
R. Field Pt Loti 61, 62 Weeriing’i
First Add. City of Holland.
Christman Lumber Co., Inc.
Charles DeWitt k wf. Lot

IF MICHIGAN IS to take full
advantage of the facilities of the
St. Lawrence Seaway, many a harbor will need Improvement, but
harbor improvement will bring
neither prosperity to lake ports
nor friendshipfrom foreign lands,
where so many of our billions have

A.W. Tahaney. 51. of 1429 South Douglas Sub. Twp. Spring Lake
Shore Dr., died at Holland Hosj Willard G. Ter Haar k wf.
John Vogelzangk wf. Pt. Lot 10
pital Thursday afternoon afler beBlk A Add. City of Holland.
ing admitted to the hospitalTuesVirginia Reuter et *1 to Burton
day morning.
Ho was born in Fennville and J. Vickers et al Pt. Gov. Lof 4
was graduated f r o m Saugatuck 11-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Denia Lubber* Haveman to City
High School and became a Certiof Holland Pt. SEfrlK SEK 22-5-15
fied Public Accountant. In 1933 he
came to Holland from Kalamazoo Twp. Holland.
and was vice president and secre- Herman Prins k wf. to Jacob
tary of the Holland Furnace Co. Essenburg k wf. Pt. SKNKSWK
and secretary of its subsidiary, 18-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
Henry Weyenberg k wf. to Jacob
Holland Credit Co.
In 1938 he was general chair- Essenburg Co., Inc. Lot* 15,

•

Under Big Truck

OVERLONG THE

bor-St. Joseph Turning Basin has
needed improvement, but action
has been slower than slow.
Millions, and all too often billions, are quickly appropriated and
turned over to those administering foreign aid. Many a local improvement in a foreign country
has been quickly made while here
at home caution and deliberation
in the spending of the taxpayers’
dollars seems to be the program.

L

Gideon Confab

Ground Gives

Harbor Job

Tuinstra k wf. Lots 19,20 Northouse
Harbor Turning Basin has needed
Sub. No. 1 Twp. Georgetown.
Genevieve Splewak to Mary and occasionally beert promised
Raddatz Lots 9,10 Steam'i Bayou Improvement.
H. R. 6766 became Public Law
Sub. Twp. Robinson.
163 on July 15 last. It carried 54.Ray O. Petersen to Ray Fisher
Pt. NEK NEK 23-6-13 Twp. 500.000 for small navigation proects. Included in that total was
Georgetown.
George Steffens k wf. to Henry 5105.000 earmarked by the Army
Jackson A wf. Lots 62,63 Engineersfor the harbor improveBosma's Add. West Michigan Park ment.
Army Engineers now advise that
Twp. Park.
they
do not know just when the
Henry P. Zwemer k wf. to Dan
work will start, but the job is
Yu.i C. ' c A wf. Pt. Lot 32 Homescheduled for completionduring
stead Add. Holland.
the present fiscal year, which ends
William Holwerda A wf. to Lorraine Van Dyke Lots 11, 12. 13 June 30, 1056.

drivers for 30-seconds as they enJim De Vries.
Vice
tered the city to hand them a
Doubles victors,however, are
colored card * 'hich would indicate
Ted Fik and Dennis Kuite who
to the crew at their exit point
whipped Hulst and Bob Teall in
At
which route they came in on.
the finals, 6-4, 6-1. .
Object of the study, according to
Semi finalists in the boys under
Lamb, is to determinehow many
J. DePree of Zeeland, was 12 divisionare Doug Windemuller,
cars are "just passing through”. elected vice president of Gideons Tom Buursma, Gary Teall and
Results will be tabulated for use
Terry Pott. Sparky Overway and
International at the group’s 56th
in planning the state’s future highTeall are ir the doubles finals
way building program, especially annual convention in Chicago rec- with two straightlove matches.
as it affects the construction of ently.
In the semi finals of the under
by-passes around small towns.
DePree, who served as interna- 18 boys singles are No. 1 seded
Cards given drivers ask only two
Hank Visscher, Rog Plagenhoef,
tional president from 1951 to 1953,
questions."Did you stop in town?
Les Overway and Bill Japinga, the
has also served as Michigan State latter two by tough, three-set
For how long?"
Although resultsare not tabulat- president and Holland camp pres- matches.
ed in the field, the four crews ident.
Ken Harbin and Brian Marcus
He is active in Gideon work and are in the finals of the boys under
working here estimated that more
than 13,000 cars passed through has S( rved on several international10 division.
committees,traveling throughout
their stations during the day.
Starting Monday will be compeA state police car stands by at the United Sates and foreign tition in two more classes,men's
each check station to handle the countries. He was last internation-and women's. Pairings follow:
occasional irrate driver who ob- al chaplain in past years.
Men
Several foreign countries were
jects to the 30-second delay. Oddly
Pete Paulus (No. 1 seed), bye;
enough crew members say they represented at the convention, in- Bruce Bouwman vs. Del Grissen;
average two or three "tough guys" cluding Medina Estriad, general of Phil Boersma, byei Roger Borema,
a day. Usually it is because they the Mexican army. Gideon More- bye; Hank Visscher, bye; Duane
fail to understandthe reason they lock from California was inter- Grissen, bye, Dick Den Uyl, bye;
ire being asked to stop. The sight preter for Gen. Estriad. Two na- Jim Vander Poel, bye; Dave
of a six-foot state trooper usually tive Japanese Christian business- Moran, bye; Bill Japinga vs.
men were prsent along with rep- Dwayne Teusink; Marshall Elsettles the question, however.
resentatives from Canada, Swe- zinga, bye; Dave Schreur, bye;
den, Haiti and Puerto Rico.
Ken Etterbeek, bye; Les Overway,
There were 1,150 registered at bye; Rog Plagenhoef,bye; Ken
the convention and 1,275 attend- Van Wieren, bye.
ed the featured banquet. They
Women
participatedin 37 different radio
Joyce Alverson (No. 1 seed»,
broadcasts and television shows, bye; Linda Kalkman vs. Alice
representing Gideon work. Last Brink; Joyce Walters vs. Ann Me
Sunday, Gideons spoke at 307 Kenzie, Nancy Moran vs. Sharon

GRAND HAVEN (Special )- church senices in the Chicago
Robert De Witt, 18, of route 1. area.
Holland, and James Van Huis, 17,
DePree spoke each noon over
of 686 Saunders Ave., Holland, the Christian Business Men’s
were put on probationfor two broadcast.
years and ordered to pay $100
The Quiet Hour speaker was
fine and .55 a month oversight Quinton J. Everest, radio pastor.
fees Friday on charges of larceny Song leader was A1 Smith.
from an automobile.
An interestingpart of the banDe Witt, who previously*was on ouet program was short talks by
probationhad his operator's li- five former internationalpresicense revoked for one year. In dents, including DePree and Ren
pronouncingsentence, Judge Ray- Muller from Holland.
mond F. Smith said De Witt could
Attending from the local camp
expect no further consideration.were: Mr. and Mrs. DePree, Mr.
"It has got to stop sometime and and Mrs. Muller, Mr. and Mrs.
it had better be right now."
Herman Bos, Mr. and Mrs. MarVan Huis will be allowed to use vin DeRidder,Ben L. Van Lente,
his license for going back and Frank DeYoung and Dick Nies.
forth to school and for employ-

or

Marvin Arnold Vanden Botch k
wf. Pt. EV4
26-5-15 Twp.
to

Barb Kute and Marilyn Teall
have won championshipsin their

ALLEGAN

In Allegan the crew was broken
up into four units stationedwhere
M-118, M-40 and M-89 enter and
leave the city. Each stationhalted

(days

And Barb Kuite

Allegan;

the time of his death.

He was a member of Snlndin
Temple and the Jesters, Grand
Rapids,

Holland

Dutchcr Lodge.

F

Shrine Club,

and

AM

of

gone, if racketeers posing as labor
leaders are permitted,as recently
they di4 In Sheboygan and Milwauke, Wisconsin, to prevent, because of a labor dispute between
a union and an employer, the
docking and unloadingof stops
bringing cargoes to America from
other lands.
Local authorities at Sheboygan and Milwaukee and, yes, the

Governor

of

Wisconsin, have

brought shame to that great State
because of their failure to enforce
the law, to protect the rights of
employes and employers, as well
as of ciMzens generally.
To date, Berrien County authorDickema Homestead Add. Twp
ities have protected the civil rights
Holland.
of citizens by refusing to permit
Thomas H. Hefferan k wf.
Martin S. Bugajski k wf. Pt. A.C violence to interferewith normal
activities. With the harbor imEllis Add. Coopersville.
proved and the right of citizens
Martin S. Bugajski
wf.
Coopersville State Bank Pt. A.C to work and carry on a businesa
protected by local authorities, the
Ellis Add. Coopersville.
St. Josenh-Benton Harbor Port
Henry Vander Kolk
wf.
may get some business that otherAlbert E. DeWitt k wf. Pt.
NWK 20-5-13Twp. James wise wo(ild go to other ports
where lawlessness rule*.
town.
It not only pay* to be honest,
Western TheologicalSeminary
but it pay* to abide by the law.
Una Boer Pt. Lot. 15 Blk
Southwest Add. City of Holland.

k

k

NWK

NWK

John P. Van Houten k wf. to
Frank Poort A wf. Lot 2 Van

Peninsular Club and Houten - Grasman Sub. Twp.
Georgetown.
MBYC.
Surviving are the wife. Florence, Ed Sosa et al to John Franzburg
his mother, Mrs. Mary Tahaney of Pt. Lot 6 Add. No. 1 City of Hol-

Douglas,

Holland

Roadways

Getting Overhaul

Flint and one sister,Mrs. W.W. land.
Jacob Essenburg k wf. to Paul
Wade of Flint.
Annoyed drivers who made a
R. Reels A wf. Lot 95 Essenburg
foolish attempt to travel Eighth
Sub. No. 3 Twp. Holland.
St., the past few days got relief
Monday afternoon.
According to City Engineer Jake
Admissions to Holland Hospital
Zuidema,only approaches from the
Thursday includedMrs. Herman
avenues remain to be completed—
The temperaturewas back up i out again to the loading dock,
F. Larsen, 137 HighlandAve.; Eiabout a half day’s work.
near 90 in Holland today, but some' One thing <an be said of all the leen Schwarz. 231 West 23rd St
Traffic had been winding in ar>
men in town weren’t complaining,i work
„! both freezer and foun- Mrs c Durwood Wmcrd'end, 352
out of barricades intermittently
for
It really didn't make much dif- <hy.
East Fifth St.; Linda Raven. 109
the past couple weeks. Friday
You don t hear them complaining West 12th St.; Dale Van Huis, 10728
A Holland youth who escaped some drivers spent 10 minutes
Normally,most of them wouldn'tabout the weather,
Paw Paw Dr.
from the Boy’s Vocational School just getting onto Eighth St. from
think of going to extremes.
- ----Dischargesincluded Eva Meins- in Lansing two weeks ago gave an avenue.
Their working conditions,how - A ..a,,' f -Bride Fleet
ma. 207 West 17lh St.; Roger Van himself up Thursday night to Otta- The regular city paving program
ever, are just about as extreme ^VgUSl DTwe Lieci
jTil, 427 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Alan wa County Junvenile Agent Avery was also completed Thursday. This
as you’ll find— as far as 'iv r- Honored at Showers
Fischer and twins, route 2. Zee- Baker.
year’s program Included one and
mometers are concerned, anyway,
land; Mrs. John Kolean Jr. and
Sixteen-year-oldHoward Pigeon three-quartersmiles of blacktop.
Two Sentinel reporters certainly]Miss S\ K in Rutgers whose mar- baby, 534 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Don- had been sought since his escape Other areas to be resurfaced this
found it so Wednesday when they riage to Ai Boon w ill take place in ald Japinga and baby. 768 So. MyrJuly 13. Two others who fled the year will be announced later.
went from the hottest to the cold- August was honored at a shower tle Ave.; Lucille Moore. 434 No.
Another major highway project
school with Pigeon were captured
est spots in town in less than an given Tuesday owning at Zeeland Division; Clettis Ray Latham. 21 recently.
started Wednesday as workmen
Community Hall. Hostesses for the West 21st SI.; Mrs. Jay Hop.
GRAND HAVEN (Special i -Two trol.
Pigeon Is being held in Holland from Neil and Al Construction Co.
which had been dug by the former
First stop was the foundry of oeeasion were Mrs. Earl Albers, route 5, Holland; Ben Tavlor, 1746
petitions for restorationof driver's
jail.
He is also wanted for ques- started wideningLakewood Blvd.
owners of the property.
the Holland Furnace Co where Mrs. Han Genzmk, Mrs Harold West 32nd St.; Mrs. Herman F. tioning regarding a burglary in from 160th St. to old US-31.
licenses have been filed in Ottawa
Two Chicago Driven
more than 100 workers sweat it Wolbert. Mrs. Robert Kxo, Mrs Larsen, 137 HighlandAve.
Circuit Court.
Lansing and theft of a car. County Three foot concrete strips are
out in 125-degree heat every day. Charles Kraker, Mrs. Robert KraMrs. John Van Bragt
Henry V. Filkins,Holland town- Collide at M-21, US-31
deputies plan to question the youth being placed on both sides of the
Then
a
trek
to
the
Swift Ire |<m- and Mrs. Leonard Kraker.
ship who pleaded guilty July 'l to
in connection with a breakin at highway, bringing total width to
Former
Grand
Haven
To Visit Netherlands
Cream Co. hardening freezer names were played and prizes
drunk driving, said in his petition
Two Chicago drivers tangled at
United Motor Sale* and the theft 22 feet, the nor m a 1 width of
w-here a worker can truly say that j ,veie au aided t„ Mrs. Eli Nykamp. Resident SllCCUmbs
that he is in charge of production the intersection of US-31 and M-21
of a car from their lot.
modern roads.
Mrs. John Van Bragt, who lives
makes the blood run m,s I’eter Room and Mrs. Ben] CR AND HAVEN KneriaU — Baker said Pigeon stopped at his The 329,000 project will take a
control at Crampton Mfg. Co., at 10 Saturday and damages to at 279 Central Ave.. left last his
Holland, and his duties as such their automobiles were estimated Monday for a three month stay
.
1 ...
.....
A
pt mettled !»•
VaXlfrideirs . fom. home, 324 Central Ave., early 12-man civ-w about three weeks to
Bu Ihr five who ‘speod
w Midiiu
Grand Haven
resident
necessitatetraveling to other at more than 3400.
night while
he was
th falmost
v i
in who
\>n»# has
imN Thursday
iiiuisudy iiigiii
wiiiic lie
waa out,
uui, complete. No plans for hlacktopin the Netherlands.
plants in Grand Rapids. He had
Constance Szat, driving north on
She planned to leave by train Sun say the IS-bctow3^ '"zem doesn 't G ^
^ 11
^‘s^a™es j been residing in Hart for the past | and came, back a second time and ping the entire road have been
paid a 3100 fine and 39.70 costs US-31, stopped to make a left turn day and board the ship “Ryndam"
unexpec
announced.
bother them. They work in in- Kraker. Harm Kraker. Johanna, tedly Thursday night. He was born
in Holland Municipal court and his onto M-21 and Raymond Staniska,
Workmen have also begun work
in New York Monday. The ship
sulated
suits,
gloves
and
hats
Kraker,
Allied
Hossink,
Al
Vos.
license had been suspendedfor 90 18. who was driving a 1955-model will land in Rotterdam about the
in Grand Haven; Or!. 11. 1903. son
on a new bridge spanning a small
which cover their
Ben Brower, han Van Farrow, of the late Mr. and Mrs. Orrie
days.
car, crashed into her car.
stream on State St., south of
eighth or ninth of August.
At the foundry, the boys are Don Kraket \.nold Dryer, Boyd Vander Meiden.
Marvin C. Prince, 30 of Grand
G.
Staniska was given a ticket for
Zeeland. The structure,similar to
Mrs. Van Bragt, who came to the
Rapids, a paint salesman, who failure to keep his car under con- United States in 1912, will visit handling some pretty hot stuif Wittegan.Boh Roskamp, Eli NyHe is survived by on** son. Berbridges constructed last year on
It s molten iron that rolls out of kamp, IV'er Roon. Arnold Gentravels in five counties also peti- by deputy Richard Bell.
nard. Jr., of Minnesota; three broAdams St., will be 76 feet long
friends and relativesin Harlaam,
the
furnace
at
about
2.800
dezink,
N(,|son
|)(.
Eouw.
Larry
tioned restoration of his license. He
thers. John. Orrie and Eugene, all
and the standard two lane width.
Amsterdam, and several other
in
Fillister and the Misses Ruth of Grand Haven; foui sisters. Mrs.
had been arrested for drunk drivThe job is under contract with
cities in the Netherlands. She also
The iron is transported around Kraker. Joan Alderink. the host- Herman Volkema and Mrs. Harry
ing July 18. He pleaded guilty the
the Ottawa County Road commisplans to visit Belgium, returning
a
large
room
and
poured
into
mess,.s
nnf1
.h(.
ho.K)rPfj
qucsl
Mrs. George A. Stegeman of 61
following day.
home some timf in October. This dividual buckets, each manned by i i,ast week Friday Miss Rutgers Nourdof, Grand Haven Mrs. Clif- West 14th St., tongtime resident sion for 520.000.
ford Powers with whom he had
is her fourth trip to Holland. "
a pair of molders.’ Using long was fP|r(i aI a surprise miscellanmade his home in Hart and Mrs. of Holland died in Detroit ThursSeveral local friends gathered
Exterminators Kill 800
handles, they. pour it into the in- roUs shower given at the home of
day morning of a heart attack.
Lamar Bullock of St. Joseph.
last week at a bon voyage party
She had been visitingher brothdividual molifc to
Mrs. -any Plmstor in Zeeland.
for Mrs. Van Bragt. Hostess for
Rati In Holland
er. William H. Busby in Dearborn
Pouring is done in the afternoon! Games were placed with Sylvia
the event was Mrs. Ort Schaeffer,
and died shortly after being adand the molds are broken open Nykamp assisting. Prizes were
An eight foot circle of dead rats
t6
of route 4.
mitted to a Detroit Hospital. She
hLncXt
awarded and refreshmentswere
was testimony Friday to the effecIs
The
current
heat
wave
that
is
SPm>d
Mrs.
Eli Nykamp. Mrs.
was
72 years old.
tiveness of the first venture in
b bstmng the area has a different petcr Ronn. Ml v
Arno|d Genzink,
Mrs. Stegeman wa* a member
Former Holland
Holland city dump by professional
effect on the foundry and freezer |Mrs Nelson Df> Kouvv and Mrs
of Hope Reformed Church. Her
Little Nola Kuipers has finally
exterminators.
Dies in Muskegon
Pluister
husband died on Dec. 9, 1950.
been identified as thtf tiny Dutch
City Health Inspector Ben
Surviving are two brothers,Wil- girl in the well-publicizedpicture
Wiersma estimated that more than
MUSKEGON (Special)
Bert
*
>*' included the Mesliam
H. and Fred Busby of De- of her being held by State Trooper
800 rats were killed In an all-night
dames Gernt Roon. James Roon,
Van Vulpen, of 409 Huston Ave.,
troit; two nieces, Mrs. Betty May- Canton of the Clinton State Police
session by workers from Arwell,,
Muskegon, died Friday evening at touJL Thar
John Roon. Ralph
foundry. That seemed to be he ;
pCIer Zuidema.Gerald Ruther and Mrs. Alice Filson, one Post. The picture appearedin the
Inc. of Waukegon, 111.
Hackley Hospital.He was 67.
nephew, Roy Busby all of Detroit. Tulip Time edition.
According to Wiersm% the city
i Rnrs. Chester Brinks. Terry
Kraai,
Mr. Van Vulpen was bom June founds
Nola. the daughter of Mr. and
has contracted to have the men
it”
h i^enne,b Knap, John Hoi siege,
3, 1888 in Holland. He had been ill
Mrs. Jason Kuipers of route 3.
return monthly for a year.
laid; I Harold Hassevoort.Peter Hasse^
Rites
Held
for
Baby
for about 10 months. He came to "But it’s a different1!;.?!,
kind of heat
Holland, will be three years old
Muskegon in 1930 from Holland that we work with and we can’t voort, Henry Driesenga.Lucius
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
on Sept. 5. When the picture was
Alysworth.
Jake
D\k.
Bill
Roon
where he nad been educated. He tand a lot
Funeral servicesfor William James
Driver Issued Tickets
taken she was only 1H years old.
married
Julia Brummel, of HolLock, two • day • old son of Mr.
He
said
Walter L. Jenkins, 28, Flint, was
Also in the picture were Nola’s
land, Sept. 8, 1915. He was a mem- to work out on a farm for a day
and Mrs. William V. Lock, 527 La- brother, Barry, 6, and a cousin,
• 1
"s' |
issued tickets for running the red
USING
A GEIGER Counter to
ber
of
McGraft
Congregational when the sun was blazing and
fayette St., Grand Haven were held
flasher at Seventh St. and River
Keith Klingenbe'rg.6.
test a boot for radio-activity Church of Muskegon and past that he just couldn’t take it.
from the Kinkema Funeral Home
Local Couple Married
Mrs. Kuipers stopped in at The
Ave. and failure to have an operais Marine Pfc. Ronald L. Van
Saturday with the Rev. Frank Sentinel office for a copy of the
president of the American FederaFor those who work in the
tor’s license following an accident
At
Ceremony
Tuesday
Til, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelsen, pastor of First Baptist picture and to identify the little
tion of State, County and Muni- freezer, however, the heat has a
at 12;30 a.m. Saturday. Driver of
Riemer R. Van Til, 80 West
Church officiating. Burial was in girl. . .
cipal employes.He had been em- definite daily effect.
On Tuesday afternoon in a quiet
the other car was James Sebright,
Lake Forest Cemetary.The baby
18th St Before entering serployed for 17 years as an operator
"It makes you sleepy as soon home ceremony Mrs. Florence
Incidentally,the picture also was
22. of 620 West 29th St. Damage
vice in December,1954, he was
who wa* born in Municipal Hos- used in the latest issue of the State
at the City of Muskegon Water as you leave work." one remark- Galicn and Richard Berkompas
to (he two cars was estimated at
pital Wednesday evening and Police magazine.
graduated from Holland
Filtration Plant and retired in ed. The rest agreed with him and were united in marriage by the
3250, police said.
Christian High School. On
died Friday morning is survived
February of 1955.
added that the drowsiness usually Rev. John A. De Kruytcr.
June 26 he was graduated
by the parents, a brother, Robert
The new Mrs. Berkompaswas
Miss Eleonor Hooglond
Survivingare the wife, Julia; wears off after an hour or so.
Burnt Pork
from the Atomic, Biological one son, Robert A., of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hoogland, Allen, and the grand parents who Marriage Licenses
During the day, they never take attended by her daughter, Karen
Ottawa County
CHICAGO (UP)- Nine little and Chemical Defense School Rapids; one daughter, Mrs. Eloise the insulated suits off, even when Galien. Mr. Berkompas wdl attend- 303 West Central Ave., Zeeland, reside in Alabama.
Roger L. Ensing, 19. and' Mary
white pigs at the Brookfield Zoo
at the El Toro Marine Corps
Enata, of Ankara, Turkey; one they leave the freezer for lunch ed by his daughter, Mrs. Wayne annourtce the approaching marUnited States populationhas Ann Molengraff,17, both of route 1,
here were exposed to the tun too
riage of their daughter, Eleanor,
Air Station, according to a rebrother,John Van Vulpen, of River periods. Other than that, they
•
long and got sunburned.
lease from the Fleet Home
After a wedding rip to Quebec to Burton Borr, son of Mr. and doubled since 1900 and the num Zeeland; John Roderick Neahr,
Forest, 111., and one sister, Mrs. really don’t have to leave since a
Zoo attendants soothed the porkTown News Center at Great A. H. Brinkman, of Holland. There conveyor bring* the ice cream and Montreal, they will be at Mrs. John Borr, 33 East 21st St A ber of persons over 65 has quad- Marne, and Sharon PatriciaS'
ner, 18, Grand Rapids,
Lakes, HI
rupled in the same period.
era with auntan lotion.
September wedding is planned.
hardened and home un Aug. 5.
are three grandchildren.

on the Julius Kleinhek.selproperty
adjoining a Peoples State Bank
parking lot. now under construcment. but not for pleasure driving
tion, on Ninth St. near College
James Van Duren, 16, of 176 Youth Apparently Fell
Ave.
West 26th St., Holland, also was Asleep While Driving
The entire rear end of the truck
sentenced to three years probafell into the hole raising the front
tion after pleadingguilty to at(Special)- high into the air. Workmen were
tempted armed robbery of a Zee- Lee S. Kihnke, 18, of Grand Rap- forced to unload part of the 10-ton
land sendee station June 25.
ids apparentlyfell asleep while load of concrete by hand.
Terms of Van Duren’s proba- approaching the north end of the A bulldozer and men wielding
tion include 5100 costs and 55 a swing bridge in his convertible at shovels finally dug out enough
month oversight fees, a midnight 5:0.T Friday morning.
earth to drop the front wheels
curfew and revocation of operaHe cut over to the other side of back to the ground before a winch
tor’s license. Louis De Kraker, Jr., the road and ran into the guard truck operated by Bill Mokma was
and Wayne Lee Strong received rail.
able to free the truck.
similar sentencesWednesday on
The front end of Kihnke'scar The truck owner said he did not
the same charge.
was damaged heavily.He received know how much the truck weighed
a cut on his left arm, chest bruises although nearby workmen estiand several loose teeth. He was mated the weight of the concrete
Two Ask That Driver’s
treated at MunicipalHospitah
and truck at 24,000 pounds.
City police charged him with
Kleinheksel said the truck apparLicenses Be Restored
failureto have his car under con- ently broke through an old cistern
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WANT-ADS

Vriesland

Service Clubs Decide

Church

Lesson

Published «very Thurs-

AUGUST

Are Plenty

The Rev. Theodore Byland
preached on the followincsubjects

FOR SALE —

2 centrally located
houses. One 3 bedroom furnished
house, 38,000.One 2 apartment
5 bedroom house. Lower 3 bedroom apartmentnow vacant.
Call 3274 for detail*. Adv.

on Sunday, July 31, "Clean Slatea”

August 7, 1955
The Exiles > Babylon
Psalm 137; Daniel 3:13-17
By Henry Geerllng*
we fad the first verse of this
Psalm we tecl with the psalmist
the deep sorrow of soul experienced by a company of Hebrews
in Babylon. The writer was most
likely a captive. A group of exiles was seated on the banks
of a river in the city. Evidently
the captives had their leisure
hcurs. and they found the river banks a pleasant and attractive place to spend them. Now,
however, their hearts were filled
with sorrow as they remembered
Zion and they wept together. On
the branchesof the willow trees
overhangingthe stream they had
hung their harps-the musical instruments they had so often used
to accompany their voices in joyous songs of praise.
As though their sadness were
not enough, Babyloniansspoke to
them, reouesting them to sing one
of the songs of Zion. The language
suggests that ihe request was
roughly made as a demand. The
oppressors, possibly taskmasters
or overseers, asked for a merry
song which would provoke loud
laughter. Perhaps they had heard
of th<* joyous songs and music ol
the Hebrews ai\d they wanted a
specimen. The demand was denied,

and "Peter’aSaviour.” A

Nothing was settled but every-

girla

the past two weeks with a party trio of Zeeland furnished special
music at the evening service.The
hi- of friends at a lakeshore cottage,
gave a talk Sunday at the Ganges July special offeringwai taken at
jinks and hollerin’, Holland's six
Baptist Church. She told some both service* for the tenth annivservice clubs completedthe Interhighlights of her work as a Bap- eersary of Temple Time.
SService Club All-Star softball
Ml** Carol Van Zoeren returned
tist Missionarym Bolivia, S. A.
game is at Riverview Park Wed- A family get-together was held to her home in Zeeland from her
nesday night
recently at the home of Mr. and term a* a missionaryto Japan.
When it was all over a team Mrs. George Wolters. Guests were The Vriesland . Reformed Church
composed of Exchangites, Jaycees
a brother and two sisters of Mrs. had a share in her support as
and Kiwanians had piled up 24 Wolters and it was the first time missionary. '
runs— a big bunch, to say the least.
The World Home Bible League
in 25 years they had been togethBut the other team, composed er. They were Mr. and Mrs. Carl met at the Park Christian Reformof Rotarians, Lions and Optimists,
Sheffer of Thief River Falls, ed Church of Holland on Sunday
also had 24.
Minn.. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Doer- at 2 p.m.
The "Rolos,” the name coined ing and Mrs. Charles Richardson The Willing Worker* meet on
for the Rotary-Optimist-Lions agof Elkhart, Ind. On Monday they Thursday with Mrs. Harold Ter
gregation. scored two runs in the
visitedGoshen, Ind. with a broth- Haar and Mr*. Floyd T4r Haar
bottom of the ninth to tie the
er Ray Sheffer, whom she hadn’t serving a* co-hostesses.
contest.
Ben Kroodsma, Sr., and Mrs.
seen for 18 years. Right there, plate umpire Jack
Bessie De Vree of Grand Rapids
Grasmeyer called a conference and
were Sunday guests at the Dick
a few minutes later this was an
Kroodsma home.
announcement that the game had
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynbeen called due to "bruises, darkThe Rev. Jean Vis of Holland garden were recent Monday evenness and other things.”
ing callers on Mrs. John H. Van
The "darkness”reason came de- occupiedthe pulpit here Sunday Welt in Zeeland.
spite the fact that the Riverview A ladies trio from the Hudsonville
Nancy Wabeke has returned to
Psrk lights were still burning Reformed Church sang two num her home after spending a week

one had • good time.
And somewhere between the

South Blendon

brightly.

bers at the evening service.

There were undertones, however,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Elzinga, Althat the dubs should quit to save
bert
Elzinga and Mrs. Dena Diekethe extra-inninglight fee charged
by the city.
ma of Grand Rapids spent a few
Besides,,Grasmeyer
a
, , had
, gone
. . days last week at the Winona Lake
full nine innings behind the plate;
__j that __
and
probablytook a. lot more I Bible Conference.
Mi. and Mrs. Justin Wabeke and
energy than requi* ed of mo*t playboys and Mrs. Christine Wabeke
ers.
Grasmeyer made «ure he con- took a trip the latter part of last
served his itrength by handing the week to Mackinac Island.

,

____

,

,
w

681 Enrol

in

First

Swinuning Course
A total of 681 childrenand young
people enrolled for the first Red
Cross iwimming course at Lake

Macatawa during the period July
5 through 22, Swimming Director
Ned Stuits revealed today.
The swimming students were
»

enrolled in the followingclassifications: beginners, 425; intermediates, 160;

swimmers, 57;

junior life

saving, 17, and adults, 22.
Each instructorkept a skill sheet
for each class and at the end of
the trainingperiod each pupil wa*
graded according to requirements.
Beginnerswere expectedto swim
25 feet front, 25 feet on barks, plus
with relatives in Muskegon Heights. being able to dive in or jump into
Gracie Broersma, Gayla Van deep witer.
Titer mediates were schooled in
Haitsma, Marcia Heyboer, and
Judy Nagelkirk spent last week at three types of leg strokes, three
types of arm strokes, elementary
Camp Geneva.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma, backstroke,selected stroke (100
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma and yards), turning, floatingone minchildren. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter ute. sculling10 yards, treat water
Haar and family attended the Feen- a half .minute, underwaterswimstra family reunion at Byron Cen- ming, standing front dive, running
jump into deep water, and fiveter Park on Saturday, July 30.

^Subscriberswill confer a favor oy for the captives could not sing in
/
reporting promptly *niLwirr**“'t*Illy merriment one of their joyous
In delivery.Write or Phone 3101.
songs of praise,with hearts so
heavy whh sorrow and sadness.
WORKING WITH DR. NATURE Now. the captive writer exMr. and Mrs. R. Epema of minute swim.
Mr ond Mrs. Dole Joseph Oswald
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman Crookston, Minn., were Sunday
Skills for swimmers included
whisk broom to any player who
If it had not come from the presses earnestly and frankly the
(Prince photo) <
and children moved to N*w Gron- overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. breast stroke 100 yards, side stroke
demanded
that
the
plate
be
brushtypewriterof Delos Smith. United deep feeling of his heart. His
Th* marriage of Miss Phyllis 'pink bows al the shouldersand
100 yards, crawl, back crawl or
ed off. Seldom did he bend down ingen last Saturday into the new Henry Boss.
Press Science Editor, the story strong devotion to God and conn- ^jay Keane daughter of Mr. and .waist, a bouffant skirt over a pink
home they recently purchased. Mr.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden and trudgen crawl 100 yards, on back
try involved intense love and in- ' MrSt Arthur Keane. 6.11 Michigan petticoat. She carried a tiny white himself.
would not be worth noticing.But
A benevolent act for Grasmeyer and Mrs. Arthur Petroeljeand Pearl Wyngarden were Sunday af- (legs only) 50 yards, turns ion
tense hatred. The psalmist ends Ave to Dale Joseph Oswald was basket filled with pink gladioli,
coming as it does from acientisti with the negative note of hatred solemnizedlast Saturday in the) The bride’smother wore a dress was performed in the fourth inn- Nancy Ixmj expect to occupy the ternoon callers on Mrs. John H. front, b^ck, side), surface dive,
who wait year* before making a for the enemies of God and of his First MethodistChurch. The of beige lace with avocado acces- ing when Gabe Kuite rushed out residence vacated by the Stege- Van Welt at the Parkview Home tread water, plunge dive, running
front dive, and 10-minute swim.
and applied a coat of white paint mans. 7
in Zeeland.
claim, and being reported by a countiy, especiallytwo, Edom and groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. series and a corsage of rust glamMr. and Mr*. Lloyd Kunzi at
Stuits’ junior life saving class had
to home plate. That helped for a
The
Ladies
Missionary
and
Aid
Clarcnce
Oswald
of
Indianapolis,
elias.
The
groom's
mother
was
science specialist who is aa conser- Babylon. These were a little, hatewhile, but not for long, the play- tended the funeral service for their Society will meet on next week 17 enrollees,ten of whom passed
1 attired in a dress of dusty pink
ful. mean, hostile neighbor, and a Ind.. formerly of
vative at the men he represents,it
uncle, William Nibbelink,last Thursday at 2 p.m.
the final examination. They are Bill
A large heart of solid p i n k with white accessories and a cor- ers thought.
would seem to be worthy of the big. powerful, ruthless world emweek Wednesday afternoon at the
Stryker, Jack De Roo, Jim BlackDespite
the
abundance
of
runs,
Mrs.
Laura
De
Groot
and
Phyllis
pire. The psalmistimplores the gladioli. banked on either side vvAh sage of white glamelias.
layman’s attention.
Zaagman’s Funeral Home in of California were Monday guests burn, Terry Selles, D.ile Bierema,
•turse of a just God upon these evil yyiuip gladioli and Oregon fern.: Soloist Mrs. Roger Pnui simg the game atayed fairly close
The Sentinelthe other day pubKaren Groteler. Nobel and Eddie
Grand Rapid*.
at Ihe Harold Ter Haar home.
formed the background for the (“Through the Years and "The throughout the nine innings.
foes. We must remember that
lished a report of a new medical
Mr. and Mr*. Henry Lubber* Mr. and Mrs. R. Epema of Lee, Marilyn Miller and Barbara
The '•Jekyls,”or the Jaycee-ExiuriiA of time and the full revel- double ring ceremony performed bird s Prayer ' Traditional weddiacovery whose object is no less
change-Kiwanisteam, knotted the attendedthe funeral service for Crookston.Minn., were Monday Faber.
ation in Christ of God's love for all hy the Rev. John 6. Hagans at ’ ding music was played by Mrs.
than that of making every doctor
game at 5-all in the top of the their brother-in-law.Johannes guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boss
3 p
Rudolph Mattson.
a true health engineer in prolong- mankind lie between us and these
Schout Tuesday afternoon at the of Forest Grove.
Bridal attendants w ere
Assisting at a reception for 200 fourth and from then on it was
Hebrew
captives. Even at that,
ing human life.
Yntema Funeral Home in Zeeland. Mr. and \\rs. Paul Drooger and
fourth
and
from
then
on
it
was
one wonders how captive Christ- Kathleen Keane as maid of honor, guests were Dr. and Mrs. Arnold
In brief, the hope, even the exMis* Cornelia Zwyghuizenre- family of Holland were Sunday
ians today would feel about their Miss Patricia Houtman and Mrs. J Funckes of Cblumbia, Mo., brother a pretty wild affair.
pectation.i* that the new mediturned last week from a two-weeks guests of Mrs. K. Jousma and Mr.
It
got
so
wild,
In
fact,
that
those
Russian captor* who asked them, Theodore Knopf. Jr., as brides- -in-law and sister of the bride, as
cation will prevent the hardening
stay with her friends, the Douglas and Mrs. S. Broersma.
while sitting on the banks of the maids and Cindy Funckes, a niece master and mistress of cere: who were delegated to keeping
of the arterie*. If that turns out
Marcia Nyhuia of Kalamazoo is
of
the
bride, flower girl. The monies; Miss Marianne Knooi- score, figured it Juit wasn't worth Steere family in northernMichiVolga,
to
sing
a
Christian
hymn.
to have real substance, its revoluvacationing at the home of her
These
Hebrew
captives were suf- groom chos" Philip A Parker of huizen and Charles Bradley who it since so many men paraded to gan.
tionary character in medicine will
During the electrical storm last grandparents, Mr. and Mr*. Marbe somewhat the same as that of fering deep emotional pain but Niles as best man and Richard H. presided at the punch bowl which the plate.
Albert W. Sherer. Jr., son ot
week
Wednesday night the home tin D. Wyngarden.
Therefore,
no
accurate
count
was
the discovery of the atom bomb in were finding strengthand cour- Ross of St. Louis. Mich , Allan : featured moulded ice with white
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Sherer,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wendell
Bullock
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Van
Zoerage in the reaffiiming of their de- Jontz of Benton Harbor. Frank and pink gladiolifrozen . into it made of the hits and at times it
militaryscience.
Sr„ who spend their summer* at
votion to their God and their Fendt and Ronald Myrick of Hoi- and lighted underneath, and Miss was difficult for announcer Avery was struck by lightningwhich re- en of Zeeland were Sunday guests Castle Park, has been placed in
It Hill not merely mesn the cure
sulted
in
considerable
damage
but
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.G.J.
Van
ZoerBaker
to
keep
track
of
the
runs.
land as
Kay Larsen and Arden Bancroft
or preventionof sny single disease, country.
charge of the Utiited States EmThe incident narrated In DanFor her wedding the bride select- j who were n the gift room. Miss And if these two tallies were dif- no fire. The barn of Gordon Dal- en.
as it true of some of the socalled
bassy in Prague. Czechoslovakia.
The
Vriesland
Reformed
Church
man
was
also
struck
and
burned
ficult,
it
was
utterly
impossible
to
"magic drugs”; it will meai a iel involves the three Hebrew cap- ed a gown of Belgian shadow lace, Marlene Koning passed the guest
Mr' Sherer. who is First SecSunday
school
picnic
wa*
held
at
to the ground.
compute the errors.
basic prevention and cure of num tives who had been associatedwith fashioned with an Elizabethanbook and Mrs. John O. Hagans
The Rev. and Mr*. G.A. Aalberts Hughes Grove in Hudsonville on retary of the Embassy, is taking
Captaining the Jekyls was Dick
Daniel
at
the
court
of
Nebuehadbodice,
port raijwck line and petite cut the cake. Serving the guests
erous diseases. In many, many disover the head positionduring the
was ap- were the Misses Carol Dobbertin, Martin, of the Exchange Club. He and girls and. Mrs. Fannie Belt- Friday, July 29.
eases it can be the hardening of nezzar. Their names had been sleeves.
absence
of Ambassador Alexis
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bos* were
changed at their induction into pliqued with organw/ daisies and Millie Borgman and Ruth Veele. arrived late, but that didn't bother man left last Saturday morning to
the arteries that finally is the killer
Johnson, who is attending the
Friday
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
spend
a
week
in
a
cottage
at
Interthe
Jekyls.
They
all
thought
they
training for royal service. A short rhinestonehearts aVnas the neck- For a honeymoon to Houghton
or the contributingcause.
Uqited States conference with Red
could do a better job of managing, mediate Lake in Antrim County. Mrs. Elmer Boss and family of
In a very large number of dis- while before and at Daniel's sug- line and sleeves, tier tiara of Lake the bride wore a light blue
China in Geneva, Switzerland. He
Sunday the Rev. Aalberts conduct- Zeeland.
gestion
they
had
been
placed
over
Belgian
lace
a
p
p
1 i q u e d with organdy dress with white polka anyway.
eases Dr. Nature can take care
also headed the embassy during
The
annual
Mission
Fest
was
Lew
Hartzell.
of
the
Rotary
Club
ed
services
at
the
Atwood
Reof the invading phalanxes of dis- the affairs of the province of 1 daisies and rhinestones secured dots, featuring a strapless bodice
held on Wednesday, Aug. 3 at the May. when the ambassadorwas in
jmgeriip length veil of illusion,i and Ixiuffantskirt, a hand-made was pilot for the Rolos. When he formed Church.
ease germs if he can only get at Babylon by the king. The incident
the United States, and in the latSeveral
from
here
attended the Lawrence Park inrZeeland. There
begipa
with
the
making
of
an
im- ; She (Uirnod a cascade arrange- stole of nylon and silver thread. entered the action late in the game
them. But the hardened arteries
ter part of July when Mr. Johnwere
afternoon
and
evening
promake that difficult, and often im- ••.fie, rhe assemblingof the peo- ment of white glamelias centered j white accessories,and a white and as catcher the Jekyls grumblled be- Mission Fest Wednesday afternoon grams wjth the Rev. Don Brandt son was receiving instructionson
cuse they thought it was unfair and evening at the Zeeland Bowl.
possible.As a result the patient pU, and the issuance of a com- with a white and pink glamelia pink glameliaitirsage.They will
the Gfneva conference.
make their home in Kalamazoo for Hartzell to possess so many Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Petroelje as song leader. At the afternoon Mr. Sherer has been in the Fordies of some specific ailment, and mand. The scene is laid in the corsage and showeredwith
program,
the
Rev.
Paul
Alderink
"natural qualitiesas a backstop.” announce the birth of Nancy Lou
A ballerinalength gown of petal after the first of September,
hia hardened arteries may not plain of Dura. An image of gold
eign Service for eight and a half
You would have never known bom July 27 at St. Mary's Hospital of Jamestown had charge of deeven be considered in the report. was erected. It was extremely pink dotted nylon marquisette was j The bride, a graduate of Holland
years, previously spending time in
votions,
and
the
Rev.
Joseph
Esthat the players were performing in Grand Rapids.
It is far too early for the general tall, ninety feet for its breadth of worn by the maid of honor. The High School, a t t e n d e d Western
Washington. . D.C. He left thi*
ther was the speaker. At the evenpublic to send up a cheer; in the onlv nine feet. A human body sev- sleevelesselongated bodiee featur- ! Michigan College and has been for a worthy cause because they
country for Czechoslovakia in Febing
program,
the
Rev.
Francis
were
having
such
a
good
time.
Record Crowds Visit
true sense there is no magic in i-nty inches tall but only seven ed a square neckline handed with employed in ihe office of Rooks
ruary of this year. His wife and
Dykstra
of
Harlem
had
charge
of
But all of the proceeds went to
medicine, only long-continuedand inches wide would be in the same white Venice lace A full gathered* Transfer Co. The groom was graddevotions, and the Rev. Joshua children, two son* and a daughpatient trial and experimentation. proportion. It was set up in the skirt with repeated lace handed at uated’ from Niles High School and furnish service club signs on the Grand Haven State Park
Hogenboom was the speaker. The ter, are also with him in Prague.
the hipline. fell over matching net attendedUniversity of Michigan. three highway approachesto HolThe explosively dramatic charac- phin.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Ap- VrieslandReformed Church was The Sherer family, originally
A royal decree assembled all the an(j iaffPta petticoats.She wore a At present he is attending Western land.
ter of this most recent tentative
from Chicago and now of Greenproximately
104.000persons visited in charge of the canteen.
The Jekyl* went ahead, 16-12,
speculationin medical science lies ruler*, great and small, of the pjcj1Jre |iai nf white horsehair. Michigan College.He is a member
wich, Conn., has spent the last 30
Grand
Haven
State
Park
during
Mi,s. Herbert Schout and childwith 10 run* in the top of the
in the fact that it is a direct at- province*. When they had gath- 1 wj,ite glo\es and carried a ras- of Alpha Kappa Psi.
summers at their cottage at the
the past week including42,000 dur- ren spent Wednesday afternoon at
sisth,
but
the
Rolo*
made
it
19-16
tack on old age itself, not on a ered before the golden image. lhe'ca(je a,rangement of light pink The groom s parents entertained
Castle. Mr. and Mrs. Sherer, Sr.,
ing
the
weekend.
the
Henry
Spaman
home.
the wedding party at dinner at the with seven markers in the bottom
mere detail in the process of liv- herald cried aloud the king's com- 1
Jerry Dunning, son of Mr. and also have a daughter who live*
Total attendance so far this year
j^p bridesmaids wore sim.lar Eton House following rehearsal of the sixth.
ing, But wise men will keep their mand. which called upon all
is
listed
at
fl ,075.000or
175.000
Mrs.
Harry Dunning is very ill at with her family in Worcester,
Next big inning for the Jekyl*
fall down and worship the image I gOVVns (,a|S an(j <r|0vos and rained last Friday. Pre-nuptial parties
fingers crossed for a while.
Mass.
more than was reportedat this a hospitalin Big Rapids.
at a musical signal from the orrh- cascade arrangements of bright were given by Miss Patricia Hout- was the eighth when they scored
time
last
year.
six
runs
for
a
24-22
lead.
OBSERVING ELECTION LAWS cs'ra. And who refused or neglec- pjnk glamelias.The flower girl was man, Miss Marianne Knooihufzen.
Clyde Morren. son of Mr. and
Everyone, including the Rolos, A total of 1,512 camp* has been Marriage Licenses
Neither Ottawa nor Allegan ted to obey would be cast into a gowned in a white dotted nylon Mrs. Robert Greeftwoodand Mrs.
Mr*. Joe Morren, route 3. Zeehoped the Rolos wouldn't score registered to date.
eounty was listed by State Attorney fiery furnace. When the signal jrpSS with sweetheart neckline. E.C. Taylor of Grand Rapids.Harry Nelson, Jr.. 25. Muskegon, land, recently was promoted to
anymore runs so all could go home.
General Kavanagh among the vio- was heard, the people fell down
and Esther Koeman, 24, Holland. corporal in Korea where he is a
But the Rolos were obstinate and InvestigateTheft
lators of the Michigan election and worshipped. Everybodyobe\ed
member of the 7th Infantry Diviextended the game five minutes
laws by failingto report last except the three young Hebrew
Mrs. James Moore ot Floss- sion, it was announced by the ArRobert Linn Sr., of 958 South
while the umpires were deciding
Spell
year's campaign collections and captives *o recently elevated to
Shore Dr., today reported the theft moor. III., and Mrs. Comer Jones my Home Town News Center at
to call it a tie.
expenditures.That fact is one that high office in the provinceTh^ir
of a quantity of welding wire and of Chicago, III., arrived Wednes- Kansas City, Mo. Corp. Morren,
Admi’ted in Holland HospiClub official* announced thi*
should make for local pride.
faMure to worship was noted b\
i 50-gallondrum of gasoline from Jay to visit Mr. and Mrs. William an assistantsquad leader in Commorning that they would probably
The violationsappear to have certain Chaldeans who reported ; tal Wednesday u ere Carole Sped,
the Bay Haven Marina on Ottawa Bradford, South Shore Dr. Mr. pany A of the division's 32nd Regstage another game in early fall
i 570 Central Ave.:
C Garrett
been more technical than in any the matter to the
Beach Rd. Grand Haven State Po- Jones will join hia wife on Fri- iment, arrived in Korea in Janto play off the tie.
Nebuchadnezzar was infuriated Saugatuck;Mrs. Uwiald Kuipers.
sense criminal. The attorney genuary.
day.
lice are investigating.
If they could get their player*
eral calls them violationsof the and ordered the voune men to he 200H Scotts Dr Kenneth Dale Kcl- j Reports today showed Wester*
“letter”of the law. The departyre broupht More him, Th* kin* in- lor. route 1. Fennvillr: Lron Boy. Michigan'.,corn. bean, pickle and , b»ck in
from legality was not so much a ouired if their refusal were tme
''est lolh St :
uuireu m.ii
ueh si • Xr .n other field crops were suffering
matter of morals as it was of The response eorvams one of the I Harm link. •>•)•> "CM -On m..
extent. How littleattentioncounty noblest defiances of a false relig- j ley Van Olierloo.163 East 25th St. severe damage from the propolitical organizationsseem to pay ion ever utteredas well as the dec- j Discharged Wednesday were Mrs. longed hot and dry spell that has
Mrs. John W. Du Mont. Jr.,
to the statutes their own repre- laration of a great faith in God John Arispe. Jr . anti baby, route 2. sja|P residents panting for relief.
left last week for Paris, France,
sentatives have placed on the The king was so utterly beside I Zeeland: Mrs Virgil Smith and
books is indicated by the fact himself at *his complete hut re- baby. i»04x Baldwin. Hudsonville; Newavzo Mason and Ot where she will join her husband.
that, accordingto Kavanagh. 54 soectfuldefiance that his face was Howard Klferdink. East 32nd *
re^rtr a severe Corp. John W. Du Mont. Jr., of
the American Air Force who is
Democratic and 31 Republican
distorted At
l*™* i"'h,pper and ba^' | lack of rainlaU Tod heavy crop stationed near Pari* at present.
county organizationsdid not bother
-*•» tuolildc ,
from the intense pete Mrs. Du Mont i* the former Joyce
to make the necessary reports.
heat sPe11 which has driven Frandsen.
The violationsare therefore not his throne nearhv the king saw i ter. Sallie Joy. tx.rn Wednesday to
The Farm Bureau Discussion
partisan; a Democratic attorney the thr^e figures in the fLes I Mr. and Mrs Ja,on Schollen.route temperature, into high 9^.
Group
met Friday Ivening at the
general admits that his own party Then he started in amazement and , 2, Zeeland: a son born Wednesday ^‘htanJ. *K-‘CU^_ ' Voontv
is slightly the more seriousoffend- asked the chamberlain if tlvrc , to Mr and Mrs. Cipnano Anzola. | Ku-C"e Due in Ottawa County home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
er In several counties no reports were three east in. for hr saw ' route 1, HamilKtn: a son born today said hl* arca ha*n 1 shown severe Miller. The topic was recruiting
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members for the Junior Farm
four men walking in the midst to Mr. and Mrs John Seymour. : sll4ns oI ^ea' and,dr0lJ*h,_
as yet. Dice said corn is rolling Bureau. Refreshmentswere served
of the fire unhurt. The narrativeI 9 West Main St.. Zeeland.
more than usual, but he said by the hosts.
ends wi»h another royal decree,
"the hot sun is doing more
Oselu* Plummer was in Chicathat the God of the Hebrews bo
damage
than
the drought.”
go Monday where he attended the
respected and any failure to rePaul Brower, president of the funeral of his brother, Verne
spect Him would he punishedh\
Michigan Blueberry G.r o w e r s Plummer who died July 22. Mr.
death. Here i* the truest of faith*:
Assn., said the blueberry , crop Plummer wa* born and spent his
political crooks could take unfair producing an unconditional loy“won t come up to predictionsof early years in Ganges. In 1912 he
advantage.It was therefore for alty to God.
Out
80 per rent of last year's harvest.” went to Chicago where he operathe protectionof average citizens,
Brower said the harvest now is ted his own drugstoreuntil his
the type most of the county comGeorge Zuvermk pitched eight at its peak, but is being shortened health began to fail. Besides his
mittees In both parties represent. Holland Child Injaried
But political bodies at the grass- Mark Allen Overkamp, 8, route full innings for ihe Baltimore Or- by the heat and lack of rainfall. immediate family, a wife, two
daughter* and a son, he leaves
. roots, no matter how honest they 2. was treated for a head injury ioles as they edged the Kansas
two other brothers, Dr. I«on Plum. may be, are not going to retain Tuesday night when a car in which City Athletics.4-3, in Baltimore
Allegan
Officials
Ban
mer of Kalamazoo and Aretus
protectionfor themselves fnd their he was riding driven by Janet Wednesday night, hut he didn't
Plummer of South Haven.
equally honest constituencyif they Bloemers. 47, route 1. Weat Olive, ge; credit for the win.
Bingo at Annual Fair
Mra. John Devin and son Dick
net as if a law does not exist. wa* involved in a collision with a
Manager Paul Richards decided
ALLEGAN (Special)
There of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, have been
Self • seeking politiciansnever car operated bv Burton Cal!. 27. to send Ted Gray to the mound in
sleep; they are on the lookout at of 197 West 22nd St„ on US-31 Ihe top of the ninth after the Or- will he no bingo at the Allegan spending the past two weeks here
all times to catch honest men nap- near the Port Sheldon Rd. Ottawa ioles had scored two nms in the County fair, SepL 11 to 17. fair in the home of her brother,Waldo
Phelps and family and m Battle
County deputies said the boy was bottom of the eighth to trail by board officials have revealed.
Riar.
At the very least, there is no treated by a physician and taken only a 3-2 margirv
Their decision to ban the game Creek with her sister, Mr*. Jack
sense In passing laws that are not home.
When the Orioles came up with followed a joint announcement Tenney and family.
observed. That law covering camMr. and Mrs. Donald Bum*
two runs to win in the bottom of from the office of Prosecuting Atpaign collectionsand expenditures
torney Dwight M. Cheever and and son Michael of Willmar,
Henry Riemersma. son of Mr. the ninth. Gray got the victory.
should be repealed forthwith,un- and Mra. Richard Riemersma of
It wss the first game of a twi- Sheriff Walter Runkel that war- Minn., were guest* several days
less the county committeesof both 883 Paw Paw* Dr., i* one of the night doubleheader. Baltimore lost rants would he issued and served last week In the home of Mr. and
partieswill comply with it honest 712 students at the University of the second game. 5*1.
on anyo§p operating a bingo game Mr*. Arnold Green. Bum* and
ly and intelligently.Laws that are Michigan who earned all "A’s”
Zuverink, who gave up nine hit* in the .ounty on the complaint of Green served In the army together
in World War H.
not observed do far more harm for the spring semester. The during the eight innings,was any resident.
Miss Esther Hoover spent sev.
than good by bringing aU law into mark* were announced by the Of- charged with only one earned run
Sheriff Runkel said that up to
fice of Registration and Records as the Oriole* made three errors the present it has been necessary eral days last week at. the home
to take action in only one case. of her aunt, Mra. George Glupker
at the university. Riemersma. who behind him.
His won-lost record remains at i In Plaimvell, he said husbands of of Holland.
dof will die from Uck of sleep If a sophomore, is majoring in
Mias Minnk Myers, who spent
) bingo • playing wives complained
from lack of food. Engliih.
were filed by either Republican or
Democraticcommittees.
Yet the state law governing the
report of campaign collections and
expenditures was passed for a purpose. It was for the purpose of
plujuingup hole* through which
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As far os Hit ploytrs
wtrt cone ‘•mad, platt umpirt dock Grasmtytr
just wasn't siting things Straight Wtdntsdoy
night it Rhrarvitw Pork in Hit Inttr-Strvict
Club All-Star softball gamt. So Gabt Kuitt
rushtd out of thi dugout in Hit fourth inning
to point Hit homt platt whitt. Waiting to bot

JUST,

ot Itft is Gtorgo Httringa and knttling ot
right is Its Woltmon. Watching the proctedings art Ltw Hartitll ond Al Dyk. Grasmtytr,
who is not in Hit pkturt, showed everyone he
was sincere about his job by cleaning his
glasses. .It really didn't matter, however, as the

game ended • 24-24 tie.
tSwtinel photo)
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Wins Ist-Half Tilt

JohnV.Hulst,58,

Over Fennville;

Former Grocery

dux Here Monday

Store Owner, Dies
John V. Hulst of 421 South 120th

4

4

day niqht by workmen from a commercialexterminatinq company. City Health Inspector Ben
Wiersma ilefn and Charles Hubbell. superinten-

RATS AND RATS AND RATS— Tho modern version of the Pied Piper makes the Hamlin prototype look like an amateur. Here is about one
fourth of the rats killed in Holland dump Thurs-

dent of the workers, inspect the

kill.

(SentinelPhoto'

Ave., died early Monday at
his home after a few months’ illness. He was 58 years old today.
Bom in East Overisel Aug. 1, 1897.
he lived in Holland the last 30

Base

Tlie Southwestern Michigan

ball League rolled into its final
regular week Monday with the Holland Flying Dutchmen still holding
a alim chance of sharing the second-half title.
They got only a piece of the
first-half championshipsince Soulii
Haven clipped Fennville, 10-7,
Saturday night in that delayed
first-half contest. The victory moved South Haven into a tie with
Holland at 5-3 for first place in
the fipal first-half standings.
South Haven has an excellent
opportunity to take the second-half
title with no such blocks as ties.
The Merchants have a 4-2 mark
and play cellar-dwellingFennville tonight and Saturday to fin
ish out their schedule.
The Dutchmen finishedup their
league schedule Monday at River
view Park at 7:30 against the
Zeeland Chix, who are in third
place with a 3-3 record.
The Dutchmen hold a 2-1 edge on
the Chix for the season, winning
10 days ago, 6-3. to go along with
an earlier 18-12 conquest. In the
first meeting. Zeeland won. 4-2.
Zeeland finishes its league schedule against (irand Haven at home
Friday niqht in a postponed game
of last week.

years. He operated the Hulst Grocery and Market until about two
years ago when he sold it to Sprik
Brothers. For the last few year*
he was a real estate salesman.
A charter member of Holland

Christian Reformed
Church, he served as elder In the
consistory and at the time of his
death was vice president.He was
a member of the Home Mission*
Committee for Classls Holland, a
member of the special commltte*
for Migrant Workers for Classis
Holland of the ChristianReformed
Churches. He also was a member
of the board of directors of First
HeighU

South Haven and Holland must

Rat Population at Holland

battle in a one-game playoff for
of 50 or TOO for distances up to a
the first-half title. Dale of that
mile or more. With the city dump
contest will he decided sometime
so close to Hollad's business disthis week.
trict, this becomes a real problem.
First half final standings:
With the new control methods,

Dump

Holland Health Inspector Ben
Wiersma's attack is simple. He

Slashed in One Night Project

merely wants to keep the

rats in the

W

5

3

.625

South Haven
Grand Haven

5

3

.625

4

4

.500

3

5

.375

3

5

.375

L

Pet.

sis.

TWO GOOD PLACES

bubonic plaque, rat-hit fever wiersma.

and spirochetal jaundice.
"And the simple bite, reqardless
of disease,can be dangerous." he

Butch

Huizenga, on Badger's Brown Baby, accepts
the Thomasma Brothers challengetrophy for
Western Horsemanshipfrom John R. Thomasma
at the conclusionof the Castle Park Junior
Horse Show Saturday afternoon.Gail Butler
waits her turn to give Huizenga another trophy

Pet.

Holland

Holland j^ey escape the poison Zeeland
dump Friday
dump.
den creatures on earth.” explainHauling oul a report by the
Only way this can be done is Fennville
Second half
ed Charles Hubbell as his men United Slates Department ol to keep the population down so
literally shoveled together a pile Public Health. Hubbell pointed to food suppliesare adeouaie
South Haven
a list of diseases transmitted by »And lf ,hrv cat our poison
Holland
rats typhus, tularemia, inchmo- sQ murh the better,” commer
'Rats are the most disease rid- of the dead rodents at

I.

CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS WINNER —

that becomes his permanent property. The
youthful rider beat’ out over a half-dozen
others to win the highly prized championship
class. Wilson Dennchy won the English
horsemanshipdivisionin the same doss and the
Carter P. Brown challenge trophy.
(Sentinel photo)

standings

W
4

2

.667

4

3

.571

Zeeland

3

3

.500

Grand Haven

3

4

.429

Funeral Servicei Held

Show Features
Avid Young Equestrians
Castle

For Arthur Withey
(IRANI) HAVEN (Special)

-

National Bank.
Surviving are the wife. Minnie;
three daughters. Mrs. Melvin Shanda of Holland, Mrs. Jacob Potts
of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Hilbrand
Buurma who lives at home while
her husband is stationed in the
Army in Okinawa: eight grandchildren: his mother. Mrs. Helen
Hulst of Holland: one brother, Harry, of Holland: eight sisters, Mrs.
Tony Dozeman of Hqlland, Mrs.
Gerrlt De Vries of Cutlervllle, Mrs.
Menno Edewards. Mrs. William
Boer. Mrs. John Tills. Mrs. Tom
Uevense. all of Holland. Mrs. ">nnyson Bel of Chicago and Mrs. Alfred Bulthuis of Kalamazoo.

Youngiter Injured
Mary Ann Van Duine, 5. route 1,
Jenison,was treatedfor minor facial cuts Sunday afternoon when a
car in which she was a passenger,
driven by her father, Cornelius,32.
collided with a car driven by E. N.
Lingren 45, of 750 Columbia Ave.
at Butternut Dr. and Port Sheldon
Rd. Ottawa County deputies estimated damage to the two can at

Funeral services (or Arthur With2
4
.333
Fennville
ev, 73. who died Sunday morning at
_j ---—
. his home. 1356 Taylor Ave., N. E.,
Competition in the annual Castle English Reserve Champion ( art (-ran(1 Kai,jds wcre held Wedadded.
Woman
Diet
Day
Alter
AT HOME AND AT
Park Junior Horse Show was as Miller, Baltin Creek. Rose Cmher. nesday at 1:30 p.m. at Van ZantHubbell. area supervisor for
hot is the weather at Maple Brook
Arwell. Inc. exterminators,had
Her
Brother
Succumbs
wick Funeral Home. Burial was
THE
Farm Saturday afternoon and more
just strerv all Thursday niqht with
m Lake Forest Omrtery.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Mrs. than 300 spectators enjoyed every
hi« men in a mass pnisorinq 'hat Pickers
Mr. Withey was horn In New
William J. Emery, 96. died at 5:50 minute of it.
killed an estimated 800 to 1,0000
Richmond, July 25, 1881. He marrats.
A plea for blueberry pickers was P m- Friday ai her home in Nunica.
Alter all was said and done, a
ried Emma La Rue in Grand RapUsins a variety of poisons
de M(,ndav (#r ha,.v„ting
J""C young equestrian from Jenison was
ids
different methods of
(«oodin in Finwick, Canada. No\
proud possessor of the coveted
Surviving are the wife: one
Suicide
more than 250 dead rats wrro ; crop in Holland area,
20. 1858 and came to this area Thomasma Brothers Challenge Trodaughter. Mrs. Joseph Griffin of
found lying on the surface alone. ' James M. Bielby, farm labor when she was 10 years old. She phy for Western Horsemanship, and
Rapids; two stepsons, HarA young Holland man died in Grand
The rats were later burned. i representative for Ottawa county. was married in West Olive in 1881 a young Lake Forest 111 . rider
TOUR HOSTS:
old and Carl La Rue who live in
But the battle is just beginningsaid thp crop has matured a week'10 William J. Emery, who died 21 1 nppcd ,hp'CaiIcr p.‘ Rrow'n Chal- Garvelink'swoods near Castle Park Grand Haven, and a stepson and
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
years ago. She was a member of . |PI1Ke T,op|,\ as English Champ- Monday night afier attaching a two step daughters and a lister
Whcth\r before of after the
foTav,
I *0 10 day, e„ „er .hi, year beca„e
the Seventh Day Adventist Church | ion
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
hose to the exhaust pipe of his '’•’bo live in Chicago,
turn mon lily, and in addition bait °f 'he heat and dr> weather, and and had been active in church
thgatra. or for a aandwteh at
ZEELAND
Butch Huizenga of Jenison. was car and putting the hose through a
will he maintained at all times in he could place 100 or more pick- work.
nooa, enjoy our eonvonlon*
Badger;. Brown Baby
wm'dmv
The body remained at Van rlrtms
feeding
ers Tuesday.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
winning the western championship
According to Public Health fi- 1 Men. women and children 14 ZantwickFuneral Home until noon and Wilson Dennchy on Lively Sail Gordon Glenn Burt. 27. of 716
ly located tlor Koldor for
gures. rats have k-'o-lO litters a years and over Interestedin pick- Tuesday when it was removed
/on. the English championship.! Astor A.e , died ot carbon monox*
your favorite 'door or wtno.
year- about 10 rats to a litter. 1 ing blueberries are asked to meet to the church at the corner of
Carl Miller of Battle Creek won idc poisoning,aeeoiding to a ruling
This means that without any m Centennial Park at 7:30 a m. Sixth aqd WashingtonSt. The body
Open noon until midnight
the Child'sHunter class and there- of Dr. Kenneth C. Miller of Saugdeaths, an adult pair of rats could Tuesday opposite the post office, of Mrs. Emery's 90-year-oldbrothhv was awarded the Black Sally atuck
multiply to 359.000.000 in three Bielby wil' be present to make er. Johfj D. Goodin, who died at
Memorial trophv donated by Mrs. The Burt auto wa> spotted about
assignments and some growers his home, route 1. West Olive,
All Motet
Margaret McLean
111:30 pm. by Tom Van Pullen
The big danger, according to will be present with transportation.Thursday morning,reposed at the
More than 100 horses were en-'lT, of route 1 who was returning
Hubbell. is that the rats are for- There aie many other jobs avail- same funeral home.
Authorixsd
tried in ihe 14-event show, mclud- front swimming The woods was
cod to migrate for lack of food able in which transportationis not
Surviving are five daughters.
Chrytler- Plymouth Deal*
ing some from West Michigan, a favor.ie shortcut tor motorists.
"Rats are excellentswimmers, and provided. Therefore, wherever pos- Mrs. Anna Smalley,route 2. EdIllinois. Indiana,
Burt led home altout 8.30, tolling
can easily cross Black River,' sible, persons who can provide more, Mrs. Bertha Crary. of Dane,
Haan Motor Sales
And the avid riders, provided his wile. Joyce, he was on an
Hubbell said.
their own transportation are en- Wis., Mrs. Etta Hill, of Nunica.
25 W 9th Strict Phone 7242
stiff competitionthat taxed the errand. Despondencyover the loss
The rats will migrate in colonies couraged to do so.
Mrs. Amy Smalley, of Cedar Lake
judges to the utmost Judges were ‘of his job was cited as the reason
Bielby said migrant workers al- and Mrs. Nina Barnett, of Grand
Mrs. Austin Brown English: Mr. (or his move,
ready have arrived for the blue- Haven; one son. Chester, route 1,
and Mrs Preston Parish. Western. In addition In kis 21-yeai-old
berry season and housing provided West Olive; two sisters. Mrs. Abe
assisted by Mary Bosch and Gail wife. Burt is survived bv two
on the farms is all taken. He point- Klien. of West Olive, and Mrs. Ray
Scrappy toyi:
daughters. Deborah 4. and Teri
ed out that blueberry farms in Rittenhouse,Grand Rapids: 25
Results in order of finish (Earlv Lee. 1 h’s pami's, Mi. and Mrs
Every ton of "purchased" scrap conOttawa county have always used grandchildren3. gieat grande u - expn( resu|,sVU,,-P pnnted in Sal- ; lames Burt of Holland, one sister,
large numbers of local pickers iren and eight great great grand- ,lrdav-s
Mrs Eugene Hansen of Vumnia
sumed saves 4 tons of^coke, iron orn,
and the migrant workers make up
Child s Hunier -- Carl Miller. ' Park and a grandmother,Mrs.
less than one-half of the necessary
and other raw materials.
Castle Park Horsemanship 'Be-iSam L. Cornu ot Holland.
work force to harvest the crop.
ginnorsi - Ted Lerchen.
----The blueberry fields in this area
Elizabeth Winston. Watch Eves,
are located three to 12 miles north Tipsy
Vets Entering College
matenali
always buying
^urie McLean. Entrv.
of Holland both on Lakeshore Dr.
Entry; Kate Hodges. Entry: Pat Should Contact VA Now
and on M-50.
Brown. No Exception.
Further information may be obMichigan veterans who plan to
Fine
Castle Park Horsemanship 'Adtained by contacting Bielby at the
vanced'
Kate Hodges. Enirv ; start school tins (all under the
Heiknd. Mick
DISCUSS YOUR PLANS
120 Riv«r Av*.
local EmploymentSecurity office
GRAND HAVEN (Special!- Curt Ratcliff.Entry: Marnie Win- Korean GI Bill were urged lodnv
WITH US! Wr arc ajway*
at 6-6509.
person pleaded guilty to a drunk s'"n,
'by VeteransAdministi auon to applotted to aharc the cx^ktidriving charge and two others Obstacle Race - Ru-emane ply for. their papers before school
«i>c* we have had m helping
pleaded guilty to reckless driving Brink, Lucky: Viciona Muchen. terms begin.
F. Langdon, 95, Diet
other people with their buildcharges in Justice Frederick Work- ' Major Mite; Pat Brown, No Ex- ; By applying for their VA cci lifting and remodelingprohlema.
At Allegan Hospital
man's court in Spring Lake Mon- '
cates prior to admission, veterans
We eon nipply all the ma1 Hunier Hack Wilson Dennchy will help in prevent dclav in the
Frank Langdon, 95, who has been
terial*yon 11 need tool
FREE ESTIMATES
William Corbett. 33. route 1. BelS;iL Bat Bmwn. No Ex- ! processing ol their papers as it is
making his home with his daugh- mont, who was arrested on a cepton; Victoria Buchen. Major pr- dieted that a rprnrd-hreaking
ter. Mrs. S. W. Miller, at 188 East
Maintain
drunk driving charge by sheriff'sI
number of veterans will begin
Eghth St., until being hospitalised
officers Saturday night on US-16, Western Horse or Pony Jean schooling lor the first time this
several weeks ago. died at Allegan
in Wright township, was assessed , B0k(‘lder.Linda Lm: Butch Huiz- fall
High Quality
County Hospital Monday.
\ A s manager for Michigan
5100 fine and 310.40
Kntry: Kuth Den Uyl. Penny.
CO.
He was born in Allegan and in Willis Potgeter, route 1. Allen-' Speedy Turns RosemarieBrink pointed out that the need lor apCO.
Tasty Products
his early life was a school teacher
dale, paid $50 fine and $4.30 costs Lucky; Julie Chapel, Entry; Lynn
lying for initial papers pertains
140 River Ave.
Phone 3496
29 I 6th St.
Phone 3826
and laler operated a music store
on a reckless driving charge. He j VVm't’fonly to those veterans who are
At
in Allegan He moved to Otsego
was arrested by sheriff's ofticers Pair
Lynne Curtnf startingtraining under the GI Bill
where he had served is justice
Saturday afternoon on
! Buie Smoke and Carl Mller. Rose
programs for the'first time
PRICES
of the peace for many years havMartin Lee Gjestrum, 18, Mus- \Imher; Jane Lynn Hansen. Honey |
is estimated that several
ing last been elected to that office
kegon Heights, pleaded guilty lo a G*r' an(J Roberta Cederland. Days i thousand veterans in Michigan w
IN
at the age of 86.
reckless driving charge and paid pnd Goldan l>iss Karen De Unt. enroll this fall for the fust time in
Surv iving are two daughters. Mrs.
$50 fine and $6.40 costs. He was j Arab Lady and Judy De " )>t. colleges and universities.
Miller and Mrs. Gladys Jedlica of
arrested by Spring Lake eonstahles|
-- -----Palo Alto. Calif; two grandchildSaturdaynight on North Shote Rd. I Bareback HorsemanshipWilren; six great grandchildren; one
son Dennchy, Lively Sal: Sharon Bridge Traffic Halted
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
in Spring Lake township.
great great grandchild.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
I»uis De Kraker. 59, Hudsonville. Blane, Entry; Julie Chapel, EnTraffic on US-31 at thp swing
paid $15 fine and $2 costs in Grand try.
bridge was halted more than 20
Equitation
Jumping
-Carl
MilJames Maatman, 67,
Haven Municipal Court Monday on
minutes Sunday afternoonwhen
a speeding charge. Arthur J. Kam- ler, Rose Umber; Wilson Dennchy
Dies Following Stroke
meraad. 28. West Olive, paid fine Lively Sal; Lynne Cartier, Blue Fred Correll. bridge tender, was
taken ill alter dropping the gates
Smoke.
ZEELAND (Special) — James and costs of $30 on a speeding Championship Class:
in preparation to opening the
charge
nd
$6
on
a
charge
of
deMaatman. 67. of route 3. Zeeland
J44 WEST 16TH
PHONE 6-6660
bridge. Stale police investigated
Western
Champion
—
Butch
HuizAnnouncement!
(Vrieslandi died unexpectedlyat fective brakes.
enga. Jenison, Mich . Badger's and took the man to Municipal
his home Monday afternoonfol*
Hospital.
Both
boat
and
automoBrown Baby; Western Reserve
Sant shoaH 7*11 wftb aaat
lowing a stroke. He was born in Mrs. Stitt of Holland
Champion— Jean Pekelder. Grand bile trafficwere halted.
ardor al Waddiaf kaWwf»
Overisel Sept 25, 1887, son of the
Rapids, Linda [/m.
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maat- Dies in Chicago Hospital
Salt ij used for melting and freezEnglish Champion — Wilson Denman, He was married to Josie
Special
Mrs. John L. Staat. 68. of 264 nehy, Lake Forest, III., Lively Sal; ing.
Ver Duine. He was a member of
East Eighth St., died Monday afterthe Vriesland Reformed Church.
Printing
noon at the South-Town Hospital l
Surviving are the wife; four brothin
Chicago,
111., following a linMSIL
ers, Benone of Fillmore. Horace
gering
0ur milK
Yes— State Farm auto Insurance is now a better buy
of Crisp, Ray C. of Hamilton and
Commercial
Originally from Chicago. Mrs. ;
than ever! Low rates have just been lowered even
Bernard of Holland.
Staat had been living in Holland •
Prilling
more to reflect the careful driving records of memfor the last seven years. She wa*|J
a member of Sixth Reformed l W« art proud of th# fact that wa
Klein Rites Held
bers in this area. And you get the unexcelled protec-
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Church.

Surviving art the husband; two *
Graveside services were held at
11 a.m. Monday at Nunica Ceme- sons, the Rev. John R. Staat ot •
•F»ry for Michael Klein. 95, of Chica- Chicago and Richard A. Staat of $
go. The Rex*. Frederick Dolfin of Holland;four daughters, Mrs. Al- S
Grand Haven officiated.Klein, who bert Gibbs and Miss Josephine•
died Tuesday in Atlanta, Ga., was Staat of Chicago. Mrs. Jacob J£ui- •
born in Chicago, July 6. 1860 and peri of Highland, Ind., and Mrs. •
was a former resident of Nunica. Alien H. Aardsma of Holland; 13 J
He is survived by two sons and grandchildren; one great grand- 2
five grandchildrenin Chicago. child; a sister. Mrs. W. Hoekstra. •
Arrangementswere by Van Za/it- and a brother. Oscar Vander Woude •
of Chicago.
wick Funeral Home.
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Man Out

Grand Haven All

After 9

Readyfor Annual

—

(Special)
Grand Haven if all set for its
annual Coast Guard festival which
will get under way with a citysponsored receptionand buffet supper Thursday night at American
Legion clubhouse and ending with
a big parade Saturday at 4 p.m.
and a fireworks display at 9 p.m.
For week-long activity, the-W. G.
Wade, Jr., carnival has assembled
on Water St. between Washington
and Columbus Sts. And will open
Tuesday. The carnival is sponsored
by the VFW post, and booths will
be operated by local firemen,
Eagles, AllendaleAmvets and other

Holland; Fennville

Months

Nips South

Everything is topsy-turvy in the

complaint of Berg who charged
Taylor had not repaid the amount
embezzled.Taylor was jailed un*

collide.

der an old law called the “debtor’s
law” in which & person who owes
money may be held In jail pro-

viding the complainant pays

Haven

Southwestern Michigan Baseball
League today and there’* a possibility that all five teams may finish the second half tied up with
4-4 records.
When the Zeeland Chix clipped
the Flying Dutchmen, 6-3, Monday
night, it wasn't so much a surprise Since one never knows what
will happen when these two teams

three to 10 years at Southern Michigan prison at Jackson. When he
was paroled on Nov. 1, 1931, he
was lodged in the county jail on

his

Miss Corol Vork
board.
Mr. and Mrs Harry Vork, 86
To be released,Taylor appeared
West 32nd St., announce the enbefore Circuit Court Judge Ray- gagement of their daughter, Carol,
mond L. Smith and took an oath to Ronald W. Westenbroek, son of
of a debtor and swore to his inaMr. and Mrs. Andrew Westenbility to pay the sum.
broek, 366 East Eighth St.
Previously Taylor had petitioned the court for release on the basis
that CircuitCourt hac^ no jurisdic*
tion over him while he is on parole.

organizations.

State celebrities expected for
Satuiday's parade are Gov. G.
Mennen Williams, Lt. Gov. Philip
Hart and Secretary of State James
M. Hare. They are scheduledto
arrive at Grand Haven airport at
3:40 p.m. and will leave at 6 p.m.
tor other engagements
Coa«t Guard officerswho have
accepted invitations include Rear
Adra. William W. Kenner, chief
of personnel in Washington;Rear
Aden. F. A. Leamy of 9th district
headquarters in Cleveland; Capt.
G P. McGowan of Chicago, and
Capt S.L. Denty of Cleveland.
Many retired Coast Guardsmen
alao will attend. Expected to come
the farthestdistance is Jack Anderson of Miami, Fla., a retired
officer in the life saving service.
The Coast Guard Cutter Mackinaw will arrive Wednesday afternoon and will leave immediately
following the fireworksdisplaySaturday m order to help patrol the
Put-in Bay regatta on Lake Erie
Tueeday, Aug. 9. Formerly the cutter usually stayed until Sunday.
Friday’s events are mainly for

Zeeland Defeats

GRAND HAVEN (Special)Frank M. Taylor of Grand Haven,
who has been a "guest” at Ottawa county jail since last November, was released Monday.
On Feb. 10, 1953, Taylor who
had been convicted of embezzling
S26, 169.67 from Carl Berg of Grand
Haven, was sentenced to serve

Coast Guard Fete
GRAND HAVEN

Engaged
of Jail

Lyle Pollack

Wins

But over in Fennville, it was a
different sjory
The lowly cellar - dwelling Fennville Merchants ptfshed over the
only run of the game in the hot- (
tom of' the 11th to nip league leading South Haven, 1-0.
‘ That changed the entire complexion of the second half and left
the following:
1. Zeelrnd and South Haven are
tied for the lead with 4-3 records.
Both have one game left, Zeeland
vs. Grand Haven Friday night and
South Haven vs. Fennville Saturday

night.
2. If both win their final

Zeeland

foarLTcr'iire

The Zeeland Rid.ng Club's annual horse show will be held on

DOUGLAS

!

(Special) -Lyle Poll-

Saturday, Aug. 6. according to Ridack won (he stock feature at Airing Club president T. P. Whitsett.
The show, this year will be held park Speedway Saturday night.
In a special powder puff derby,
at the North Shore track on the
Ottawa Beach road, opposite the Helen Grassltei’erfinished ahead
|

j

games,

th •• v,:ll tie tor the second half
title. If only o^e team wins, that
team will take the championship
all alone.
3. If both teams lose their final
conKUs, all five teams will end
up tied at 4-4.
The Dutchmen, who could must- 1
er only seven scattered h'ls off
Zeeland's Marv Coorh^use. a'ready
have a 4-4 record and are in thud

Holland airport.
of Mary Lou Smith, Jinx Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Hubbard and
Els e Vci Hey and Donna Rutplace.
daughters,Nancy and Diane of
gers.
But Holland has already clinched
Henderson. Ky., spent a week with
Second anu third in the stock a share of the first-half title with
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faber.
Dr. and Mrs. R. Nichols and feature were John Hardenberg and South Haven. Officials of* both
A bird's eye view makes popular Ottawa Beach look like a child'ssand pile.
clubs announced this morning that
dcighter, Nancy of Summ . NJ.. Harvey Van Dyke.
Other top finishers:
the first half playoff game woo'd
called on friends and relativesin
an! outd >or grills,the baseball Mr. and M s Albert Potts and Zeeland this week.
Stock heat— Alvin Sluis, Hank he Saturday,Aug. 13, in South
diamonds, rel.cshmcnt stand, and Joan Polls Ro-’ o v. • weekend
Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kragt of Hol- Hoi' rust, Harvey Volkers.
gusts at the Fred C. Hack cottage
the Lake Mich gan hrach.
land plan to leave for their post Modified feature— Dutch Wolters, Monday night. South Haven was
The park, with its tunnel through at Waukazoo.
the victim of a beautiful threeof service in the Philippines to Carl Bussies, Gord Drooger.
visiting Coast Guardsmen. There
the sand dunes to the beach, is one
First heat Junior Russiquie, bitter by Fennviile'sJack Turner,
serve as evangelists among the
wil be Inspectionof Coast Guard
of the most popular recreation
Bert Veltkamp, Phil Stengel; sec- who singled and scored on SonAmoy speakingChinese.
facilitiesat 10 a.m., an admiral's
places in the Holland area.
They
are
supported
in
their
mison(l
llcal Gord Drooger, Bill Nutt, ny Marse’s double in the bottom of
cream
in
“the
old
fashioned
wa>
Michigan has just about everyluncheon and ladies’ luncheon at
t
Staying on at Maple Shade lor
sionary work by Second Reformed Junior Terpstra; third heat— Alvin Hie llth. Lefty Kriesten lost a
noon, golf tournamentat 2 p.m. thing in the way of summer enMacatawa
Church who have taken on a new Harrington. Marv Eppink, Harold six-hitter.
and a baseball game. A Khvanis- tertainment*for resorters,and the another week is the Henry Larsen
'r
1
i
While Ceorhouse was holding the
family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
FanResorters
staying
at
Macatawa
missionan to replace*Miss Carol Ende.
Rotary dinner is scheduled at 6:30 Holland area is one of the high
Pursuit Harold Ende. Elmer Du’chmen in check, the Chix were ^
Ion
and
Karen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wally
Hotel
have
a
full
schedule
ahead
Van
Zoorcn
who
has
just
returned
spots
for
any
tourist,
whether
he
t
p.m. at the country club. Street
pounding out 10 hits off starter
from Japan the past w-eek after a' Harrington 'Dutch Wolters.
dancing in the Columbus St city is taking a long look at the state Dorng, Barbara. Nancy. Pamela. this week with activitiesplanned
ConsolationSandy Sanders. John Jack Kempker and his successor,
Gardner and Keith, and Mrs Agnes for every evening.
three - year service as teacher at
parking lot at 9 p.m. will conclude or just passing through.
—Allegan
DOUGLAS <Sp(
Duane Westenbroek.
s Institute. Yokohama. Japan. Russell, Duane Smith.
The resorts situated near Hol- Larsen, all of Chicago.
Thursday'smovie will be "Mis- sher.ff's
the day's events
.i dl P- Cvde
Dash Elmer Harrington. Marv
A double by Goorhouseand
Grand Rapids guests at the re- sissippi Gambler", starringTyrone £)jxon, 30. ol Chicnpo. for quertion- She is the daughter of Mr. and;
At least 34 units will be included land, most of them on Lake MaEppink. Harold Ende.
thrqe Dutchman errors helped the
Mrs.
George
Van
Zoeren
of
this
catawa
or
Lake
Michigan,
offer
sort include Mr. and Mrs. H. Power and Piper Laurie. The big ing about tV
in Saturday’s parade which marks
r L C.
Saturday there'll be more races Chix to a 2-0 bulge in the second,
the 185th anniversary of the found- just about anythinga vacationer Hoezee. Joanne. Melvin. Larry. afternoon attractionFriday will be Gerritt, 28. also of Chicago, dur- city.
at the speedway along with the and Howie De Jonge’s bases-emrv
Site
will
be
present
at
next
Suncould
desire.
Bobby,
Jim
and
Dave,
and
Mr.
a water ski show in front of the ing a knife f : u in the r rooms
ing of the U. S. Coast Guard. The
awarding of trophies for Memorial ty home cun stretched it to 3-0
Swimming and sailing come high and Mrs. P. Vander Plaats. Judy, Mac dock, with Mary Gronberg and over a Douglas restaurant Tues- day mornings services at Second
li’jfof march starts at Seventh and
Reformed Church and at that time Day and Fourth of July winners. in the top of the third.
Washington and terminates at Es- on the list of summer entertain- Linda, Nancy and Bob.
Dick Bradford on their educated day morning.
Holland came back with a singlewill tell about some of her expericanaba Park. Holland, Muskegon, ments in Holland. Other sporls that
Newly arrived guests from Chi- skis. That evening, local talent will
Gerritt is in Holland Hospital
ton in the. bottom of the third on
ences the past three years. Mr. Hamilton Couple Feted
Muskegon Heights and Grand Ha /- need a little more skill are golf cago are Mr. and Mrs. Richard entertain at the weekly variety where he s :y
a
singlesby Kempker and Ron FortKragt was graduated from Western
en police departments will provide and horseback riding, and of course Dykstra. Roseanne,Dick and Jer- show in the hotel ballroom.
knife wound in the abdomen. His
ney, a fielder's choice and an inOn
35th
Anniversary
Theolog cal Seminary a few weeks
tennis is a favoriteon many lists. ry. and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burescorts.
Saturday's ballroom dance will condi'ion is "J i.'ly goo!
field out.
1 ago and with his family will be
After the parade. Coast Guards- Facilitiesfor all these sports are ton, Jerry and Tommy.
l>e the main evening attractionand
Dixon is he.ng held without
Mr. and Mrs. John Bartels of
Four walks and De Jonge's single
i leaving for their new work in sevmen will demonstrate three or four available in abundance.
on Sunday a concert, featuring charge pen lip
1 mie o' nHamilton were honored at a sur- pushed the Chix to another pair
eral
weeks.
accepted manual and mechanical Lake Macatawa saw the birth of
Chicago soprano Jane Kohler, will vestigation by Ch.ct Deputy RobLike Shore Cabins
Mrs. John O. Hagans of First prise family dinner Celebrating and a 5-1 lead in the sixth. In
methods of artificial respiration water skiing in the United States
Swimming, fishing, and espec- be held at the hotel. Also appear- ert Whitcomb.
Methodist Church, Holland,was their 35th wedding anniversary Sat- the top of the eighth singles by
at 7 pm, preceding the fireworks and is a center for the sport, which
ing on the Sunday concert proThe order happened between gues r soloist"' at toth' morning and urday^TTie prty was held at Bosch's Ted Boeve and Tony Dickema
ially water skiing seem lo be the
is
growing
rapidly
in
popularity.
at 9 p.m. from Dewey Hill.
most popular activities with guests gram will be Miss GenevieveAlek- 1 ard 0 •on. Tu'-sda'-n a room ?- evening servicesat Second Reform- Restaurantin Zeeland.
along with a fielder’s choice pro- > >
Charles K Bugielski is general Beg.nnersand professionalsalike
at Lake Shore Cabins. Rides on sunas. pianist and violinist David hove the r-Jlauranl where both ed Church Sunday. At the morning An anniversary clock was pre- due4?d the final Zeeland tally.
chairman of the festival, assisted ski along in the wakes of cabin
are emptpved.
the cruiser "Duchess" are also Martin.
Bob Van Dyke went to first on
service she sang "Hear My Cry. sented io the honored couple from
by 'Mayor Claude VerDuin and cruisers,runabouts and jus; plain high on the favoriteentertainment A short visit to the hotel was
Gerritt was treated by Dr. Ken- O Lord" by Wooler and at the their children and grandchildren, an error, then scored on Ron
James H Van Zylen.
putt-putts.
list for guests. Latest cruise made made Monday evening by 200 neth Miller of Saugaiuck and was
Boeve’s single and an infield out in
And of course there is, always from Lake Shore was up to Grand members of the InternationalAs- taken to Holland Hospital early evening service "How Beautiful After the dinner the group was
Upon
the Mountains”by Marker. entertained at the home of Mr. the bottom of the eighth. Ken Van
a tramp along the lake shore, Haven and Spring
j.sociation of Auto Theft Investiga- T u e s d a y. The weapon used
and Mrs. Harvey Spnck.
Tatenhove tallied the final run afMaplewood Troop 44
through the dunes or in the woods,
States represented at the cabins t1011 are attending a converi- was a six-inch kitchen k life. It
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Har- ter singling in the bottom of the
if less active recreation is what this week includeTexas. Delaware. 'i0*1 'n Grand Rapids. The group
Has Monthly Meeting
was first thought Gerritt was in
vey Sprick and daughters, Sandra ninth.
appeals to the visitor.
Indiana. Ohio, Illinois anci New arr‘ve^ police escorted bu> critical eond.tion.
and Belle. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Goorhouse put both rallies do»vn
Finally
Troop 44 of Maplewood Re- There is always room for more York, and there are ‘also some ! ^,,r a (^P 'n Lake Michigan and
Both men are Negroes.
L'igtcn and son. Lyle, Mr. md with a minimum of trouble.
formed Church held its monthly campers, too. but if the rough-it Canadian visitors. Two natives of ^'nnor
hotel. They returned
Mrs. Robert Bartels and son. CalThe standings;
scout meeting Friday at Maple- type of life doesn't appeal, tourist Switzerland. Headv and Margerth ,0 Grand Rapids at about 10 p.m.
vin, Miss Yvonne "artels of HamL P«L
wood play grounds. Following a accommodations are comfortable Schuck. were at Lake Shore for
in
.371
ilton. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bar- Zeeland
ball game, the group participated and cool. Guests are never at a
-.571
tels and son. Michael, from Find- South Haven
the
Waukazoo Inn
in fire building, vood splitting, loss for activities as evidenced by
.Fi'K)
From the Chicago CorinthianI Biggest event of the weekend at j Admitted to Holland Hospital Somebody else besides John ',v , Ohio, and the honored guests. Holland
jousting, archery and signaling the weekly resort schedules.
,4’9
Yacht Club, and here to compete Waukazoo Inn will he the annual | Monday were Mrs. Irene Borlon, Beeman finally won a Nipper race Two grandchildren were unable to Grand Haven
contests.
.429
in the International 110 Class of Gay Nineties Party, to he held Fri- Hamilton: Howard Elferdmk,Jr., at Macatawa Bay Sunday, but it be present They are Velva. daugh- Fennville
Scores were as follows:Stephen
Caatle Park
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barthe Midwest Junior Sears Cup Eli- day evening for all guests and cot- route 5; Mark Miller. 372 West 21st took a disqualificat.ori to do it.
Anderson, 50; Michael De Jonge,
Big news of the week at the mination are skipper Jay Doty. tagers.
’''’emailand Io-v Good were tels and Dale, son of Mr. and
St.; Theodore Reuschel.route 6;
John P. Owen, Retired
41; Jack Ten .Cate, 41; Terry Castle is the Fall Fashion Show,
ho'h dlsquali[:rdf-om Sunday's Mrs. Melvin Lugten.
New arrivalswho will take part Edwin Bos. S3 West 20th St.
Denny
Burke and Michael Burke
Nienhuta, 39; Don Lam. 34; Ron- being heki on the front lawn of
his crew members. The boys are in the weekend activitiesinclude
DischargedMonday wore Albert run of the weekly small bo it races.
Contractor,Succumbs
ald Wagner, 33; Joe Wagner, 32; the hotel Wednesday, beginning at
Tak ng (irst_in the N '"°r waDr. and Mrs. Carl Hines and fami- Dernbcrger. Jr., route 1. West 0!;ve
John P. Owen. 77. retired conPaul Nienhuis, 31; Carl Van In- 3 p.m. Clothes in this first fall house guests of John (I. Eaton of
Sara Dixon Is Honored
Waukazoo
and
their parents are ly of Wilmette.111., Mrs. Daniel Mark Miller. 372 West 21st St.; Jim Spencer 'followed t.’ Tommy
tractor
and carpenter, died this
gen, 30; Wayne Root, 30; Billy showing, by a Grand Haven shop,
at Lake Shore with another son. Upthegroveof St. Louis, Mo.. Mrs. Dale Van Huis. 10728 Paw Paw Baker. Warren Hamm and Fred On Her 1 4th Birthday
morning at 1 35 at his home, 1*74
Bos, 36; PhillipMulder, 28; Emil were modeled by Castle Park
Rose Ave., Holland Township. He
Vender Vate, 22 and Russel Klein- residents and professionalmodels. James Burke, and a friend. Robert | Lula G. Herndon, of Dallas. Tex Dr.; Robert Dale Johnson,Hamil- Bissell.
Beeman had taken fi •'! Satur- Sara Dixon who celebrated her had been ill about 2i years
Anderson.
Mrs. Tyrrel Williams and Mrs. E.
heksel, 17.
Women's, men's and children's
Other new arrivals are Mr. and W. Broemmelsiek. of St. l^Miis,
Hospital births include a son born day ahead of Good, Bissell and Ed 14th birthday anniversarySaturHe was born Nov. 27, 1877. in
Twmament leaders were Scout- fashionswere featured.
day was honored at a party at Port Sheldon Township to the late
Mrs. C. Boucher and family of Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nichol- Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marsilje.
master Don Caauwe and Assistant
Thursdayevening'sLittle Ravinia Golana. Ohio, Jean and Marrey son. of Evansville. Ind, Mr. and Van Slooten.130 North 120th Ave.;
Paul Maims paced the Light- Qt awa B'-cli. Ac ivities included Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen. His
Earl Nienhuis and Case Beltman.
high fidelity concert will be held Kadlecik and Irene Pitsner of Chi- Mrs. Huger Burnham and family , a son. Ricky Lyn, born Monday nings both days, lead.ng Eric Col- games, swimming and a treasure wife, the former Mary Miles died
on the Dune Top. Favorite sym- cago. Paul Bova and family of of Oklahoma City.
to Mr. and Mis. Peter Golella. lins a. id Buzz Boersma Saturday hunt.
in 1938.
phonies are featured at these mus- Indianapolis. Ind and Mr. and
Invited guests were Joan Ten
Others are Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. 84
East Eighth St ; a son. Carl and Jane Boyd and Collins SunSommer Session Ends
Surviving are a daughter. Mrs.
ical gatherings. Friday's schedule Mrs. Charles R. Corrigan, o' Mood Glier. of Ft. Thomas. Ky.. Dr. Lee. born Monday to Mr. and day.
Cate. Donna Zeerip. Janet Wich- Kenneth Peck of Fcrrysburg: two
At Loogfdhm School
includes a one-act play, "The Val- River. 111.
Mel Bis ’1 also bad a pair o' rs. Sue Warner, Marilyn Brower, sons. Frank and Clarence, both of
VirginiaEsselborn and Mrs H. Mrs. Leonard Brandsen, route 2.
iant." to be presented by the Castle
Returning for their third year at Stewart and family of Cincinnati. Zeeland, a son Robert Lloyd. t>orn victories in the International1H Carla Garbrecht. Nancy Kennedy, Holland; 13 grandchildrenand
li spit* of uncomfortablyhot Park Players in the Amphitheater.
Lake Shore are Mr. and Mrs. Sieve Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Maish Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd competition.'Saturday.Dave and Mary Dixon. Joyce Peters. Gret- 15 great grandchildren.
weetiwr, the boys and girls turned
Vesper services Sunday evening Stoyko. of Indianapolis and Mr. and family, of Royal Oak. and A. Gunther. 16 East 29th St.
Dale Van Lare were second and chcn De Weerd, Melva Rowan,
Funeral services will be held
oat for the last day of playschool
will be held on the Dune Top with and Mrs. Wilbur Greagory. son D. Sammett. of San Gabriel, Calif.
A
daughter. Marsha Ruth, born third while Jim Field and Jim Barbara Walvoord and Sara Dixon. Thursday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra
at Longfellow Friday.
Dr. Marion de Voider of Hope Re- Jim. and daughter Sally of MiddleFuneral Home with the Rev. Ellon
Dr. and Mrs. Phil Champion of today to Mi and Mrs. Roy Green, Lugers trailed Sunday.
Mothers were invited to the proformed Church in Holland as speak- town. Ohio.
601 Myrtle Ave.: a daughter born
Van Pernis of Beechwood ReDayton.
Ohio,
have
taken
LaughMrs.
A.
J,
Van
Mourr.k
gram presented by playschool stu- er.
formed Church officiating.BurMembers of the Sligh Water Ski ing Squirrel cottage for the month today to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Smith, Castle Horse Show
Castle guests leaving after spend- School, who make Lake Shore of August. This is their 14th sum- of 6048 Baldwin. Hudsonville: a
Succumbs at Age of 90
ial will be at Ventura Cemetery
A tumbling act, in charge of Mrs.
ing the month of July include cot- thetr base of operations,performed mer at Waukazoo Inn.
in Park Township. Friend* may
daughter,
born
today
to Mr. and Plans Taking Shape
Schohen, was put on by Janice tagers Kokenges, Don Maentzes,
Mrs. A. J. Van Mourick, 90. for- meet the family Wednesday from
each night last week at the Lowell
Walker G. Everett, who recent- Mrs. Juan Arispe. route 2, ZeeWise, Barbara Hoeksema, Shirley
the Howard Lerchons, the Corbys, Showboat in Lowell, Mich.
Castle Park Senior Horse Show merly of 42? West 22nd St., died 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
ly returned from Lebanon where land: a daughter. Ann Louise, born
Prins, Lois Huizenga, Beverly Ricthe John Frosts, the Remingtons,
today
to Mr and Mrs. James committee met Monday evening Sunday morning at Holland Hosphe
teaches
in
the
American
Uniketts, and Mary Jo Hains.
ital fo ’ow n'T a lingering illness.
the Banes, the Rogers, the Bayles.
versity in Beirut, entertaineda Schippers. route 2. Wtst Olive; a for their first dm'0- gather'00.
Tunnel Park
Junior leaders presented a play.
Surviving arc four daughters, Yarriege Licenses
the Hoigericks. the Bothkes, the
They were the guests of Carter P
son
born
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
group
of
friends
Monday
night
with
Members of the Carpentersand
Cast members included Larry Harries' and the Winstons.
Ottawa County
Mrs.
Christine .Appledom, Mrs.
Brown.
Willard
Wabekc.
Mounted
Route,
Joiners Local and the Painters and a series of color slides taken in
Speet, Garry Speet, Linda Speet,
Philip Van Wyen, 24, Holland,
Fred
(Margaret)
Vander
Weide,
Guests leaving the hotel are the
Members
present
were
P.
T.
Decoiators Jxical of Chris - Craft various parts of the Near East. Zeeland;a son born today to Mr.
Alan Bosch, Janice Wise and Glenand Marietta Elgersma. 22. ZeeAllens, the Bonnies, the Suozzos.
Dr. and Mrs. Willis Pugh of and Mrs'. Bennie Meridith, route 1, Cheff. J. Brown Mantle. Henry Mrs. Joe (Jeanette) Forsten and land. Michael Vrablic. 22, Grand
da Butler.
Corp. and their families, will meet
Mrs.
Wallace
(Henrietta)
Leenthe Vanderweggs. the McNairs
Boersma.
(erry
Helder,
Mrs.
Ausat Tunnel Park Saturday for an Evansville, entertained a party of West Olive.
Kay Keane’s baton twirlersalso •and the Davises.
tin Brown and W. A., Butler. Jr. ho-ts, all bf Holland; three sons, Haven and Nancy Walwood, 18,
all - day picnic.Six hundred per- 70 at ther cottage Blue Heron last
performed. Taking prizes in the 4
Mr. and Mrs. Ross W. Beatty sons are expected at the outing. Sunday night. This annual party at Dayton. Ohio, an its suburbs have The committee discussed plans Josn at Chattanooga, Tenn., ^eter route 1, Grand Haven; Robert
to 6 year age group were Suzie
and Earl, of Holland;12 gran William Fitkin, 21. Pamona. Calif.,
and son, Bobby, will be in the C.J.
The group will take advantage W ikazoo has become a legend producecl 17.1)00 000 refrigeratingfor the coming show, to he held at children and 19 great grandchil and Alice Charmaine Schippers,19,
Wise, Sally Van Deusen and
McLean
cottage at the Cast!*
Castle
Park
on
Wednesday,
Aug.
units,
including
air
conditioners,
Cheryl Borr. In the 6 to 10 year
of Tunnel Park's facilities,includ- in the area and is eagerly awaited
route 2, Grand Haven.
ren.
through Labor Day.
31.
since 1921.
ing the grove with its picnic tables every year.
group winners were Carol Jipping,
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Avent and
Cathy Van Deusen and Ellen Van
family of Cincinnati are at the
Deusen.
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Cleveland cottage for the remain-

Following the program the childder of the summer.
ren enjoyed a picnic at Prospect
Spendingsome time at the BurPark.
ton cotta g° are Cincinnatians Mr.
Later this week the Junior and
and Mrs. Tyler Burton, and Mr.
Senior leaders will be honored at
a picnic to be held at Ottawa and Mrs. Julian De Free and family
of Louisville,Ky., are in Mrs.
Beach. The picnic will be sponClark's cottage.
sored by playground directorsArt
Mr. and Mrs. Thatcher W. Rea
Pierre, Mrs. Lester Douma and
and family of Detroit are vacationMrs. Gene Scholten.
Leaders to be honored include ing at their summer home, and
Glenda Butler,Barbara Hoekesma, Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Goodspeed
are with their family at the PenLinda Salisburg,Garry, Linda and
Larry Speet, Lana Tinholt, Bar- nington cottage. The Goodspeeds
bara Vander Werf; Janice Wise are from Grand Rapids.
Robert Wise and Gloria SchurMaple Shade
man.
With the continuingwarm weathMaple Shade Resort
are spendingmost of their time
swmming and playing shuffleboard.
Fishing parties are constantly being formed, and good catches are
almost always reported.
Activitiesplanned for the week
include a potluck supper for all
the guests.A treat for the children
will be the chance to make ice

See No Evil

er, guests at

Divorce Granted
(Special) - A
divorce decree wa* granted in Ottawa Circuit Court Thursday to
Viola G. Guy from Marvin F. Guy,
both of Grand Haven. There are no
children and Mr*. Guy wa* restor‘ her maiden name of Viola G.

GRAND HAVEN

Kind* Brave

SALK ANTI-POLIO SHOTS — Contorted faces and wry grimtfee*
were in order Monday as second round inoculations of Salk antipolio vaccine were given. More than 115 rural area youngster:
paraded through the line at Holland Armory, with the count
expected to go up rapidly this afternoon as city children get theii
shots.

Meanwhileover in Zeeland Lincoln Elementary school

another "good" turnout was reported os 200 kids got their shots

t

, . . Grit

•

Those Teeth

.

Coolest Customer

.

—

. . •

more than 50 percent of those eligible. Also today a make-up
clinic in Hudsonville for those who missed shots last week
attracted another 60 youngsters
75 percent of those eligible.
Only children inoculated in the first round in April are eligible.
At the Holland Armory clinic a dozen Holland mothers assisted
in soothing hurt feelings and drying up tear-soaked faces. Dr.
Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa County Health Department director.

—

What A Face

. • .

Ahead An& Cry

• •

•

conducted the clinic. Acording to Tdn Have, there is enough
vaccine remaining to hold a special make-up clinic in Holland
all day Friday for Holland area youngsters who fail to get shots
today. Parents were asked to watch The Sentinel for further
announcements of the make-up clinic. All vaccine used in county
clinicsis certifiedby state and notional agencies. *
(SentrW Photos)

THE HOLUND CITT
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3-Day Festival
Planned

to

Mark

Hark* Back to Contest

They will lead the grand march,
together with Secretaryof State
and Mrs. James Hare and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Baylcss, co-chairman of
the ball. Many of those attending
plan to wear costumes of the
period of 125 years ago.
Arranging the anniversary pro-

Camp

Bill Hill.

Donald A.

Four Generations of Smiths

Maxam

Maxam Appointed

James Vande Vusse was a member of the All State Intermediate
Band at camp from July 11 to
July 24.
Mission
Elizabeth Oosterhof was presented the scholarship from the Junior
Donald A. Maxam, a graduate of
Welfare League. She also was a
this
year’s class at Hope College
member of the All State High
School Band from June 27 to July and son of the Rev. and Mm. Victor

To

Saugatuck,” chosen from
the older residents of the

Interlochen Music

A 537.50 scholarshipalso was provided by the Band Boosters for
Bill Kuyper who will attend the
Smith Walbridge Drum Major
School at Syracuse, Ind., from Aug.
15 to 22. George Walbridge of Holland is co-owner of the drum
major school.
Attending camp at Interlochenat
present are Marcia Bouws, Merry
De Waard and Norma Houtman as
members of the All-State High
School orchestra. They will return
Aug. 7.
Those who attended camp from
June 27 to July 10 were Gordon
Hoeksema, Barbara Emmlck,
James Weener, John Kleinheksel,
Peter Schuitema, Bruce Rathke,
Bill Steininger,Bob Thompson and

"world’s, champion hopping contest” will be among the highlights
planned for the three-day celebration of Saugatuck’s 125th anniversary which will culminate Friday,
Aug. 5, in the Old SaugatuckBall
in the Big Pavilion.
The contest will consist of two
preliminaries,set for 5 p.m. both
Wednesday and Thursday, with the
finals, in which the world’s cham
pion will be named, set for 5 p.m.
on Friday.
The idea for the contest came
from an account in the local paper
of an event held in the village during an 1870 celebration.A man by
the name of Wilkerson, described
as a "renowned hoppist” gave a
demonstrationon Butler St. and
establisheda record of hopping a
half-mile in 7V* minutes. Several
local residents have been practicing to trynnd top that mark.
The Old Saugatuck Ball will be
unique in the fact that it will not
have a king and queen. Presiding
over it. however, will be "Ma and

village.

Attend

League.

1870

SAUGATUCK (Special)- A

among

14 Local Students

vided by the Holland Band and
Orchestra Boosters Club and the
other by the Junior Welfare

Hopping Championskip

Pa

4, 1955

By the close of the summer season, 15 Holland students will have
attended the National Music Camp
at Interlochen under *45 scholarships. Thirteen of these were pro-

Saugatucks Birth

Held There in

THURSDAY, AUGUST

10.

EVERYONE WELCOME —

The USS Daniel A.
Joy tied up at the Georgian Bay docks at the
foot of 16th St. Friday afternoon. Visitorswere

The destroyer escort, which is on a
cruise for naval reservists, left Holland
to 4 p.m.

Fennville

Monday.

Post

Ages rang# from seven months to 80 yeers.
group. She is shown with her father, Howard Smith, of West 17th
St.; her grandfatherHenry P.
Smith of route 3 and her groat
grandmother,Mrs. Peter Smith at
route 2 who is 80 years old.

Ranging in age from nearly seven months to 80 years, members
of the Smith family posed for this
four generation picture. Diana
Lynn Smith who was bom Jan. 1,
J. Maxam has accepted an appoint- 1S55, is the youngest member of the
ment to be a short-term missionary to Arabia. His father is pastor
of the First Reformed Church in

Library Adventures

downtown Kalamazoo. Donald will
Mrs. Edith Betzer, her son-in- leave for Basrah, Arabia around
— Arnold Muldtr
law and daughter Mr. and Mrs. the first of September where he will
Voss and baby. 329 Arthur Ave.;
Richard Anderson of Kenosha, teach In a Boy’s and Young Men's
Since our entry Into the first caused, the British upper classes
Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel and twins,
Wis. have returned to their home School who are through the college
World War most of us have become protested against paying. Alfred
route 5.
after a visit in the Charles Wads- age. He will teach English, Bible
used to thinking of America and Tennyson,for example, wrote, to
Admitted Sunday were Barbara The Rev. Frank Brower, mini- worth and Leo Tucker homes.
and coach the athletic teams and England as internationaltwin • Gladstone: "If you let those Yangram, the committee headed by
Becker, 121 East 30th St.; Robert ster at Kalkaska was guest
Mrs. Ralph Knowlton is recup- direct recreation.The school has
Arch Bums dipped into the past for
brothers. When we celebrate Inde- kee sharpers get anything like
Dale Johnson, Hamilton; Mrs. Earl preacherin the local church Sun- erating from a major operation
nearly 300 students and is an in- pendenceDay we remind ourselves their way in the 'Alabama" claim,
several other features in addition
Nivison, 240 East 12th St.; Mrs. day, July 24. The Rev. Theodore Saturday at Douglas hospital.
stitution of the Reformed Church that the cause of that celebration I won't pay my ship money, any
to the hopping contest. These
John Weener, route 3.
Cranford Hall is a patient at
Byland was ». Camp Geneva Sunevents include a "horse race” down
ne.rks back to the eighteenth cen- more than old Hampden." \
The Holland Furnace Company Discharged Sunday were Mrs. day and last week. A girls’ trio Blodgett hospital Grand Rapids. in America.
During his senior year at Kala- tury. To err is human, to forgive But after Vicksburg and Gettysthe river on barrels and a canoe Golden Anniversaryannual picnic
William Haiker, 501 Washington of Drenthe furnished the special He is being treated for complicamazoo Central High School, Max- divine, and all that was long ago burg, in 1863, the British upper
tilting contest.
was held at the Holland Furnace Ave.; Charles Banks. 2771/a West
The week’s program will open Company picnic grounds on Satur- 10th St.; Mrs. Dale Schurman and music at the evening service. At tions following some rib fractures. am was president of the class. and far away. The late Ernest classes no longer dared to recce*
the morning service the Rev.
Mrs. George Coomber entertain- While at Hope College he particiTuesday night when several old- day.
Bevan of Great Britain struck ft nlze the Confederacy. The opposibaby, 648 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Earl Brower and son, sang "Sunset At ed at supper Sunday evening the
pated in sports, was president of responsive chord in American tion of the lower classes had pro*
timers will be featured on the
The picnic startedat 10:30 a.m. Jekel and baby, 25 West 19th St.; The River".
occasion of her husband’s 80th the Blue Key National honorary
Saug-a-talentprogram in the Big
hearts some years ago when in a vented an Anglo-Americanwar.
with four 7-inring baseball games. Mrs. Jesus Centeno and baby. 178
Special offering to be taken on birthday. Guests were Mr. and Society, vice-president
Pavilion.
of the Y. M. Fourth of July oration, he said:
On diamond 1 the Office 1 team de- East Seventh St.; Mrs. Roger Knoll
Sunday, July 31 has been designat- Mrs. William Brayner, Mr. and C. A., president of the Fraternal
Wednesdays program will include
"Thank God that you defeated us."
feated the Shipping,- Grinding and and baby, 326 Maple Ave.f Doris
ed for Temple Time's Tenth Anni- Mrs. Carl Walter and Mr. and Society.,president of the English
a children'sparade at 1 p.m.; the
Most of us do not remember that
Electric Department 5-4. On dia- Ann Moore, West Olive; Kenneth
Mrs. Steve Klecovitch.
versary.
"horse race” on the river at 2 p.m.;
Club, and was selected as a memat least the ruling classes of Brimond 2 the Tin Shop swamped the Pothoven, 252 West 20th St.; Mrs.
Weekend
guests
of
Mr.
and
The
Vriesland
Reformed
Church
canoe tilting at 3:30; hopping conber of the National "Who's Who tain continued for three quarters of
office 2 team 11-1. On diamond 3 Jack Vannette and baby, 630 North
Sunday School picnic will be held Mrs. Lynn Chappell were Mr. and in Colleges".
test at 5 p.m. and dancing starta century to do us all the harm
the Foundry defeated Department Shore Dr.
on Friday July 29, at Hughes Mrs. Gerald Scholfield of Eaton Raymond De Young, a son of they could without risking their
ing at 8:30.
5 men 24-4. In the girls game on
Hospital births Include twin
Rapids.
Sunday
they
were
joined
to City
Grove in Hudsonville.Basket supAnother "horse race” on the rivdiamond 4 the third floor girls daughters, Maria Guadalupe and per at 6:30 p.m. followed by sports by Mr. and Mrs. Kester Scholfield the former pastor of the Kalama- own skins. There are any number
er will open Thursday’sprogram
zoo
First Reformed Church, Dr. oi illustrations. One of the most
defeated Accounts Receivable, Fil- Maria Gloria, bom Wednesday to
and a program. Sports will begin of, Brooklyn.
at 2 p.m.; followed by canoe tiltand Mrs. Abraham De Young now recent is found in a new biogra- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ing and First Floor girls 11-10.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesus Centeno, of 178
Leo Tucker submitted to major
at 8 p.m.
ing at 3:30 and the second preFrom 11 until noon various East Seventh St.; a son, Ronald The annual Mission Fest will be surgery Monday at Blodgett hos- living in Holland, served in this phy of Gladstone, by Phillip Mag Charles Eifield, 56-year-old miliminary of the hopping contest at
grant from Mt. Pleasant, died Frisame capacityat the school in nus.
games were played for all age Lee, born Saturday to Mr. and
held in Lawrence Park in Zeeland pital, Grand Rapids.
5 p.m. Wrestling in the Pavilionat
Arabia
for
two
years
many
years
Magnus is an Englishman,and day afternoon in a car as he and
groups. An egg throwing contest Mrs. Julius Brower. 170^ West
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Johnson ago and died while there.
next week Wednesday,Aug. 3.
8:30 p.m. will feature an event
he
misses no chance to speak four fellow workers were traveling
for all young and married couples Ninth St.; a son. Rodney Bernard,
The afternoon program will begin returned home Friday from a
between "Methuselah and Time.
The
city
of
Basrah,
Arabia
Is
such good words for his own coun- from Hart to Holland.
was won by Mr. and Mrs. Pete born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Leo at 2:30 p.m. There will be special throe weeks trip to San Francisco,
Friday'sprogram opens at 11
The five had been picking cherabout the size of Kalamazoo with try and its statesmen as facts will
Beckman. A feature of the morn- Exo, of 251 West 22nd St.; a son,
Calif. They visitedtheir daughter temperature ranging as high as
a m. with the "Saugatuck Derby”
ing games was a greased pig con Eugene Raymond, born today to ™f,c' ‘ shHorthchi'drenRs'
permit. So he cannot be charged ries and were enroute to a farm
and family, Seaman and Mrs. Dean 125 degrees.
horse race on the river, followed
near Holland to pick blueberriea.
test in which the winner was al- Mr and Mrs. Raymond Alsip, of < o 1 o w e d by the Rev. Joseph
with prejudice in our favor.
by the Old Saugatuck parade at lowed to keep tlje pig. Wayne 129 Walnut; a daughter bom today Esther is speaker. The Rev Paul Johnson and two children.
Maxam's mother is the former
In 1844 Gladstone, who was then Riding in the back seat Fifield had
Mr. and Mm. Elmer Berglund Janet Karsten, daughter of Mrs.
2 p.m.; the world's championship
Alderinlt«f Jamestown will have
a young man, reflectedthe strong fallen asleep and upon awakening
Vander Yacht succeeded in captur to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ryzenga,
charge of the devotions.The even- and three daughters of Hilton, N Y. Sena Karsten, 84 West 16th St..
hopping race at 5 p.m. and the
144 Spruce Ave.
prejudice against Americans felt ill. The others took him for a
ing the prize.
ing program begins at 7:30 p.m. came Saturday for a two weeks Holland.
ball at 8:30.
among England's upper classes, brief walk and apparently feeling
From 12 to 1:30 a picnic basket
with thfc Rev. F. Dykstra of the vacation with her parents, Mr.
The Saugatuckhigh school band
when he called Americans "dishon- better the group continued on their
dinner was enjoyed by the entire
will lead the children's parade
Harlem Reformed Church in and Mrs. Floyd Arnold.
est, unprincipled people.” Says his way. Shortly afterwards they again
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jonathas. Former Schoolmates
Wednesday while bands from neighcharge of the devotions. There
From 1:30 until 3:30 a Variety
biographer: "He felt an especial noticledsomethingwrong and imboring schools have been invited
Mrs. and Mrs. Harold Hoover will be instrumental music, song Mr. and Mrs. William Woodall and Meet at Kollen Park
Show was held in the pavilion.
contempt for the money-grubbingmediatelytook him to the itata
to march Friday in the Old Sauservice, followed by the Rev. two children left Monday for a
The show was headlined by Laurie and family of Palas Park, 111.,
Northern Yankee tradesmen and police post at Grand Haven. Dr.
Joshua Hogenboom as speaker. week’s trip to the Wisconsin Dells,
gatuck Parade. Charles Gilman,
A group of former schoolmates farmers, anti he shared the view Peter Me Arthur, medical examinAnders, the TV star who is famous have been spending the month of
Dick Hoffman and Jack Knipper
The Rev. Don Brandt will be song returninghome by way of the of Laketown Meadowbrook School
for her singing and her cowboy July at the Walkley Cottage on
held generally by the English up- er was called, and estimated lima
leader at lx>th services.The Vries- Straits.
are working on the parade plans.
met at Kollen Park Wednesday per class, that the Southern plan- of death between 2:30 and 3 p.m.
routine,"I Want To See The Wide the Lakeshore. Mrs. Hoover’s parOther chairmen include Mrs.
land Reformed Church will have
Mrs. John Zawilla submitted to evening. The group honored Mr.
Open Spaces”. Other headliners ents, Mr. and Mrs. McKee have
ters, with their cultivated drawl, An autopsy Friday night by a MusHenry Dorn and Mrs. Henry
charge of the canteen.
najor surgery Saturdayat Doug- and Mrs. John Vliem of Riverside,
included
Lee Marx and Billy, .•etumed to their home in Boston
were the nearest approach to gen- kegon Pathologist revealed death
Brady, children'sparade; John
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Beyer and las hospital.
Calif. They were served a potluck llement that America rould show." was due to natural causes. The
juggling act and several others. after spending two weeks here with
Janis, horse races; Andrew HanaThelma of Zeeland were Sunday During the severe electric storm supper and spent the evening talkMrs.
Hoover
and
family.
The Ballantines and their electric
I»rd Palmerston, for many four companions were held until
cek, canoe tilting; Donald Marte,
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. Saturday morning the home of ing of school days.
harmonica, the Jeffreys, trapeze Mrs. Charles Green accompanied
years Prime Minister, ‘'held the the autopsy was completed.
hopping contests:Marion Bale,
Jacob T. De Witt and family.
Kenneth Hutchinson was struck.
At the gathering were Mr. and secret opinion,"according to MagBorn in Mt. Pleasantin 1899,
act, Ted Miller and Smiley with her daughter, Mrs. Orville Compdecorations and Fred Davis hisMrs. Jennie Roon of Hopkins Damage was confined to the tele- Mrs. Gerrit Aldcrink,Mr. and Mrs.
zaney songs, stage wit and whole- ton of Casco to Lake Louise Frinus, "that a permanent division of Fifield is survived by two brothers,
toricaldisplays.
spent
last
week
Thursday,
Friday,
phone and the room was filled with John J. Piers, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
some hilarity. The originaland day. Ruth Ann Compton who had
the American Union would be John of Mt. Pleasant and Floyd of
and Saturdayat the Henry Boss smoke. Several other electricap- Slag, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowdifferent Slyter who had many sur- been at the camp there the pregreatly to the advantageof Great loosing and one sister, Mrs.
home.
pliances and telephones were man, Mr. and Mrs. John Lappenga, Britain."
Martha Burke of Beaverdale, Pa.
prises in his excellentpantomime vious week returned home with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jousma damaged in the village.
Mrs. Albert Kuypers, Mrs. Jacob
act. The Master of Ceremonieswas them. Miss Sally Green accomGladstone, as the American Civand family of Plymouth,Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Doomkast, Sr., Garvelink, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell
Ron McAdam. Music was furnish- panied them there and is spending
il War progressed, begged Lord
Representation Hearing
Mrs. Paul Drooger and family of and Mr. and Mm. Kenneth Doorn- Van Dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
this
week
at
the
camp.
ed by Harry Brandon and his
Palmerston and Lord Russell to
Holland were Sunday guests of Kant, Jr. and baby of Chicago are Fuder, Henry Vander Bie, Gertrude
Miss
Carolyn
Plummer
has
been
orchestra.
mediate, but they were afraid they Held (or Local Company
Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and Mrs. S. vacationguests of their cousins, Vander Bie, Mr. and Mrs. George
Outfit
At the close of the Variety Show spending the past two weeks in
might burn Britain's fingers. So
Broersma.
Mr. and Mm. James Smeed.
Vander Bie. ^
A hearing before a National Labanother group of games included Oak Park in the home of her broGladstone appealed directlyto the
ALLEGAfl (Special)
The one being a Mystery Contest for ther, Calvin Plummer and family. Mr. and Mrs. George Van FVt. Albert Koning, Jr., of Seat- Also Mrs. John De Vries, Mr.
British people. "There is no or Relations Board representative
Army reserve bill, recently passed
Zoeren
of
Zeeland
were
recent
tle, Wash, is spending a 21 -day and Mrs. Leroy Cobb, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eugene Moses of Grand
involving General Electric of Holby the House of Representatives four groups of children,girls 7 - Rapids was a recent visitor in the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. Van delay enroute furloughwith his Albert Bremer, Mr. and Mrs. Cor- doubt,” he shouted, "that Jeffer- land and the InternationalUnion
10, boys 7 - 10, girls 11-15, boys
son
Davis,
and
other leaders of
and currently before the Senate,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert neil Zeedyke, Mr. and Mrs. George the South have made an Army. of ElectricalWorkers (CIO) was
home of her sister, Mrs. E. S. Zoeren.
may result in an Army reserve 11-15. In this Mystery Contest an Johnson.
Sheryl Wyngarden and Sharon Koning and other relatives.
Zonnebclt, Martin Van Dyke, Mr.
airplane flew overhead dropping a
They are making, it appears,a held Thursday in the band room
unit and an Armory for Allegari.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover and Ter Haar spent last week at Camp
Achievement Night will be held and Mrs. John Van Dyke. Mr. and Navy. And they have made— what at City Hall.
pack
of 50 parachutes.In each
Major S. W. Edelen, directorof
Geneva.
at Immanuel church Friday eve- Mrs. John Essenburg, Mrs. Nellie is more than either— they have
Evidence submitted by both the
pack of parachutes there were 10 daughter, Esther, spent Sunday at
the MichiganArmy Reserve adviMr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Vree ning for the more than 100 pupils Strabbing,Mr. and Mrs. H. Vander
union and the local company will
with winning numbers, lln all four Angola, Ind., in the home of Mr.
made
a
nation.”
sory group, Fort Custer, announced
were Tuesday morning callers on who have been attending vacation Veen, Mr. and Mrs. M. Woodwyk,
contests all 10 winning parachutes and Mrs. James Edwards and
That statementby England's be referred to the NLRB in Washtoday that he would be in Allegan’s
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- Bible school this week. The Bible Mr. and Mrs. Bert Walters, Mr.
family.
were
found and prizes collectedby
best
known spokesman "reverber- ington, D. G, for appraisal. The
Legion buildingnext Tuesday from
Mrs. John Zawila is at the Doug- garden.
Church and Methodist church have and Mrs. James Van Oss, and the ated round the world," according board will decide when and if a
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. to interview the children.
Mildred
De
Witt
and
three
girl
combined in the services. Teachers honored guests, Mr. and Mrs. John to Gladstone'sbiographer, "and representationelection will be held
During the afternoon, a second las Hospital where she underwent
men interestedin the reserve promajor surgery on Saturday. Mrs. friends of Zeeland with Miss C. are Mrs. Gifford Smith, Mrs. Vliem.
greased
pig
was
released
and
this
caused a profound sensation." It at the local factory.
gram. He is also expected to give
Ralph Knowlton also underwent Yntema of Forest Grove as chap- Willis Hunting, Mrs. Luther Jones
Mrs. Nellie Strabbing,Mrs. John and statementsby other British
A union spokesman said a detime A1 Nutile was the winner.
details of the proposed Allegan
erone are spending four days in a and Mrs. J. E. Van Dussen.
Lappenga and Mrs. Fuder were leaders made it seem likely for a cision should be forthcoming withFrom
5:30 until 7:30 a picnic bas- major surgery on Saturday. Both
unit while he is here.
are recovering as well as can be cottage at Lake Macatawa.
The fire departmentwas called in charge of arrangements.
.
while that America would break in 60
On Monday, Col.* Edward G. Hel- ket supper was served.
Combines are busy harvesting Wednesday noon to extinguish a
expected.
7:30 until 9:30 the Variety Show
off diplomatic relationswith Brilier and Major Edelen will be
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Simonds the wheat and oats crops in this grass fire in Ganges township.
tain.
Mrs. Kate Barron Dies
guests of the Allegan Rotary club was again held in the pavilion.
Tests Confirm Bezon
are spending the remainderof the vicinity.
At
9:30
a
special
fireworks
disWhen somewhat later a warship
where they will speak on the new
Mr. and Mrs Martin P. Wynsummer
at
their
cottage
at
Pier
In South Haven Hospital
called the "Alabama," manned Illness Is Polio
program. Col. Hellier is senior play which included9-12-15 inch Cove.
garden were Friday callers on 82-year-old Zeeland
chiefly by British sailors, was alarmy advisor in the Michigan mili- bombs, serpents,search lights and
Mrs.
John
H.
Van
Welt
in
ZeeMrs. Florence Salamon of ChiFENNVILLE (Special) - Mrs. lowed to slip from the Liverpool GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Man Dies at Hospital
parachutes was held. As a grand
tary district.
land.
Kate Barron, 74, died Sunday Docks to the open sea, where it Spinal taps Thursday confirmed
finale, 100 shells which represent- cago visitedthe past week in the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
ZEELAND (Special)— John Van night in South Haven Hospital fol- created havoc among American the polio diagnosis of Ivan Bezon,
ed 600 variegated flashes and re- home of her sister, Mrs. John McTuesday evening guests of Mrs. Dukie, 82, of 25 North Colonial lowing a long illness of heart trouVea.
Picnic Ends Schools
ports were fired.
shipping, the upper classes in En- 30, of route 4. Holland. Bezon has
The Roy Nye and Lawrence Hut- Jennie De Witt, Mr. and Mrs. John St., Zeeland, died at Zeeland Hosp- ble. She was born Nov. 4. 1880, in gland hotly defended what was ob- involvement of the lower extremiSummer Play Session
P.
De
Witt
and
family
of
Forest
chins families enjoyed a picnic
ital early Sunday morning follow- Greenville, Ala., and on Nov. 9,
viously an act of war. The vessel ties, but is considered In "good"
Sunday at the home of the form- Grove.
ing a short illness. He was taken 1905, was married to Alden Barwas
sunk by Yankee ships a year condition.
Four weeks of playschoolat
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and to the Hospital Saturday morning. ron.
er.
He was taken to St. Mary’s Hosor two later, but not until it had
Washington ended with a picnic
Mrs. Eugene Brower and family
He was bom in Holland Town- The couple lived in Fennville un- caused great damage. After the pital Tuesday after preliminary exAdmitted to, Holland Hospital
Friday morning at the school playwere Dr. Melvin and Mrs. M. ship and lived in Zeeland all his til 1933 after which they spent sumFriday were Ellen Chrispell, 11
war England was forced to eat amination indicatedpolio. The
ground. Games were played and North River Ave.; Dennis De Jcmg, Mr*. H. Boevc, Sr.
Brower of Kalamazoo, the Rev. life. He worked at the Colonial mer months in Glenn and the wincrow to the tune of nearly $20,000,- father of one child, Bezon is emprizes awarded.
Frank Brower and Phil of Kal- Mfg. Co. before retirement several ters in Florida.
487 Lincoln Ave.; Denise Riede, Dies at Age of 79
ployed at Chris-CraftCorporation.
000 in damages.
In the high jump contest,prizes 112 Dunton Ave.; Fred E. Undley,
kaska, and the Rev. and Mrs. years ago. He was a member of
Surviving are the husband; a
Although that did not begin to He is the seventh polio case of
were won by Bobby Pete, 4-6 75 West lllth St.; Albert Dember- Mrs. Henry H. Boeve, Sr., 79, Jacob Brower of Holland.
First Reformed Church and the daughter, Mrs. Lloyd Wark of
represent the damage the ship had the season in the county.
year group; Lorrie Lepo and Billy ger, Jr., route 1, West Olive.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Greater Consistory.
Holland, route 5, died late Sunday
South Haven; two sons, Richard of
Vanderbeek, 7-9 year group; MichDischarged , Friday were Mrs. evening at the home of her daugh- Witt and Heldred were Friday
Survivingare the wife, Anna, Fennville and Allen of Wyandotte,
ael Langstreet.ilOyears and over. Gordon Naber, 1051 Paw Paw Dr.; ter and son-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. evening guests at the Martin P. one daughter, Mrs. Matthew Borr and five grandchildren.
Winners In the shoe kicking race Lvelyn Van Iwaarden, route 1; Wallace Nies, 626 Lincoln Ave. Wyngarden home.
of Holland; two sons, Alfred of
mhiii®''
were Ronald Pete, 4-6 years; Terry Mrs. Vem Routing and baby, 1618 She had been ill for some time.
Mr. ana Mrs. Syrene Boss of Zeeland, Raymond of Kalamazoo;
Vanbeek, 7-9 years; Michael Long- South Shore Dr.; Loren Arendsen, Mrs. Boeve was a member of Eb- Galewood were Saturday guests nine granchildren and nine great Local Residents Return
•treet and Jim Oudman, 10 years route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. John enezer Refcrmed Church and the of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
grandchildren.
From North Dakota Visit
and older.
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Gerard, and
Frens, 110 West 20th St; Mrs. Ladies Aid Society.
. Ball walk winner in the 4 year Leslie Mowery and baby, route 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Sage Ver HoevSurviving besides Mrs. Nies are Beverly Gerard of Grandville
Johannes Schout, 84,
and under group was Debbie Bums,
en returned from Strausberg, N. D.
Admitted Saturday were Victor five sons, Clarence, Russell, Nel- were Thursday guests at the home
With Garry Ferris winning the 5-6 Van Omen, route 1, Hamilton; son, Roger and Henry, Jr., all of of Mr. and Mrs. Casey Wabeke.
where they visited their uncle,
Succumb* at Zeeland
contest, Cathy Van Heuvelen the Janice Reimink, Hamilton; Doris Holland; eight other daughters,
Mrs. A1 Schuitema of Holland
Tone Ver Hoeven, who celebrated
7*9 year group, Lynn Hume, Ann Ann Moore, West Olive.
Johannes Schout, 84, route 2, his 100th birthday anniversary
Mrs. John Brinkhuis, of Martin; was a Thursday morning caller on
Sie^ Bill Parker and Michael LongZeeland died at Zeeland Hospital July 25.
DischargedSaturdaywere Mrs. Mrs. Estlier Nederlos, Mrs. Harry Mrs. M.P. Wyngarden.
atfeet, the 10 year and over group. Ellen Chrispell. 11 North River HeMer, and Mrs. Clifford Giles,
^frs. Cynthia Nichols of South Saturday evening following a linIn honor of the occasion the
Awards were given to following Ave.; Mrs. Martha Billotte,796 all of Grand Rapids; Mrs. Mark Dakota was a Sunday guest of Mr. gering illness. He had been in the Civic Club of Strausberg held
junior leaders at the playground; North Shore Dr.; Dennis J. Meeu- Ruisard, of Glen Ellyn, 111., and and Mrs. Harris Schipper and hospital for 10 weeks. Bom in Zee- open house for him Monday after
Ann Seif, Cathy Good, Peggy Todd, sen , 20 East 32nd St; Jacob Mrs. Sage Ver Hoeven, Mrs. Gleroi family.
land Township, he lived in this noon. Relatives were present from
Phyllks Schrotenboer, Elsa Zwiep, Dykstra, 350 East Sixth St, Mrs, Mannes, Mrs. Raymond Brondyke, Mr. and Mrs. Vem South and vicinityhis entire life. He was a Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota, ArkanLynn Jume, Ruth Van Langen, San- Fred Knoll, route 3, Zeeland, Mrs. all of Holland;50 grandchildren family of Reading were weekend member of First Reformed Church. sas, Indiana and North Dakota.
dra Slag, Donna Lemmen, Billy Hattie Habing, 244 West 12th St.; and 20 great grandchildren; three guests of Mrs. Adrian Brower and Surviving are five sons, George, Mr. Ver Hoeven is originally
For **n
Herbert, Marvin, Bernard and from Holland, having been brought
Parkes and Jim Oudman.
•
Mrs. Jason Volkers, 86 E. 33rd St; brothers, Albert, John and Tom family.
Hamilton, Honty SfotHon, Kirby Stono Quartet. Rodeo Auto
James of Zeeland; 16 grandchildren up four miles southeast of here.
In charge of Washington play- Mrs. Gerrit Gruppen, route 1; Mrs. Dalning, of Grand Rapids; one
Show, Giant Midway incWing tbe world f amout Retor and tha fabulous Sky Whfil
About one half of all the ice eight great grandchildren; two sis- He has 100 living descendants. He
school were Mrs. Carroll Norlin, Glenn Russcher and baby, route sister. Miss Lena Dalning, of CutSEPTEMBER 2 THRU 11 -DETROIT
Miss Gloria Hungerink and Fred 3. Mrs. John Kempker and baby, lerville, and a sister-in-law,Mrs. cream made commerciallyis va- ters, Mrs. Ida Jekel ancTMrs. Min- is still in good health and attends
nie Westra, both of Zeeland.
I church in a wheel chair.
Weis*.
171 East Fourth St; Mrs. Bernard Dick Dalning, of Grand Rapids. nilla.
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Professor Gives

Blast Puts Crinp

Tips on Fishing

Pimpng

4, 1955

the surface, try a lure that’ll go
through shallow cover, and then
one that’ll plumb the depths. Professor Lagler suggests^asa last
resort attaching a small, live frog,
with a weight, to your line and
trolling slowly while It bumps the

L

Junior Officers

Helping Cops Curb

Water Supply

Grand Rapids Clamps

Down

Use;
Areas

on Water

Cops Patrol

/GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
Sprinkling and all other "nonessential” uses of water were
banned today following an explosion at a pumping station
which injured two workmen and
cut 11 milliongallons of water off
the daily supply.

The water ban was put into
effect late Wednesday for an
‘•indefinite'’period after a conduit

exploded in the basement of the
Coldbrook pumping station. City
water superintendentSpencer Ferxiss said the 45-year-oldpipe had
crystallizedthrough long use.
He said it would be two weeks
before a replacementpipe would

be available.
"The break and subsequent tieup are doubly bad now because

CLOSE TO HOME —

Willi* (Bill) Vande Water, who was bom
and raised in Holland, will wave the checkered flag as official
startqr at the AAA-sanctioned mid season national championship
midget auto races at the Berlin Raceway near Marne Thursday
night Vande Water is also the official starter for the annual Indianapolis 500-mile classic.He is a cousin of William H. Vande
Water, secretary-manager
of the Holland Chamber of Commerce
and now lives in Chicago. Feature event for 40 of the nation’stop
drivers,including seven who raced in the last Indianapolis event,

maximum water need

naturally
comes with hot weather/' Ferriss

Two workmen above the conduit
on the main floor of the pumping
jration were tossed into the air
by the explosion. Walter Smith
44. and Leon Vanderkuyl, 21, were
under observation at Butterworth
Hospital. Extent oft heir injuries
were not immediatelyknown.
The City Commission met after
the explosion and passed the
ordinanceprohibiUng"non-essential" use of water. 'Hie ban was
invoked on sprinkling, washing
sidewalks and driveways and
operating swimming and wading
pools not equipped with recirculating systems.
Police cruisers equipped with
sound systems were sent to areas!

where

will be a 50-lap grind. First race is at 8:30. Qualifying begins at 7.

Scouts Describe
‘Bout’ With

Moose

bottom of the deeper holes.
ISLE ROYALE, Mich.
Fish lose their
Juvenile
zest for food during hot spells,
Dad to take any necessary cor- Boy Scouts emerging from a
but since they have to eat to live Surprise Party Fetes
rective measures,” Glosser says. camping trip in the Isle Royal*
a fisherman can make his catch Man on 61st BirthJay
"That takes another load off our wilderness brought a tale of adHARPER WOODS, Mich.
by being in the right place at the
—More than 30 children from 10 over-burdenedshoulders. "We no venture with them today.
right time.
A surprfoe party Monday even- to 15 years of age sporting official longer have to lecture the kids The youngsters excitedly told
So says a University of Mich- ing honored John W. Hulst on the police badges patroled the streets for such things as carrying sling how Tommy Simmons, member
igan fisheriesexpert, Prof. Karl occasion of his 61st birthday. The of Harper Woods today to help shots or for playing ball in some- of a Dearborn Boy Scout troop,
F. Lagler. And he has some hints party was held at the home of city police curb juvenile delin- body’s petunia patch.”
tried to get a few extra merit
Harper Woods' neighboring city points for his7 physical fitness
to offer about best times and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hulst of. 551 quency.
places for making that hot weather West 32nd St.
On June 1 this Detroit suburb of Roseville plans to- inaugurate report by running one ntile along
Gifts were presented to the guest became one of the first communi- a similar program this fall, rais- the shoreline of Rock Harbor.
stroke.
"Don’t switch from one lake or of honor and a two course lunch ties in the nation to inaugurate ing the age bracket slightlyto 12
While running his course,
*tream to another constantly,”he was served by the host and hostess. an official staff of young junior to 16 years. ‘
Tommy noticed that he had a
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Ger- policemen. Since then, at least
The Association of International partner— a small moose calf that
advises, pointing out that it is better to know two lakes extremely ald R. Brower, Mr. and Mrs. Pres- one other Michigancity has adopt- Police Chiefs recommends one was keeping perfect pace. The
well than 10 vaguely. And the most ton Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley ed the plan,* and another plans to and a half uniformed policemen boy was so surprised in seeing the
per 1,000 population. On that calf that he stopped, but when the
logical times to catch fish during Hulst, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rig- put it into operation this fall.
hot weather are near sunrise and terink, Mr. and Mrs. John Jr.
"These youngsters have done basis, Rosevillewould need 50 full- baby moose also tried to stop
sunset, and sometime between 10 Hulst, Mr. and Mrs. .RussellKess- wonders in keeping other children time patrolmen,although it ac- running it fell to the ground in a
ler' and Mr. and Mrs. John W. their age out of mischief during tually has only 24.
heap.
p.m. and 2 a.m., he adds.
Dearborn is also using teen the school vacation,” Capt. C. H.
It was then that the calf’s irate
Once you’ve decided on time and Hulst
Glosser of the Harper Woods po- agers as an auxiliarypolice force. mother came charging out of the
place the question is, what to offer
Chief Lawrence J. Shaefer of the woods, sending Tommy scrambthem? And Professor Lagler has
lice department reports.
"Other cities have reported suc- Dearborn police reports a definite ling up the nearest tree.
some words here too: When the Reports Net Income
CLEVELAND—Chesapeakeand cess in using teen-agers to aug- downturn in juvenile delinquency Attractedby shouts from the
water is calm give them a topOhio Railway reported July net ment the regular police force, but since the plan was put into effect onlookers, the mother moose then
water lure, working it lazily.
charged the entire troop of scouts,
"You’ve got to convincethem income of 54|466,000, equal to 56 Harper Woods is one of the first earlierthis year.
In Harper Woods the police hope scattering them in all directions.
that this is an easy meal, some cents a common share, compared to let even the 10-year-oldstake
Tommy descendedfrom the
small creature that’s hurt and with 52,389,000, or 30 cents in July, such a leading role in the com- to reduce delinquency by teaching
the younger children that they tree only after mama moose and
munity.”
can’t get away,” he says. And 1954.
The children are assigned regu- owe it to the community to stay her young ambled off into the
you can use the same strategy
woods together. It was agreed
Dennis Burke, Mike Burke and lar police beats, each serving one out of trouble.
after dark, he continues,but wait
almost twice as long before re- Jay Doty of the Corinthian Yacht hour a day. Their junior police That's why our junior policemen that Tommy had run his mile.
Club, Chicago, have been guests badges bear the official shield of are so young," says Capt. Glosser.
trieving your lure.
Dr. Marion do Velder will preach
‘Fish can be expected to have the past four days of Mr. and Mrs. Michigan and the youngsters "The children feel they have a
hard time seeing in the dark, John Eaton and son, Jack* at carry identificationcards stating real part in the community before on "The Mountain View of Life”
at Hope Church Sunday at 11 a.m.
too, and they’ll have to come Waukazoo. The boys have been they are authorized to issue they grow into teen-agers.”
Guest soloist will be Miss Evelyn
searching where they heard it fall,” sailing in the Sears Cup elimina- "tickets” to other children.
At present, 31 boys and girls Interstellarspace is the space Huizengawho will sing "Alleluia”
tion series at the Macatawa Bay
he explains.
between the heavenly bodies.
by Hummel.
serve as junior policemen.
If you don't have any luck near 'Yacht Club.

ANN ARBOR-

In

Tickets may be issued for
"traffic” violationssuch as jayr
walking or double-ridingon bicycles, or for any neighborhood mischief in which they may be caught.
But the tickets aren’t handed to
the violatorsthemselves; they are
delivered to the parents.
"We leave it up to Mom and

Crimes

tage of the MichiganConservation
Department’soffer of free trees
and shrubs for wildlife planting
this fall. The stock offered without charge includes pines, spruces,
multiflorarose, bush honeysuckle,
Richard Machiele
coralberry and others.
County Agricultural Agent
At the request of the landowners,
We are glad we have a number a farm planner from the Conserof certifiedseed growers in the vation Department will inspect the
county at the present time. Notice farm and determinewhat can be
has come from the Michigan Crop planted to improve the land for

Ottawa

Farm News

sprinkling normally is
heaviest warning residents that improvement Associationthat wildlife.
The planner's recommendations
violators of the ordinance face three fields of wheat have been
generally
tie in with soil and water
face maximum penalties of 1500 approved:Lester Antonidies of Alconservation practices.Trees and
fines or 90 day jail sentences. lendale has 19 acres of Genesee;
GRAND RAPIDS,
Floyd Ter Haar of Zeeland has shrubs may be planted on eroded
City Manager Donald Oakes today 13^ acres of Genesee and John hillsides, in gullies, along pond or
eased the ban on "non-essential” Van Wyke of route 1, Allendale has marsh borders or along edges of
use of water despite the city’* 7 acre* of Yorkwin. The Genesee woodlots.
Qualifying farmers who would
second water crisis in as many wheat 1* a comparativelynew
like to take part in the program
• -.’l. variety.
r*l wheat. The
The crisis came this morning Yorkwin, as you know, is one we can get additionalinformation by
Division
when electrical circuit* failed, have grown here luccessfullyfor writing to the
Michigan
Conservation
Departoverflowing the automatically some time. I am sure any of these
operated, unmanned Franklin re- farmer* would be glad to either ment, Lansing 13.
servolr and flooding the inter- sell thi* wheat right from the
section of Franklin Park and farm or give you informationwhere
Fuller
he may have sold
,
The overflow spilledout nearly We also have a number of certi500,000gallons of
fled oat growers. Jackson, a new
Today
Harold Chapman, general fore- variety released last year, has
6:30 p.m. — Wire Products vs

Mich.

days.

*

1

Game

I

The hottest thing this

1

Ave.

it

Bulletin

Board

won’t be the weather.

water.

man

for street Mghting, said to- been passed on the Lee Fein farm, Hill Top, Legion "B” baseball
day’s crisis was an aftermathof route 5, Dorr; Floyd Ter Haar, Riverview Park.
an explosion Wednesday at the route 2 Zeeland; Clarence Carlson
6:30 p.m.
Western Foundry
Coldbrook pumping station.
route 5, Grand Rapids; Louis Kosvs. Sixth Church, "B” League softThe station was rocked by an turik, route 2, Grand Haven. The
ball, 22nd and Pine.
explosion when a pipe burst and only field of Clinton oats grown
6:30 p.m. — Graafschapvs. Nacut 11 million gallons of water off today is the 20 acre field by Wiltional Guard, "B” League softball
liam
J.
Aukeman,
foute
3,
Hudsonthe city’* supply.
22nd and Maple.
Chapman said the automatic ville.
6:30 p.m.
De Nooyers vs
warning system to the Coldbrook
stationwas knocked out of operaWe had many calls on damage Holland Furnace, "B” League softtion and the excess water pumped to elm trees. As far as we can ball, 23rd and Maple.
7 p.m. — Vandenberg Buick vs
into Franklin poured out an- over- see, some of this damage goes
flow pipe into the surrounding hack to the late frost in May, es- Hulst Brothers, City League soft

—

—

area.

pecially those areas in the trees
that have dead leaves. Aphids
have been busy this summer causing a stickinesson many of the
trees. This, of course, has a tendency to hold dirt and the leaves
have a dull appearanceat the present time. We need not be too

ball,

Van Tongeren Field.

—

7:15 p.m.
Zutphen vs. Hud
sonville Merchants, softball, Zeeing the situation several hours
land Legion Field. \
later.
8:15 p.m. — Raphael vs. visiting
Despite the disaster,Oakes
team, softball, Van TongerenField.
eased the ban on sprinkling.
8:30 p.m. — North Hudsonville
Effective at midnight tonight,
vs. Drenthe, softball, Zeeland Lesprinkling will be permissible on
gion Field.
an odd-and-even house number concerned about this.
Friday
If areas of limbs of the trees die,
system.
6 p.m. — Holland Hitch vs. El
you might be a bit concerned
about Dutch elm disease. We would zinga-Volkers. Legion "A” baseScores Public Apathy
like to be notified if there are any ball, Riverview Park.
Toward Farm Economics elm trees with dead areas. Drop 6:30 p.m. — Hill Top vs. BarEAST LANSING, Mich.
us a line or give us a ring. We’ll ber, Legion "B” baseball. 19th St.
7:15 p.m. — Jenison vs. HudsonLack of public understandingof be glad to take a look.
ville Produce, softball, Zeeland
economics hampers formationof
sound agricultural policy, the A good suggestion comes from Legion Field.
7 :30 p.m.
Zeeland Chlx vs.
assistant secretary of agriculture the MichiganState University Ecosaid Wednesday.
nomics Department saying to Grand Haven Athletic^, SouthwestAssistant Secretary Earl L. Butz check your fire insurance policies, ern Michigan League base ball, Zeesaid "the relativelylow level of as almost all of this year's income land Athletic Field.
7:45 p.m. — Padnos vs. H. E.
economic understanding among is at present stored in bams and
the electorateis one of the most graneries.Don’t gamble when your Morse, Legion "A” baseball,Rivcritical factors limiting sound stakes are more than you can af- erview Park.
8:30 p.m.
Drenthe vs. Benagriculturalpolicy formation.”
ford to lose.
Hs remarks were made in the There Is a new federal law in theim, softball, Zeeland Legion

Workmen succeeded in

correct-

—

—

feature address at the closing regard to keeping the wheat clean.
session of a three-daymeeting The Michigan Department of Agriof farm economistsat Michigan culture bureau of foods and stanState University.

dards is cooperating with this pro-

gram.

We have some

bulletins

Field.

Lineman Falls, Impaled
On Handle of Shovel

available, Extension F 196 that
tells what the requirements are as
PLAINWELL,
- A
far as the wheat is concerned. 30-year-old lineman was impaled
Park superintendent Fred C. See We'll be glad to send you a copy on a shovel handle Wednesday
met with private tree sprayers upon request. Another bulletinin when he fell off a power pole.
today to discuss methods of licenregard to keeping wheat in good
The victim, William Speicher,
sing them to spray the city's condition is ExtensionFolder 134 was working 35 feet up when he
blighted elm trees.
entitled "preventing damage to touched a power line and fell. The
The meeting was authorized by stored wheat."
shovel had been stuck into the
the City Commission Wednesday
ground at the foot of the pole.
after it appropriated 513,000 to the
The current report from the
The shovel handle entered
park department with which to AgriculturalEconomics Depart- Speicher's chest and came out
spray city-owned elms.
ment shows that the labor income his back. He was rushed to
on area 4 farmers which includes Bronson Hospital at Kalamazoo
Ottawa County has decreased sub- and then transferred to Blodgett
Believe Man Drowned
stantially since 195L In 1951 labor Hospital at Grand Rapids for
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.
—Police continued their search income was 53,752 and the 1954 in- further treatment.
Doctors said the shovel handle
today for a local automobile dealer come was 5916. In breaking down
feared drowned in Long Lake these figures it finds that the missed Speicher’sheart, lungs
great factor affectingthis is lower and other vital organs.
near here.
State Police said they feared prices for farm commoditieswith
Oscar M. Johnson fell from his higher cost With low figures such Heads Department
boat Wednesday night while fish- as we have today it is rather
DETROIT— George H. Fern has
ing on the lake. The search was hard for the average farmer to
begun when police found the make ends meet The only appar- been named director of the Naent way that we can expect to tional Association of Manufacturempty boat drifting.
realizemore profit on the farm is ers educationdepartment,effecby cutting our costs on those items tive Sept. 1. He succeedsDr. F.
Two Cars Damaged
where cost can be cut On crop Kenneth Brasted, who is resigning
Two cars were damaged Wed- production the best way to cut Aug. 31 to become president of the
nesday afternoon when they collid- cost is by increasingyields through newly-foundedUniversity of Dal
ed In the intersection of US-31 and the use of good seed, good culture las.
M-21. Involved were cars operated practices and increased yields per
by Ray H. Smith, 55, of 262 Col- acre. In the field of dairy, by
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl Kragt
lege Ave., and Ruth E. Van Ingen, using more foliage, better past- and family who hav* been com
45, of 234 East Central Ave., Zee- ures, will increase the yield per missionedas missionaries to the
land. Ottawa County deputies esti- cow. Good pastures have been prov Philippines will be honored at a
mated damage to the two vehicles en to pay off for the farmer. If farewell get-together Friday at
at 5400.
you are at the present time plan- 7:30 p.m. at Maplewood Reformed
ning to pasture only bluegrass, Church. A program will be folMr. and Mrs. Ralph Visscher, you might consider making a sum lowed by a social hour. The Kragts
Jr., of Clifton, N.J., announce the mer seeding of alfalfa-brometo be are partially supported by Maplebirth of a son, Randall Jay, on seeded sometime during the last wood Church.
July 30 at Passaic General Hosp- part of August We will be glad
ital. Mrs. Visscher is the former to help any that are interestedin
The son born Aug 2 at Holland
Marjorie Bareman, daughter of Mr. making a summer seeding.
Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
and Mrs. Gerrit Bareman, route Farmers living south of highway Berens, route 2, Dorr, has been
4.
M-20 can act now to take advan- named Ricky Lyn.

Discuss Spraying
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.

Mich.

{

It’ll

b0 89l6Sl

Do you know that
people buy more in Summer months than
most other months of the year? No wonder, since, as surveys show, more than 90%
of the people are at

home on an average day

Summer! Predictionsare that
people this Summer will spend far above
during the

the 43 billion retail dollars they laid out so
freely last

means

of course,

in

newspapers.

Summer replacement

There’s no

for the

newspaper! People keep on reading the
newspaper

all

Summer
more

ing 54 million or

long.

They go on buy-

copies of their news-

papers daily through June, July and August.

The

surest

way

to reach the most cus-

tomers, most often, most effectively,is in

Summer.

the newspaper. If you haven’t already
Don’t miss these sales! Somebody’s going to get the business...

ever you

sell,

make

mote your product or

Not to a few

not you?

BUREAU OF ADVERTISING,America

What-

planned a steady series of
ads—

call us

Summer

selling

today!

you plan to proservice aU Summer long.

everybody in the area

prepaftd by

why

sure

of your customers—

who can

but to

possibly buy!

All business is local
.

and

so are all

newspapers!

Newip.ptr Publishers Association,

•ad publishedin the intereetsof fuller underttendinf ef newspapers by The Sentinel Printing

Co

Publishers ef

The Holland Evening Sentinel and Holland City News r
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